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Abstract
This dissertation argues for a storied approach to listening from the perspective of a white
Southern woman. To do this, I carefully followed the work of two community groups. One, the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project, is working to install a marker venerating
Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, three enslaved people who were lynched in our area in 1856. The
other, the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy, is responsible for installing a
Confederate statue on the Bentonville Square in 1908 that was removed in 2020. As illustrated
by the use of archival research and embedded participation in interracial community spaces, this
project argues that the storied approach taken by the Washington County Community
Remembrance Project ultimately renders it more effective than the assumptive work of the James
H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy.
By critically examining my own positionality in these two groups, I argue that a storied
approach to listening as well as examining past and present influences on our community spaces
is necessary. The motivations of both groups argue for storied, ephemeral retroactivism.
Understanding the locations of both markers establish credibility and a Black sense of space in
our pervasively white community. Listening to the words surrounding these projects establishes
a minimization of racism as well as a Black sense of language critical to the work. A focus on the
people of both groups asserts the importance of ancestorship and inspiration in an understanding
of my own role in the community. Acknowledging the occasions of both groups’ unveiling
(and/or removal) argues for the need for white confrontation as well as Black agency in
reconciliation efforts moving forward. Critical to these conversations is the ability to hear my
own positionality and privilege not just in these community spaces, but in administrative,
pedagogical, and personal encounters in the present and beyond.
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Epigraph
if you gathered them they would be everyone.
gather them.
recognize in them your jawline, your wet eyes, your long-fingered hands, seeking what but this
multitude. if you gathered them they would not fit on this island. they would spill back into the
ocean whence they came. when you gather them they will have fins and claws and names you do
not know.
gather them anyway.
some will look you in the eye, some are too microscopic to see. if you don’t gather them all you
will never be free. if you gathered them you could not hold them, scold them, demand back what
you think is lost. gather them today or your soul is the cost. gather the ones who sold and who
bought and who tossed overboard. gather the erstwhile children in the name of the lord. gather
the unclaimed fathers, the ones with guns and with swords. gather them up. with your hands,
with your relationship to land. with your chin set. you are no done yet. you never will.
gather them more. gather them still.
they will unfound you and surround you unfind you and unwind you travel to you unravel
through your own needle. gather the thread. collect your dead.
-

Alexis Pauline Gumbs

“How do we translate listening into language and action, into the creation of an appropriate
response?” Jacqueline Jones Royster
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1
Introduction
To Listen
In one small corner of the world resides Fayetteville, Arkansas, home to Oaks Cemetery,
the first African American cemetery in Fayetteville. There’s a noticeable discrepancy between
the older, somewhat worn Oaks Cemetery and the elaborately maintained fencing of the
Fayetteville National Cemetery, which it borders. Despite Oaks’ notoriety of being the cemetery
in Washington County dedicated to the burial of Black citizens (“Oaks Cemetery”), it’s more
often referred to as “the cemetery bordering the Fayetteville National Cemetery,” a nod to the
pervasive whiteness that centers this story. Soon, there will be a marker here dedicated to three
enslaved people, known only to our records as Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, who were lynched
in this area in 1856. Will people come to pay respect? Will they see themselves in the white
complacency, the systems of power that led to their deaths? Will this story change anything? Do
we need it to?
Just up the road about 30 minutes north is the Bentonville Square, which, until September
2020, housed a Confederate statue, a monument1 to both the Confederacy and racism right in the
middle of a progressive, quaint, majority-white town. As this project will uncover, the
community truly united and rallied around the decision to remove the statue. Statue sit-ins were
regularly conducted, letters to the editor were filed, and frequent petitions were made. The statue
was removed, quietly and quickly, after a summer of national reckoning, only exacerbated by a
global pandemic that has left us all in mourning, questioning, and raw. The community was so
excited at the removal of this monument to hate, this symbol of a racist past that they felt they
don’t belong to. And yet, the removal is just a removal of a block of granite. How do we go
about truly reckoning, truly moving toward healing?
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In “When the First Voice you Hear is Not your Own,” Jacqueline Jones Royster asks us,
“How do we translate listening into language and action, instead the creation of an appropriate
response?” (38). This project is, in many ways, a response to her question. This dissertation is
meant to serve as a story2 to uncover, listen, and understand what it means to pry into our
community’s past and present. I hope it will be the story of how a Southern community with a
progressive reputation and a growing economy grapples with their past. More importantly, I
hope this story helps this community (and other communities like it) better understand the
struggles facing their present. Importantly, this is a story by a white woman. It is a story by a
white Southerner, a product of the Mississippi public school system and the daughter of two
educated, practical, and well-meaning white parents.
My language and action, my creation of an appropriate response, comes from the careful
examination of the work of two community groups. One group is centered around past archives
and contemporary discourse surrounding the Bentonville Confederate statue in Bentonville
Arkansas, a site of memory that hopes to maintain a status quo focused on “heritage.” The other
group, the Washington County Community Remembrance Project, is an effort put forth by
community members in nearby Fayetteville, Arkansas, to resurrect a marker honoring three
enslaved men that were lynched in the area named Aaron, Anthony, and Randall.
In order to frame a storied approach to listening, I’ll first introduce the local context that
led me to these groups. I’ll then acknowledge my position before sharing a bit more of my own
story. I ultimately hope to offer a storied approach to listening as my frame, particularly as it
relates to memory and story. Historical rhetorical ethnography is my proposed method, my
means of creating an appropriate response to Royster’s question. Such a method entails listening
to all facets of the historical and contemporary groups that I am embedded in. My consequent
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chapters, therefore, will focus on the retroactivism that we see from past to present (Chapter 1).
This includes understanding the location of our two sites of memory (Chapter 2), listening to the
discourse involved with each resulting marker (Chapter 3), the ancestral and contemporary
publics that surround each group’s decisions (Chapter 4), and an examination of the occasions in
each site of memory’s unveiling (and/or removal) (Chapter 5). I hope to use listening in these
chapters to hear pedagogical and administration implications on my work and life as a member
of this community (conclusion).
This project seeks to focus on, to tell the story of, to listen to, the ways that communities
remember from the perspective and positionality of a white Southern woman. In the pages that
follow, I don’t think that I am inherently arguing for a best practice to remember or even a plan
for navigating this memory in the present day, as other scholars have done.3 Instead, I believe
that it serves as a case study of sorts, a story for the way that one community deals with the
shameful elements of their past (a Confederate legacy and slavery) through the work of their
presents (the Community Remembrance Project and decisions over the removal of the
Bentonville Confederate statue).
I am both building off of and learning from Krista Ratcliffe’s address of memory and story in
her cultivation of rhetorical listening. Using Toni Morrison’s concept of rememory, Ratcliffe
points out that “when we eavesdrop, circling through time to expose the circling of time, we not
only identify some of our identifications but also find ourselves accountable to ourselves and to
others not for the then but for the then-that-is-now” (Ratcliffe 109). In many ways, this project is
circling back to the then (the resurrection of the Bentonville Confederate statue and the fall of
Aaron, Anthony, and Randall), in order to address the then that is now (the fall of the statue and
the rise of a marker honoring Aaron, Anthony, and Randall). I believe that writing this story is
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the form of listening, the address of memory and rememory, the response to Royster’s question,
that I choose for this project.

LOCAL CONTEXT

A Local Confederate Legacy. Northwest Arkansas serves, in many ways, as a reflection of
national Confederate and reconciliation influences. A statue of a Confederate soldier, located on
the Bentonville Square, was erected in 1908 by the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
Confederacy chapter. The chapter, founded in 1904, was named after Senator James H. Berry,
who served as governor of Arkansas and as a Civil War second lieutenant of Company E,
Sixteenth Arkansas Infantry (Balogh). Funding for the statue was crowdsourced by citizens and
community members and occurred right in the midst of massive monument building on the part
of the UDC (Cox). Through meeting minutes, family papers, and newspaper clippings, we know
that the unveiling of the statue was a community-wide event that took place in August 1908 in
which businesses shut down, a parade came through the city, and visitors traveled from
throughout the region (Black). Even past the statue’s centennial in 2008, records exist that honor
the statue for its ties to local history, its symbolism of the South, and a reverence for any military
personnel. The first whispers of controversy around the statue actually began in 2003, when
Walmart, headquartered in Northwest Arkansas, resisted using the statue in a tourism logo for
the city (Roberts). However, it wasn’t until June 2015, following the murder of the Charleston
Nine, that many began to question the statue’s true presence. After the 2017 Unite the Right
Rally (Katz), a group against white supremacy held a solidarity stand around the Confederate
statue. Petitions began both to keep the statue and to move it to a more appropriate location.
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We didn’t hear much from groups on either side of the issue until Fall 2019, though there
were minor events including a public forum to address the future of the statue and even some
vandalism done to the statue by protestors. The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette ran heated letters to
the editor surrounding the issue. Many of the supporters claimed that resistance to the statue is a
result of the massive amounts of transplants to this area— “these interlopers dare to decry ‘The
Shame of Bentonville’ and to dictate to us how we must change our town to fit their craven
images of the ‘enlightened cities’ from which they came” (Kumar). Others, like national
discourse, argued that “we should not be commemorating a war of rebellion…especially one
fought to defend a truly horrible institution like slavery” (B. Ward). A group of protestors
formed a group called “The Shame of Bentonville” and began statue “sit-ins” every Saturday
morning during the Square’s large Farmer’s Market, which began to finally draw public attention
to the statue.
The public killing of George Floyd at the hands of the police in May 2020 (“Killing of
George Floyd”) awakened a renewed vigor for racial justice around the country. Northwest
Arkansas once again responded in time with the nation. On June 2, the Arkansas United
Daughters of the Confederacy announced that they’d be moving the statue to a private park near
James H. Berry’s burial site. As of September 2020, the statue has been moved to a private
location, and a garden has been put in its place in the town square. This project seeks to listen to
the ways that this decision and the community memory left in the wake of the statue returns us to
the “then that is now” today (Ratcliffe 109).

Local Reconciliation Efforts. Northwest Arkansas reflects national conversations centered
around racial reconciliation, namely in the efforts of the Washington County Community
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Remembrance Project. Two active Fayetteville community members visited the Equal Justice
Initiative’s National Memorial for Peace and Justice when it opened in April 2018 and came
back eager to bring such reconciliation efforts to our community. They learned of the lynching of
three enslaved individuals in 1856, known only as Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. The only
records that exist for these two men and a teenager come from their slave records (which are
scant at best), so it is difficult to piece together who they were outside of the court documents
and newspaper clippings that white men wrote about them. However, a group of local historians,
university administrators, and active Black Fayetteville community members conducted
extensive research in order to apply to be a member of the Community Remembrance Project
(Reed). The group formally began meeting in May 2018 to investigate the local lynching and
applied to be considered a Community Remembrance Project community, an Equal Justice
Initiative outreach program that works with communities to memorialize and document victims
of racial terror and foster dialogue about race within the community (Reed) in May 2019.
In July 1856, two men and a teenager enslaved by James Monroe Boone and David
Williams, who were known in our records as only Aaron, Anthony, and Randall were all accused
of murdering James Monroe Boone, a prominent doctor in the area. However, only Randall,
estimated to be about 24, was sentenced to a hanging by the state, as there was not enough
evidence to hang Aaron (likely a teenager) and Anthony (roughly 26 years old). An angry white
mob led by Boone’s sons and prominent members of the community took the two innocent men
(one of whom was likely just a teenager at the time) from the jail and lynched them on July 7,
1856. The one newspaper report recording the murders, the Ft. Smith Herald, attests that the mob
held a formal meeting in the courthouse before the kidnapping, which ultimately decided the fate
of Aaron and Anthony (Reed). Family records from the doctor’s descendants state that the men,
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who were enslaved by Boone, approached him for money and beat him senseless when he
refused. Oral history in the Black Fayetteville community contends, in fact, that Boone was in
the female slave quarters, likely assaulting a woman, when she defended herself with an axe to
his head.
The group received formal acceptance from the Equal Justice Initiative in August 2019 and
began plans to install a historical marker and host an unveiling in November 2020. There is a
consistent group of about 13 people that attend group meetings. The leadership consists of 2
Black women, with 4 others taking the lead in many sub-initiatives, none of whom claim
Fayetteville as their hometown. 4 others are retired white progressives, most of who have spent
the majority of their lives in Northwest Arkansas. One member is a local Black male resident,
and then myself (30, white, female) and another young white man complete the group. Woven
through these group dynamics are many discussions regarding the wording on the marker, the
events of the unveiling, and how best to conduct community marketing and outreach. The group
ultimately decided to place the marker in the Oaks Cemetery, a historically Black cemetery in
Fayetteville. This choice of privacy speaks to the group’s larger commitment to reverence over
education. Additionally, the group is hosting an essay contest, part of the requirements of EJI
participation, in order to involve the whole community. Finally, the group has begun to discuss
future plans for the Community Remembrance Project. They hope to continue to share and
commemorate victims of racial terror as well as the under voiced through programs and events,
thus acknowledging the work we must do as a community. The community group, like national
efforts, believes and hopes that these reconciliation/reckoning efforts are part of a larger,
permanent, push toward racial justice and healing (WCCRP, “Information”).
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MY PLACE
As a white woman, as a Southerner, as a representative of an institution, I am constantly trying to
navigate my appropriate place in this conversation. Further, I hope that I can serve as a needed
voice to address these issues and concerns. Where do I fit into this story? My first in-person
course of my doctoral program, Discourse Analysis, asked us to conduct a discourse analysis of a
community event. I was immediately drawn to a conversation happening in my native
Mississippi, a debate to recontextualize the plaque on a Confederate monument on the heart of
the University of Mississippi campus through the use of committee-produced plaques explaining
the complicated history of many of their controversial monuments and memorials. This interest
gravitated to the Confederate statue just up the road from our university, in Bentonville, where
tensions continued to rise regarding its future. Through talking to community members, I began
to hear a push for a kind of reckoning, both as a nation and in our community.
My interests led me to conduct detailed research for the Crystal Bridges Museum of
American Art in Bentonville, a museum that had a deeply vested interest in the presence of the
statue and what it says about our community, regardless of the statue’s future. I was given the
opportunity to dive into 20 boxes of archival family papers that the university’s Special
Collections houses (Berry, Dickinson, and Peel Family Papers), papers that reveal the life of
three prominent families in Bentonville that were ultimately responsible for the founding of the
James H. Berry chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy. As we will explore in this
project, one of the founding acts of the James H. Berry UDC was to erect a statue of a common
Confederate soldier in honor of Berry and the men of the Confederacy who had died in the Civil
War 40 years before. Much of the history of the family and of the chapter was preserved by the
family’s women, who were founding members of the chapter and served as regular officers for
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the group. As I combed through hours of personal letters, transcribed a notebook of trivial
minutes, and carefully listened to the newspaper clippings these women chose to preserve, I tried
to get a sense of the world they sought to fight for. I began to hear their voice in the legacy that
their statue leaves behind. However, I also began to understand the voices that were not valued
enough to leave an institutionalized legacy.
I provided Crystal Bridges with a detailed annotated timeline of the work that I had done.
While the work of these women, carefully documented through meeting minutes, private letters,
newspaper clippings, and memorabilia they preserved within these boxes, spoke to a deeply
problematic past that revered the “Lost Cause” into which they felt akin, I began to understand
what Royster claims when the women that we read “emerge not just as subjects of research but
also as potential listeners, observers, even co-researchers…in the knowledge-making process
themselves” (Royster, Traces 274). Though these women are and remain in a series of boxes,
listening to the artifacts they chose to leave behind began to illuminate for me the troubling,
racist legacy that they have left on our community today.
Through this work and in my outreach to the community, I was able to meet with the two
founding members of the Community Remembrance Project. This initial meeting, over coffee, at
the Fayetteville Public Library, filled in on a piece of this community’s story that I knew to be
necessary in this discussion, a study about the ways in which we remember and forget our
community’s shameful past. Though I initially expressed my interest in joining the Community
Remembrance Project, I was certain that my own hesitations would deter true membership. I was
white, I was a transient student to this area, and I was not deeply rooted in the community and
therefore I had few connections to offer.
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I was surprised and thrilled when, two months later, they emailed me, inviting me to their
first meeting following approval from the Equal Justice Initiative. I moved heaven and earth to
make it to their first meeting, in mid-September, just before a major football game. They hosted
the meeting in the common room at an apartment complex, which has a cozy but unused vibe to
it. Though the meeting was scheduled for 2 hours, we talked for three, discussing the work to be
done, our thoughts on the location, the response from the Black community, and the general
exigency of this project. A few weeks after that meeting, I was privileged to officially join the
group after, they told me laughing, about the fourth time I used the word “we” when asked a
question.
After 3 months of involvement, I received Institutional Review Board approval (See
Appendix A) and asked the group if I could archive our work together as part of my dissertation.
Though I am intentionally nearly silent during these meetings, I have joined the essay contest
sub-committee group and the communications committee. We met in this cozy, clean faux living
room as the group grew and organized into subcommittees, until we were forced to move to
Zoom due to the global COVID-19 pandemic beginning in March 2020. In each meeting we
reflect, we examine, and we honestly consider what is best in our efforts. The overall goal is
NOT to educate white people—the committee has been very clear on that from the beginning.
Instead, the goal is to venerate4 Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, two men and a teenager who
represent an entire community that has never been given an institutional voice.
The Community Remembrance Project committee laughingly told me I was “in” when I
became a “we.” But in many of our conversations I still feel the more respectful approach is to
understand that, to some extent, I will always be partially a “they.” For that reason, I hope that
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this story does the talking and, if nothing else, provide a space for white people (including
myself) to listen.

Positionality. As one of the youngest members of the Community Remembrance Project, and as
someone who is white, not from Fayetteville, and intentionally “studying” this group and our
journey while being a very active member in it, I struggle with my place and purpose in the
group and in this work. I take the lead from Colpean and Dingo and others in saying that “as
white scholars, we see that we must work to alleviate the burden of this labor on nonwhite
scholars and remain genuinely open to critique and feedback” (Colpean and Dingo 4). I am
beginning to understand that as a white woman scholar I must cautiously address my identity and
the inherent biases, underlying harm, and damaging rhetoric that I might be bringing to this
conversation.
I, and many of my counterparts, might often comfort ourselves in saying “well I’m not
racist”—perhaps picturing in many ways the Confederate soldiers that are revered in granite
today. This places all of us as the white moderates that King warned of in his iconic “Letter from
a Birmingham Jail:”
the Negro’s great stumbling block in the stride toward freedom is not the White Citizen’s
Councillor or the Klu Klux Klanner but the white moderate who is more devoted to order
than to justice; who constantly says, ‘I agree with you in the goals you seek, but I can’t
agree with your methods of direct action,’; who paternalistically feels that he can set the
timetable for another man’s freedom; who lives by the myth of time; and who constantly
advises the Negro to wait until a ‘more convenient season.’ (King 3)
I see this white moderate in myself, in my family, in my fellow administrators, in my
community. I feel it even still in my white liberal acquaintances, who blast off on a regular basis
on social media about truth and justice and espouse poetic language about their own disgust in
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regard to the treatment of African Americans, the policies that promote mass incarceration, or a
block of granite that symbolizes what they call a “dead” ideology.”
In an effort to decentralize my whiteness and the whiteness of most of the “players” and
in order to listen instead of talk, I have intentionally sought scholars of color, voices whose lived
experiences shape and inform the work that they do. Though I began with this goal of amplifying
Black voices, I discovered that Black voices, Black scholars, are the only true experts in the
work that makes up this story. The work, therefore, wouldn’t be complete without their legacy. A
privilege on my part then, was starting this work thinking that I was making a choice in
prioritizing their voices. They taught me otherwise. Their voices are what’s needed, what’s
critical to this work.
My ultimate goal is to amplify voices of color. I believe that is best done through Black
Feminist teachings, and I hope that is reflected in the pages that follow. Though I am sure I did
not fully accomplish this, I hope that the very attempt will be a beginning in efforts towards a
story told with the right perspectives at the forefront, and a shift away from the sort of checkboxing that often happens when referencing voices of color. This will involve a sustained
examination of critical parts of my community, of any community’s history that, to my
knowledge, have been merely siloed instead of brought to the forefront.
My goal, therefore, is to wake us up, to move us past pity and into action. To take us, to
take me, out of bystander and into actor. I am writing this story for us. To truly amplify scholars
of color, Black scholars, I must engage with them. I can’t do that without engaging with my own
positionality in this work. I see myself and so many other white women halted into silence, into
inaction in contemporary conversations and debates based on a fear of being wrong, or an
unwillingness to challenge the harms we might be causing. Therefore, I offer this work as a
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means to explore, address, and listen to the ways that we can truly come together in coalition
building.

HOW I LISTEN- THE FRAME

My Understanding of a White Listener. A key component to Royster’s question is, of course,
moving into a different way of listening. In order to do that, however, I must once again
acknowledge the whiteness that directs how I approach an understanding of listening.
My introduction to the concept of listening came from Krista Ratcliffe, who explicitly
grapples with the idea of rhetorical listening as a white person. After sharing at length her own
background and likely biases as a white person and a member of the dominant culture, Ratcliffe
defines rhetorical listening as “a stance of openness that a person may choose to assume in
relation to any person, text, or culture” with the goal of establishing “how listening may be
employed to hear people’s intersecting identifications with gender and race…in order to facilitate
cross-cultural communication about any topic” (Ratcliffe 17). One of several strategies Ratcliffe
suggests to employ rhetorical listening, particularly as a white person of power, is to proceed
from an accountability logic. Ratcliffe argues that
a logic of accountability…asks us to recognize our privileges and nonprivileges and then
act accordingly…a logic of accountability invites us to consider how all of us are, at
present, culturally implicated in effects of the past, and, thus, accountable for what we do
about situations now, even if we are not responsible for their origins. (Ratcliffe 32)
This particular emphasis on acknowledging power and privilege is, I would argue, an important
differentiation from listening.
One way that Ratcliffe proposes to make rhetorical listening possible is through the act of
eavesdropping, asking mostly white individuals, or the dominant voice, to overhear differing
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perspectives throughout daily life. Instead of framing this act in such a way as to imply that one
is not meant to hear that which is “eavesdropped,” Ratcliffe suggests that this tactic allows the
listener to listen to learn “on the border of knowing and not knowing” (105). Further, Ratcliffe
attests to this eavesdropping as “purposely positioning oneself on the edge of one’s knowing so
as to overhear and learn from others and, I would add, from oneself” (105).

Community Listening. Unlike rhetorical listening, community listening involves a collaboration
with the community, not for or to any given community. In a special issue of the Community
Literacy Journal, Fishman and Rosenberg address the idea of community listening, or “a literacy
practice that involves deep, direct engagement with individuals and groups working to address
urgent issues in everyday life, issues anchored by long histories and complicated by competing
interpretations as well as clashing modes of expression” (1). The editors and contributors assert
that listening is beyond sinking into a good book, but instead a layered and intentional practice
that works with the community instead of standing outside of the group from which one is
listening.
Understanding community listening through the practice of listening as a community to
others is a critical feature of doing the work. Rowan and Cavallaro incorporate asset-based
thinking into the work, asserting that community listening must come before any direct
engagement with a community. Lohr and Lindenmen also incorporate emphatic listening, stating
that
We argue in this essay that emphatic listening is a crucial precursor to community
listening, which we define as the hard work of trying to hear the collective refrains and
struggles that often present themselves in individual voices. Listening emphatically to
individuals may serve as a portal to community listening, or to seeing others’ concerns as
part of a collective experience and standing in solidarity with communities that both
include and extend beyond one’s own. (72)
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Rachel Jackson and Dorothy Whitehorse DeLaune continue this enactment of community
listening, addressing this idea of collaborative community listening as itself a form of resistance.
Jackson states that “It (Kiowa storytelling) invites us to listen differently, with a community
rather than to a community or for a community. Kiowa stories as a kind of community listening
calls us to consider the ways in which community writing occurs beyond the colonialist
implications and limitations of printed text” (42). Jackson is establishing the decolonial nature of
community listening, addressing it as the means by which communities can work to assert or
insert their own identity, their own story, into the conversation.
While it is important to consider community listening in conversation with rhetorical
listening, Romeo García addresses the tension between community and academic listening,
particularly as a member of a minoritized group. He argues that an expanded definition of
listening includes a more explicit inclusion of past and present histories and relationships. From
his current position as an academic listener, García hearkens back to his youth and explores his
own definition of community listening. García defines community listening as “listening for
humanity in stories and memories in between cultures, times, and spaces” (García 7). He shares
memories with his grandma and his community, arguing that listening is inextricably tied up
with memory and story. García chastises his current positionality in academia, arguing that
“While the field says it “listens,” it does so in ways that create absences and silences. Too often I
have found a tension between community and academic listening. A call to responsibility and
justice remains” (García 12). García suggests that Ratcliffe’s definition of rhetorical listening
might be part of this tension, arguing that “rhetorical eavesdropping is a simulacrum of
whiteness, a ‘tactical’ but not ethical practice, akin to colonial gazing” (7). García is asserting
that, despite Ratcliffe’s critique of whiteness, she is practicing performative whiteness in
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continuing to position the marginalized or additional story as “other.” This, García argues,
oversimplifies those that we (read: mainstream discourse/white people) eavesdrop on and
maintains power structures that, in theory, rhetorical listening was meant to break down. García
is asserting the importance of an acknowledgement of positionality in rhetorical listening,
arguing that it is problematic for dominant cultures to mediate differences that ultimately result
in a tokenization of non-white or non-mainstream bodies.

Affordances and Limitations. I ultimately argue that Ratcliffe’s problematic stance on whiteness
represents a larger effort that many in the dominant culture might unintentionally use to listen
rhetorically as a means in which to “move past” this dominance—becoming competent and
capable of speaking alongside (and possibly even for) those in minoritized positions. García
agrees with Ratcliffe in saying that rhetorical listening is important, and her attempts at defining
listening have contributed to a larger conversation on what it means to rhetorically listen. From
my own positionality as a white female scholar, Ratcliffe’s approach to rhetorical listening might
afford me a place to enter the conversation. Ratcliffe acknowledges the stickiness that comes
with this work, and her ability to sit in the discomfort (a choice that, in itself, is a privilege) has
paved the way for responses from feminist scholars, scholars of color, and a host of community
members. Her ultimate limit, I argue, lies with her positionality. The act of eavesdropping, and
many other approaches that she suggests, implies that she was not necessarily invited to the
conversation. Further, though she acknowledges the slipperiness of rhetorically listening while
white, she situates this limitation from a place that can be overcome. This is akin to what Sara
Ahmed refers to as a fetishization of the wound, or a move toward taking someone’s story,
someone’s pain, and, in the process of attempting to listen, making it your own (Ahmed 34). I
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am confident that that is not the explicit intention of these scholars, just as I might argue that
such intentions have never consciously been my goal. However, such limitations exist,
essentially arguing for the need for a different way of listening.
I believe that examining the work of the Bentonville Confederate statue and the
Community Remembrance Project is an effort to listen, not only to voices that have been
marginalized, but places and people that have never been allowed to tell the full truth of their
memories. Fetishizing someone else’s story, even if it is subconscious, once again does not
involve the actual community at present, which leads the scholars and contributors to the
Community Literacy Journal to turn to community listening. So how do I, as a white woman, tell
the story of a community, of a place? This is an element to Royster’s response to listening that I
hope this dissertation most strongly seeks to answer.
I, like many, have always been interested in the stories that places hold. There’s
something fascinating about considering who and what have walked this very same earth, and if,
by being in this space as well, I share their spirit in the pain they have suffered, the dreams they
have held, and the love they have known. Or, as my white body suggests, if I can’t share this
spirit, how can an acknowledgement of their pain on this land lead us all toward healing and
redemption?
The history that Northwest Arkansas holds and the influences that we have from around
the world place us in a unique position that I believe serves as the perfect case study in
examining the ways in which we come to our own reckoning with a Confederate statue in one of
our major city’s squares, as well as a progressive enough community to begin seeking ways to
venerate lynchings of enslaved people that occurred in our area (which is shocking to some).
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And so the question remains: How do I, as a white Southern woman, tell the story of this
community?

A Storied Approach to Listening. Both Ratcliffe and García, despite their differences, ultimately
argue for story as a means in which to listen. Jackson as well attests to the importance of story,
particularly as a means of resistance. She argues that story and community listening allow us to
decolonize academia and create space for community healing (41). In the spirit of community
listening, therefore, I argue, or more, I suggest, that explicitly centering story might serve as a
framework for a different way of listening.
Though story has its inception in indigenous rhetorics, Delgado’s use of story, and (I
argue) its application from other scholars is where I most clearly draw my own definition of
story. In a critical examination and understanding of story, Richard Delgado presents a case for
story as “a powerful means for destroying mindset - the bundle of presuppositions, received
wisdoms, and shared understandings against a background of which legal and political discourse
takes place” (Delgado 2413). Delgado argues that stories are able to promote consensus and
shared understanding. Delgado ultimately concludes that story has power on the oppressed and
over the oppressor—the oppressed are able to realize they are not alone, and the complacency of
the oppressor is attacked through the use of a counterstory.

Memory in Story. I argue, however, that to truly listen we must also use story as a means to move
away from the simulacrum of whiteness and build off the memory and legacy of those in the
past. Delgado’s use of story proves it to be a powerful technique in revealing inequities that exist
in the present day. In his address of community listening, Romeo García ties the idea of story
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and memory together, arguing that “stories remind us of a responsibility to the memories and
people of the past that situated our stories-so-far and that would reflect on the possibilities of
new stories” (1). García employs the important concept of rememory in his use of story. Using
his own story of the legacy of his grandmother, García advocates for story, as a means to listen,
particularly to listen in order to more fully “connect with others beyond the physicality of
presence” (4). Ratcliffe also addresses memory and story, using Toni Morrison’s concept of
rememory. Ratcliffe points out that “when we eavesdrop, circling through time to expose the
circling of time, we not only identify some of our identifications but also find ourselves
accountable to ourselves and to others not for the then but for the then-that-is-now” (Ratcliffe
109). Though this idea is still situated within Ratcliffe’s openly problematic method of
eavesdropping, her larger attempt to reach into the past as a means to understand the present
provides a critical consideration to what it means to listen.
While Morrison calls rememory a type of circling, parting, or tearing, Sara Ahmed, in
Cultural Politics of Emotions refers to rememory as an opening, an “openness that gathers in the
struggle against ‘what is’:
For the opening up of that which is not possible does not just take place in time, in that
loop between present and future. The opening up also takes time. The time of opening is
the time of collecting together. One does not hope alone, but for others, whose pain one
does not feel, but whose pain becomes a thread in the weave of the present, touched as it
is by all that could be. Through the work of listening to others, of hearing the force of
their pain and the energy of their anger… a ‘we’ is formed, and an attachment is made.
(Ahmed 188)
The critical part of this statement is ‘through the work of listening to others.” Ahmed claims that
this opening is allowing a space for others’ pain to be woven into the present. Here, it feels as if
we are taking one step beyond the reaches of the present, and perhaps, by stepping into time and
weaving into the present, we are better suited to listen with the goal not of positioning oneself on
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the edge of one’s knowing (the definition of Ratcliffe’s eavesdropping) but acknowledging the
fact that we can never know what it means to be another.
So what does this responsibility of rememory, of revisiting, of parting or tearing the veil
ultimately mean for moving toward a different definition of listening? If I were to enact strategic
contemplation to eavesdrop on myself, 5 I might listen, and hear, the white moderates that look
like me in my institution, my family, and even my slow-moving arrival into this field and
consider how I can listen to work with them. I suppose, in my own definition of rhetorical
listening, my goal is to own and use my power, my privilege, and my story, even when it means
moving aside to make space for other stories.
My own goal in storied listening is to actively work to dismantle that privilege and story
to listen to and amplify the communities whose stories I am telling. We can only speak from our
own perspectives and for worse (instead of for better or for worse), such perspectives hold value
and capital in the world in which we live today. If I am employing this storied approach to
listening, I cannot, I will not, attempt to draw from my work from both projects a cure-all for the
racism and exploitation that exists in our community today. I will not write the story of these two
competing community efforts with the goal of “fixing” them. Most importantly, I will not share
either story as if I now know what it must mean to be a member of a marginalized community. I
would be falling into the performative whiteness that is critiqued about Ratcliffe to argue for a
mass-produced mode of listening. Instead, I can only share my own response, my own action,
and no one else’s.
It is unclear to me what the implications of my story, or my storied approach to listening,
will be, but, if nothing else, I hope it can better position me in my current and future interactions
in navigating this place, this community, this past, present, and future.
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HOW I RESPOND—THE METHODOLOGY
I have centered my concept of listening as a story surrounding the ways in which our
communities remember. In my quest to remember, I’ve found myself involved both in archival
mining around the Bentonville Confederate statue, and the participant observer involvement with
the Community Remembrance Project to venerate Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. This circling
back through time has allowed me to see the parallels in the United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the Community Remembrance Project and their choice of location, their
motivations for their commemorations, their marker contents, their community involvement, and
their unveiling. But Royster again asks us “how do we translate listening into language and
action, into the creation of an appropriate response?” (38). While listening, my theory is the
proposed answer to the “language and action” side of this question; a blend of historical
rhetorical ethnography (this dissertation) is my creation of an appropriate response, my story.

Historical Ethnography. In Traces of a Stream, Royster addresses at length the struggle with
writing about a community she is ultimately part of. Her lengthy journey into her methodology is
one I hope to mimic someday; however, for now I want to focus on her chosen methodology of
historical ethnography. I love Royster’s idea that “the actual articulation of an ideological
perspective may not be a task that can be done alone and in isolation. I suspect that ideology
grows in the material world and in the company of others with similar interests and concerns. In
other words, ideology formation, as a knowledge-making process, is socially constructed”
(Traces 278). In her efforts to socially construct this methodology, Royster acknowledges that
she is operating ethnographically. However, she, like I, can no longer interview the subjects with
which she draws her central focus. “For me,” she states
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The combination [historical subjects and ethnography] has meant that the crisscrossing of
available data becomes a necessity, not simply an option. The practice of merging sight
lines, regardless of my inability to gather data as I would with contemporary subjects, is
the key to what makes these practices fit within an ethnographic schema. The goal with
historical subjects strikes me as the same. As a researcher I seek to reduce distortion by
positioning various views in kaleidoscopic relationships to each other. (Royster, Traces
282)
In order to enact this practice, Royster reveals her methods for practicing historical ethnography.
This includes “the need to be responsive both to the community that is the object of my scholarly
gaze and to that community’s own articulation of values, beliefs, and protocols” (283). Such an
emphasis is, of course, a very critical part of my work.
Marcus Anthony Hunter refers to the work of historical ethnography in Black
Citymakers. Hunter justifies his choice of historical ethnography by addressing its relation to 3
key areas of the ethnographic process: access, representation, and causality. Though access and
representation are critical,6 it is this third area, causality, that takes us most succinctly into the
present day. Hunter attests that ethnographic research builds with the hope of building social
theories, perhaps from a case study of sorts. Hunter states that “If we are to have a more coherent
and ethnographic notion of history, then we must seek to recover and examine the voices and
impactful actions of players lost in the cracks of time” (Hunter 233). The gap for me becomes
claiming the players (Aaron, Anthony, Randall, and the Black experience) that were lost in the
cracks of time, but also theorizing how this work has implications on the present day.
My work is simultaneously listening to a present-day group (the Community
Remembrance Project) working on an historical event (the lynchings), and an historical group
(United Daughters of the Confederacy) affecting a present event (efforts to remove the statue).
The above-mentioned shift from “they” to “we” speaks to an important mode of involvement that
occurs in this dissertation. I cannot join the chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
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that existed during the heyday of resurrecting the Lost Cause, and I certainly would not want to.
However, I am part of the community that is following a discussion surrounding the removal of
the statue, and I am an active member in a group installing a marker to remember our dead. I
therefore seek a means of framing the present-day work for which I am inherently part of a “we.”

Rhetorical Ethnography. In Candice Rai’s Democracy’s Lot: Rhetoric, Publics, and the Places
of Invention, Rai asks a question that I have been pondering since ethnography entered my realm
of thought: What exactly does it mean for a rhetorician to do fieldwork? (Rai 15). Rai defines
rhetorical ethnographic methods as “qualitative research engaged by those studying rhetorical
phenomenon in a field site over a sustained period of time” (15). Rai attests to the ways in which
rhetoric is a good fit for ethnography: it can only be understood in the contexts and moments of
everyday use, it can be observed from a presence in the field, and “discovering the available
means of persuasion calls for immersive methodologies and the inhabitation of the sites of
rhetorical production where one might study the places of invention” (16).
There is, ultimately, a fundamental difference in rhetorical ethnography and other types
of ethnography: the study of rhetoric and not necessarily of people or culture. This, I believe, is a
deeply important distinction in my work, particularly as I have begun to talk about it with those
outside of our field. Rai addresses the importance of the embodied presence of the researcher,
arguing that a presence in the field provides insight that simply outside observation cannot. I
believe my solution to combatting this lack of presence is in the work I do with present day
groups and in regard to present-day concerns. My primary interest is and has always been the
power of words and the history and implications of the written word itself. Therefore, the
chapters within this dissertation will of course be focused on the rhetoric behind the actions, be
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that in the understanding of the motivations of certain groups, the discourse surrounding a word
choice, the oral histories I am able to obtain, or even the power in a visual image or instance of
materiality.
Rai provided me with several theoretical touchstones for rhetorical ethnography that help
me frame my own work with rhetorics and fieldwork. The first is to foreground the relationship
between rhetoric and materiality. Rai defines this as analyzing how “the built environment,
objects, spaces, bodies, things, and various other nonhuman entities shape arguments, create
rhetorical constraints and possibilities, and function as persuasive engines” (18). Rai also
addresses the importance of rhetorical ethnography’s ability to understand networks. She argues
that rhetoricians are powerfully positioned to “study rhetoric’s flux, portability, timeliness, force,
and consequences in rhetorical ecologies, networks, assemblages, and publics, and how macro
and micro forces collide in rhetoric’s emplacement and production” (19). Rai further attests to
the importance of capturing discourse at a field site that might not be available via official
discourses. The sustained presence at a field site is of course an important means of getting this
work done. This leads to another important element of Rai’s distinction: capturing “rhetorical
forces and effects, not merely rhetorical intentions, truthfulness, or symbolic content” (20).
Together with historical ethnography (the then), these touchstones form the shape of the
remainder of this project (the “then-that-is-now”). Such a method further aligns with my
consideration of rememory and story to cultivate a different method for me to listen. These two
touchstones—memory (or, really, rememory) and story serve in many ways as my guideposts for
the chapters that follow.
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MOVING FORWARD
This project aims to listen to and tell a story of one community, its past intertwined with its
present, from the perspective of one white Southerner within that community. The rest of this
project therefore addresses different elements of this story with the then of historical
ethnography and the then-that-is-now of rhetorical ethnography.

Chapter 1: The Motivations. One of the means in which I propose to listen is to consider the
rememory of this work, not unlike the liminality of historical ethnography espoused by Hunter.
Jean Bessette enhances this notion by enacting retroactivism. In her close examination of various
lesbian collectives, Bessette points out that “each of the collectives I examine have recognized
that one way to rhetorically combat political harassment, shame, and isolation is to revisit
historical narratives…they then co-opt, challenge, modify, and replace these versions of the past
with complex, experimental, and queer compositions” (11). My subjects extend beyond the
tragic lives and deaths of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall to a community of enslaved individuals,
and then a Black community, that have not ever been acknowledged as morally aberrant, but not
acknowledged at all in the stories of our past. I argue that Royster, in Traces of a Stream, is
doing the same by shedding previously unseen light on the scholarly work and literacy practices
of African American women in the 19th century, ultimately arguing that this newfound
knowledge has pedagogical and mentoring conclusions on the work she does today.
Chapter 1, therefore, will continue to examine the work in the betwixt and between. This
chapter answers the question: Do these new efforts at memorialization retroactivate historical
wrongs? Does the removal of the sites of contested memory retroactively right the damage of
their Confederate legacy? Diving deeper into Bessette and Royster, I examine the rationale both
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groups expressed in installing their sites of memory. Further, this space is used to listen to a
deeper discussion around memorialization. There is much to listen to when we consider the
context of both UDC and EJI efforts, including the ultimate power in the ephemeral. Reaching
into the then in order to understand the then-that-is-now will help me to answer these questions.

Chapter 2: The Places. Chapter 2 focuses on the two locations and the physical objects that are
used to commemorate “our Confederate Dead” and the lives and deaths of Aaron, Anthony, and
Randall. I am critically interested in the choice of location for both of these memorials.
Understanding the physical place of each site of memory further allows us to see what
implications it might have on our present-day work. In Places of Public Memory, Dickinson,
Blair, and Ott attest to this importance, stating that “Both place and memory…are always
rhetorical…they are rendered recognizable by symbolic and, often material, intervention” (24).
In 1908, the Bentonville chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy chose the very
central town square, while other chapters opted for Confederate cemeteries. Such a public
location for a material remnant of their ideology continues to be central to the conversations
surrounding the statue’s possible removal. In 2019, the Community Remembrance Project
initially proposed their marker on the Fayetteville Square. After much discussion about the
ultimate goal of the marker and debates with prominent African Americans in the Fayetteville
community, the group opted for veneration and chose the historically African American
cemetery, Oaks Cemetery.
Using place and affect based scholars such as McKittrick, Davis, Blaire, Dickinson, and
Ott, I argue that the choice of place for these sites of memory is a key component of the
materiality within which these groups function in our community memory. I also explore how
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we listen to places, namely how both places can be given credibility and designated a Black
sense of place. This chapter, itself an attempt to listen to places, will reach back into the then of
location selection and understand the affect of these spaces on our present-day memories.

Chapter 3: The Words. By carefully examining the patterns and the sentiments we see in these
spaces, I hope to use Chapter 3 to cultivate a better understanding of how to counter white
language and make space for Black language assessed and created through tenets of Black
feminist epistemologies. The historical ethnographers I’ve shared speak at length to the joy of
the archives. Additionally, Rai emphasizes sustained presence at a field site to allow for a deeper
understanding of both unofficial and official discourses. I concur; in order to listen to the full
story of our two community spaces, we must (and I will) look to archival work, official
discourses, and lived experiences in order to better understand rhetoric in action.
As in a consideration of place, it is clear that white language, the language of our
dominant culture, dictates our community spaces. This is evident in the words that we leave
behind—the permanent words in the plaques of our memory spaces and the peripheral words of
our digital content.
In our permanent and peripheral words, what sentiments arise? No records currently
frame the James H. Berry UDC as openly racist, sexist, or even explicitly conservative. In many
ways, their defenses mirror the defenses we hear today in local media surrounding the
importance of their statue—it’s a site of historical significance, to remove it would erase history,
etc. In a similar vein, what is the ultimate goal of the Community Remembrance Project, the
Equal Justice Initiative? Are we seeking veneration, reconciliation, healing? By exploring
Bonilla-Silva’s frames of color-blind racism, particularly a minimization of racism, and Patricia
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Hill Collins’s tenets of Black feminist epistemology, particularly the use of dialogue, I hope to
understand the racism in our language, and the best means to counter it.

Chapter 4: The People. In this chapter, I explore the social circulation of the publics and the
ancestors that create networks that fully impact our work today. Though the motivation behind
each site of memory and the location that each one holds is critical, listening, of course, involves
understanding the people in these decisions. Once again, we are listening both to the people of
history as well as present day people. Such connections tie back to Royster’s understanding of
ancestors and Rai’s acknowledgement of networks. My interpretation of this work includes the
circulation of ideas that surround the work of the Community Remembrance Project as well as
the controversies surrounding the Bentonville Confederate statue.
Both present day groups rely on the public in various ways—the Bentonville Confederate
statue was originally funded through crowdsourcing, and a key component of the Community
Remembrance Project involves engagement with the community. Additionally, both groups
summon ancestors in order to understand ramifications on present decisions. Royster (and, more
recently, Pritchard) argue strongly for the importance of intellectual ancestry for students and
scholars (particularly those who are marginalized) in order to “be informed and sanctioned by
their conscious and specific awareness of the historical conditions and circumstances of others
like themselves” (Traces 266). I therefore explore the social circulation of these ideas, as
proposed by Kirsch and Royster, and considerations of ancestorship as suggested by Pritchard
and Royster, building off of the extant work of both white and Black ancestorship.
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Chapter 5: The Occasions. Chapter 5 centers around the defining events of both groups,
particularly in a consideration of each group’s unveiling. Like all rhetoricians, I am interested in
what language does, not simply what it is or what it means. In particular, I find constant
resonance that what this language does impacts decisions and work in our communities today.
Patricia Davis, for instance, examines the agency present in typical Confederate battle
reenactments, and explores the agency and healing that comes when African Americans “lay
claim” to their presence in these spaces. Which begs the question: what might the ultimate
occasions of these two sites of memory say about the legacy they leave?
The initial unveiling of the Bentonville Confederate Statue on August 8, 1908 is heavily
archived, and there is much to uncover in way it was removed on September 2nd, 2020.
Additionally, we are in the process of living and experiencing the Community Remembrance
Project unveiling in mid-May 2021, which will be much less of a fanfare and far more focused
on sacrality. By drawing on the lasting intention of both groups, we can better understand the
overall impacts and memories that surround the key “concluding” events of both groups.
Through exploring the underlying motivations expressed by Kirk Savage and Elizabeth Cox for
the UDC, and Bryan Stevenson and Susan Neiman for the Washington County Community
Remembrance Project, this chapter better understands the ultimate, lasting memories behind
these events and what is needed for true reconciliation to begin.

Conclusion: To Hear. I use this space in my concluding chapter to hear the ways in which we
might alter our teaching, administrative projects, community gatherings, sites of memory, and
difficult conversations with this work in mind. Rai’s distinction concludes with the importance of
“crafting field write-ups that function metaphorically, heuristically, as techne” (20). Essentially,
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Rai argues that any write-ups of rhetorical ethnography must help us to see, study, and intervene
with our places of invention. She also asserts that these conclusions might be more tangible in
narrative form. This project concludes, then, with pedagogical and administrative implications
that I’ve heard as I move through this work. I ultimately argue that, though there is much to be
said in identifying and cultivating a new way to listen, particularly as a white person, it is
meaningless unless we learn how to hear.

CONCLUSION
I present this dissertation as a rhetorical historical ethnography that intends to present powerful
rhetorics, doing work in context, with historical as well as contemporary implications for
memorializing and reconciliation through the story of two instances of remembering (and
forgetting) in a small Southern/Midwestern corner of our country, Northwest Arkansas. It is one
story, of one story, of one community. I believe this project will contribute to the field by
suggesting a storied approach to listening, an example of how one white woman chooses to
listen. As a rhetorician, I see our ultimate value in listening and hearing the way we use our
words as means of exclusion, inclusion, reckoning and reconciliation. Ultimately, I hope to use
this space to answer many of my own questions, namely, what can I as a white Southern
rhetorician do, as I center Black scholars and voices, to move us forward toward more equitable
hearing?
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Chapter 1
The Motivations
December 22nd, 2019
Bentonville Confederate Square
9:00 PM
Confederate Christmas Tree
It has been exactly a year today since my partner and I exchanged our vows, a few days
before Christmas Day, on the university campus where we met. Since it’s a holiday week, I’m
off for a few days, but he still has to work so we remain here in town. I drive him to his job near
Bentonville, planning to get some work done in an area I think about all the time, but have never
fully reflected in. Despite having worked on mining the archives to tell the story of the
Bentonville Confederate statue, I haven’t spent much time there. I meander around the
Bentonville Square leisurely as the workday begins, trying not to draw too much attention to the
fact that I am fixated on the controversial statue in the center of the town. But my body is small,
blonde, female, and white, so I mostly fit inconspicuously in. To wait out the time before the
Rogers Historical Museum opens, I pop into a local coffee shop and read, coincidentally,
Retroactivism in the Lesbian Archives, trying not to eavesdrop on conversations of the very
white, likely wealthy patrons meeting acquaintances in town or preparing for last minute holiday
shopping under the shadow of the statue.
The community archive I visit has a wealth of information on the statue, none of it well
organized. The files are accessible at will, so I am free to peruse and photograph whatever I like.
In various folders and boxes, I find memorabilia on the statue’s rededication, its centennial, and
the Confederate reenactments and ceremonies that have peppered this landscape.
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As the workday ends, I meet my partner and we head back to the Bentonville Square to
enjoy an uncharacteristically fancy meal in celebration of our first year of marriage. We take a
walk in search of dessert after our meal, and I am stunned by the sight of the Square at night. In
what could only be a blatant oversight, or some sort of inconceivable joke is the Bentonville
Confederate statue, surrounded by lights and quite literally illuminated as the ultimate
centerpiece of the holiday season. Instead of an angel, or a star, or perhaps the absence of
religion in this public arena, a racist Confederate symbol is essentially serving as the topper on
what appears to be a full-scale Christmas tree. (see fig.1). Families are scattered throughout the
Square, celebrating the beginning of what is sure to be a week of food, gifts, and gathering, and
no one seems to mind this very disturbing image. I see very few people of color, and notice that
instead we seem to fit right in—two white, cis-gendered people, dressed for a nice chilly
evening, taking in the sights and sounds in a town that everyone proclaims feels like home.

Figure 1: Statue at night, over the holidays. From @awaywiththestatue. “Shame of Bentonville.”
Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 5 January 2020.
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Such a vision of the Square at night, illuminated with this blatant image of racism, is
quite obviously problematic in context of the conversations we have been grappling with as a
community for several years. The statue doubling as a Christmas tree, to me, speaks to our
community’s desire to remember, yet inability to forget. Many will meander leisurely by and not
think twice about a racist statue remodeled into a Christmas tree, but others can only see the
harm it inflicts, the ideology it perpetuates. Amidst calls for removal and demands to make the
Bentonville Square a more welcoming space, the statue is being retroactivated as a “quaint”
scene of community and holiday spirit.

To Listen to the Motivations
As I do more and more listening to the larger concept of Confederate monuments and
memorials, their installations and removals and what we seem to be putting up in (I might argue)
a response, I wonder how best to navigate our understanding of their presence in our towns and
communities today. Is questioning and removing their presence our attempt at reconciliation,
healing? By removing a Confederate general and recognizing someone who was lynched, do we
heal? Do we acknowledge? Most important of all, do we forget? Answering these questions
involves listening, as I’ve mentioned, to the past.
The groups I have chosen to listen to, the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
Confederacy and their efforts in 1908 that are being questioned in 2020, and the Washington
County Community Remembrance Project and their efforts in 2020 that are in response to
tragedies in 1856, speak to larger national motivations that question our nation’s role in
remembering racial terror, forgetting white supremacy, and the acknowledgement and
reconciliation that falls somewhere in between. Through the method of historical ethnography,
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we are able to explore Morrison’s “then” in terms of the “then that is now.” We see this idea over
and again—Faulkner’s concept that the past is never dead,7 the endless classroom quotes about
history repeating itself, even the theological concept of reincarnation. We see it too in the storied
approach to listening that I choose to address—a consideration of community and story when I
listen, Ahmed’s tearing of the veil that in many ways allows us to see into and more greatly
understand how to listen to the places and the ancestors that have come before us. Hunter states
that “If we are to have a more coherent and ethnographic notion of history, then we must seek to
recover and examine the voices and impactful actions of players lost in the cracks of time”
(Hunter 233). The gap for me becomes claiming the players (Aaron, Anthony, Randall, and the
Black experience) that were lost in the cracks of time, but also theorizing how this recovery has
implications today.
The process of recovering and examining voices lost in time is the most critical element
to my project and its implications in the community. However, we must remember that while the
Community Remembrance Project is working to erect a marker that claims these players, there’s
a square of white people, just like me, unconsciously (subconsciously? Maybe even consciously)
celebrating and supporting what they consider to be nothing more than a moment in history
today: a symbol of oppression and racism that gets to serve as a Christmas tree to don the holiday
spirit. In order to speak to those white people like me, I need to be armed with an understanding
of the ways in which the legacy of the Confederacy has been coerced and co-opted into the hold
it has on our community, region, and nation today.
This chapter hopes to assert the concept of retroactivism, a form of activism through coopting stories of the past to change our perception of them in the present. As I begin this chapter,
I want to start with an important point. We have to be aware that all methods can be co-opted,
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including those that unearth stories of the past for what they believe are moving toward the
greater good. The women of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy,
responsible for putting up the Bentonville Confederate statue, might have viewed their work as a
form of activism. They believed their “Lost Cause” to be righteous, and their efforts to be based
on venerating men that they lost. They were attempting to assert their own identities and
ideologies onto dominant culture, identities that mass culture privileged over the contributions of
oppressed groups. The work of the Washington County Community Remembrance Project, on
the other hand, is also working to venerate lost men, a cause we know as righteous and critical to
co-opting the stories told about oppressed groups in the past. Though one is clearly problematic
with troubling retributions, this chapter seeks to unearth the proof of such problems by
examining both the larger context and the ephemeral remnants of both groups.
The James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) and the Washington
County Community Remembrance Project (WCCRP) mirror larger conversations, reckonings,
that our nation is currently facing. Importantly, both enact two different approaches to the
concept of “activism” in that both see themselves as a minority perspective revising a dominant
narrative. The Community Remembrance Project, of course, is a minority perspective asserting a
presence where presence has been long absent. The United Daughters of the Confederacy,
however, are appropriating these tactics in order to play the role of the martyr. I will first explore
this problematic retroactivism from a national as well as local scale. I will then explore
retroactivism through story by focusing on national and local efforts at reconciliation, which
allows us to combat the coercion at play among the United Daughters of the Confederacy and
contemporary activist coercion on the part those perpetuating white supremacy. Finally, I’ll
focus in on the local level with the ephemera of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
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Confederacy and the Washington County Community Remembrance Project. Using seemingly
mundane examples from these very local groups returns me to my storied, involved approach to
listening. I argue that it is only through understand at this personal level that we can begin to
dismantle the harmful ways retroactivism is being used and amplify the ways it is being used for
good.

RETROACTIVISM
In order to listen to the motivations behind the Community Remembrance project as well as the
lasting effects of the Bentonville Confederate statue, I must understand the motivations that led
these groups to action. Though one is done problematically, I believe that both groups take on a
form of retroactivism. In Retroactivism in the Lesbian Archives, Jean Bessette argues that it takes
the work of archives and the physical memories that we leave behind to retroactivate what has
been there. She defines this in her work as manifesting when the lesbian collectives she studies
“revisit historical narratives that naturalize present characteristics of lesbians as mentally,
physically, and morally aberrant. They then co-opt, challenge, modify, and replace these versions
of the past with complex, experiential, and queer compositions” (Bessette 11).
Retroactivism involves critically engaging with the present in order to challenge various
ideologies and perceptions. Individuals, typically those who are voiceless and marginalized, can
cultivate a new presence and/or identity for themselves, in this case through the seemingly
meaningless items they leave behind. However, those who are in power are also able to co-opt or
coerce this idea and push their own ideas and memories in these spaces out of a sense of
retribution.8
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Much of Bessette’s work focuses on various collectives and archives that have
retroactivated absences in the past in order to cultivate a more holistic and healthy present
identity around lesbians. Bessette uses the example of the Lesbian Herstory Archives (LHA), an
archive founded in 1974 whose stated goal was uncover a previously denied history (64). She
ultimately argues that LHA, with its seemingly disorganized classification system and its wide
assortment of lesbian archival materials, invites disparate connections between the material
objects and the classification systems. Bessette also brilliantly breaks down the ways in which
the ephemera in these spaces lead to subtle but important retroactivation. In this way, we see
retroactivism as the most appropriate means of preserving/constructing memory because of its
throughline with the present day.
In order to adequately understand a retroactivated method of constructing and
perpetuating memories, I plan to dive into and listen to the work of the women of the James H.
Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy and the national movement that they were part of.
Nearly 30 years after the Civil War, the Confederates and the women that loved them began
what they considered to be acts of retroactivism by placing statues of white Confederate soldiers
around their squares. Groups such as the Equal Justice Initiative, seeking to venerate victims of
racial terror, are enacting retroactivism by asking us to revisit history with previously unheard
voices at the forefront. Understanding this sort of co-opted retroactivism is critical in order to
learn to combat it with what I ultimately argue, story.
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PROBLEMATIC RETROACTIVISM

Statue Mania. Retroactivism by means of material monuments and memorials has been heavily
used by white people for centuries. Scholars such as Doss assert that this “statue mania” began in
the 1870s and continued primarily through the 1920s. This obsession with material monuments
was indicative of anxieties about national unity that were further fueled by the advancement of
modernism and mass culture. (Doss 27). These anxieties, primarily centered around maintaining
a certain white, elite way of life, were unleashed through a plethora of statues to both sides of the
Civil War, heroes in the Spanish American War, our country’s first explorers (namely
Columbus), and other figures that denoted the way of life that was hoped to be preserved.
Statues promoting an elite white way of life were very centrally located in town squares,
in the center of cemeteries, and in other prominent locations that further asserted their
dominance. These statues served as a launching point for the presence of town squares and, as
Doss claims, the “’City Beautiful’ aesthetic” (27). This aesthetic was modeled after GrecoRoman styles and paved the way for the very idea of town squares and elaborate city parks.
Though we will further delve into the affect that having the statues in these locations espoused,
framing this material public memory work as a “mania” allows us to better understand our need
to lay claim on our own stories (we as in white people) to assert a dominant narrative. Nowhere
is this more obvious in America than in our obsession with the Confederacy.

Confederate Statue Mania. The idea of a national statue mania began as a way in which to honor
war heroes and well-known explorers such as Columbus, Lincoln, and Robert E. Lee, and
exploded after the Civil War to include monuments in memory of the common soldier, the type
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of statue that continues to plague the memory and legacy of the Bentonville Square. This was the
first time the world had seen monuments erected more for the ordinary man than for the heroes.
The common soldier statue typically featured a soldier standing at “parade rest” looking out onto
the American landscape. Though there are common soldier memorials for various elements of
our history, none are greater than those of the Civil War. Kirk Savage, in fact, points to the
monument of the common soldier as “the most prolific figure in public sculpture, appearing not
just in urban areas, where public sculpture traditionally belonged, but even in tiny hamlets that
had never before seen a single public statue” (Savage 162). This popularity is due to the
reminder that the common soldier holds of the literal common soldiers that died during the Civil
War. The nation was grieving unprecedented loss of men and lifestyle after the Civil War, and
immediately placed markers and memorials featuring names of the dead.
Names of dead, particularly Confederate Dead, didn’t morph into statues of the common
solider until thirty to fifty years after the war, long after the initial grief had passed (Savage 166).
Such a surge of common-soldier memorials were instead a means of reasserting agency and
dominance in a war that arguably, left all men feeling helpless. In fighting, white soldiers lost
their identity to whatever side of the Civil War they found themselves on. Black soldiers, on the
other hand, found their identity in fighting and were for the first time seen as men and not simply
as enslaved individuals. For Confederate soldiers, this loss of identity was further compounded
in their loss of the war and the life they had known before the war. Savage ultimately argues that
“The introduction of this figure into public sculpture in the very center of the community served
to reintegrate the soldier who had been cast off from society back into the social mainstream and
to reconsider military duty as a model of civic virtue as well” (177). These common solider
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statues, therefore, served as a means by which to reassert agency and reimagine the sacrifices of
specifically white soldiers during the Civil War.
Statues of the common Confederate soldier served as material instances of retroactivism
by asserting in a very public manner the story that Southern whites wanted to be told. More
importantly, the use of the common soldier brought the memory and the story much “closer to
home” if you will, enacting local community response and agency.

UDC involvement. Listening to the aesthetic power of common Confederate soldier statues is one
element to understanding the story of the Bentonville Confederate statue However,
understanding the agency surrounding the communities that erected these statues clues us into
the very important difference between the retroactivism as assertion on the part of the UDC and
the retroactivism as story attempted by the CRP. The majority of Confederate statues began 30
years after the Civil War and were put into place by the descendants of veterans, namely through
the United Daughters of the Confederacy. Formally founded in 1894, the organization, according
to Karen Cox, “offered southern women the opportunity to vindicate the Confederate generation
and simultaneously uphold the values of their race and class” (Cox 29). These women inherited a
desire for vindication from their mothers, who were the founders of memorial associations that
cared for the graves of Confederate veterans. The UDC held significant power at the turn of the
century, partially because of their efforts to maintain reputations and expectations of Southern
ladyness, all while influencing the ways in which the Confederacy is remembered.
The Civil War, at least from the Confederate perspective, was highly communal, as
community members sewed uniforms, raised money, cared for the sick, and maintained life as
they knew it while the majority of their able-bodied men were at war. This communal influence
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continued into the UDC and the installation of monuments and memorials throughout the South.
93% of Civil War monuments were built after 1895, and one-half of them were unveiled between
1903 and 1912, which coincided with a peak growth in UDC membership (Cox 50). Local UDC
chapters, such as the chapter in Bentonville, almost single-handedly raised funds for the statue of
the common soldier to be put in their cemetery or town square. As previously mentioned, these
women were elite, white, and Southern for generations, giving them power and influence to meet
their fundraising goals. Though local chapters fundraised through tea parties, ice cream socials,
and picnics, they received the majority of the money to resurrect a statue by imploring (read:
bullying) prominent Confederate men to donate to the cause (Cox 59). They were then lauded
and praised at the elaborate unveiling of these monuments (to be discussed in depth in Chapter 5)
for their efforts to maintain the tradition of their gender.

Localizing Efforts. Right in the middle of the boom in membership and monument building for
the United Daughters of the Confederacy, a group of women in Bentonville, Arkansas decided to
found their own chapter with what appeared to be the intent to put up a Confederate statue on
their town square. Fittingly, the one instance that I have found to mark the founding of the James
H. Berry UDC in 1904 comes from the UDC/UCV’s national publication, The Confederate
Veteran. The article states that “we are working hard that we may do some honor to the brave
heroes who fought for the ‘sweet sunny South’. Our ambition at present is to erect a monument
to the soldiers of Benton County. There are many here whose hairs are silvering from the frost of
time.” (De Spain). This founding in 1904 tells us two things: 1) the group was started under the
guise of honoring existing (though dwindling) Confederate Veterans, and 2) their primary
intention as an organization was to put up a statue in the town square for their veterans. These
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reasons point to a lack of story and experience in both the national and group founding. From the
purpose of their founding to the installation of their own monument, the group is seeking to
retroactivate only in response to national trends and pressures.
In the case of Confederate monuments and memorials, pride and an intent to reassert an
identity that they felt had been lost was a major motivation for the groups responsible for the
installation of monuments such as the Confederate statue in Bentonville, Arkansas. In this way, I
argue that chapters of the UDC throughout the country were seeking to retroactivate their pasts
through the materiality of their monuments. These women were reconfiguring their men and
their cause into an instance of martyrdom, a source of honor and pride. Uniform and universal,
these monuments were part of a broader retroactivism, making a broad claim through the
materiality of their monuments that the men and what they fought for should be both lauded and
praised. But what happens, in the case of the Confederacy, when we begin or hope to evolve as a
society? What happens when we realize that many of these practices in fact neglect to consider
multiple voices, viewpoints, and sides of history?
The general public has realized, seemingly overnight, what people have color have
known for decades: this veneration to a “Lost Cause,” is fabricated. What’s disguised as military
valor is in fact a troubled retroactivism, a means of remembering a war and a people set on
upholding the pillars of slavery, that we now dress up as a Christmas tree. Though problematic,
one can’t deny that their means of disguising the harm this ideology has inflicted has remained
very successful until recently. If these instances can be considered retroactivism, how do we
ensure that histories are activated through by story, ensuring a consideration of the individual
experience that paints a far fuller picture of marginalized voices? How do we create a more
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powerful narrative that overpowers these legacies? As with many things, I argue that story is the
means through which to achieve this.

STORIED RETROACTIVISM

Retroactivism as story. I am crafting a new means of listening precisely through story, through
my own understanding of my positionality as a white Southerner. In the same vein, I argue that
the clearest differentiation in the retroactivism of these two groups lies in their use and
understanding of the individual experience, story. Perhaps this use and understanding of storied
retroactivism on a large scale as well as an everyday level allows us to combat the work of
groups that perpetuate white supremacy then and now. To better understand this, I turn to our
national efforts at retroactivating the African American experience in this country through story
in order to see the power of storied retroactivism at work.
Royster shapes my understanding of story, particularly in regard to retroactivism. Royster
uses story to respect and bring to light the elite African American female academics whose
literacy she is cultivating and understanding (Traces). I find that Saidiya Hartman continues this
work in “Venus in Two Acts,” striving to coerce historical silences by examining the wisp of a
story of death and murder of a woman known only as Venus on the slave ship Recovery.
Hartman attests that one of her purposes as a writer is to shed light on what she calls counterhistories of slavery, and that these stories are inseparable from writing about the present. This
includes giving life and attention to tragedies lost in history, such as the torture and murder of
Venus on Recovery (Hartman). I argue for an approach of storied retroactivism, which combines
Bessette’s use of retroactivism with Hartman’s use of story to explore the ways in which
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individual experiences, narratives, stories, are used in place of more problematic uses of
retroactivism as a means of combatting problematic activist appropriation. We begin to see this
kind of storied retroactivism through national memorial efforts as well.

Memorial Mania. Erika Doss points to complaints that many had toward the plethora of statues
that dotted the southern landscape as early as 1919. She cites an American Magazine of Art that
questioned “Must we suffer not only the war, but the commemoration of war?” (28). Many who
disapproved of the surge of statues pointed to their poor craftsmanship, indifferent placement,
civic congestion, hyper-commercialism, and general public irrelevance. Such complaints later
became part of a larger push to view statues and other means of memorializing not as a direct
likeness of an individual, but instead a larger, collective, interactive form of public art. Today’s
memorials understand the concept of nationalism, an emotion that was heavily tied to the work
of constructing Confederate monuments, as completely socially constructed. For that reason,
Doss points to a surge of recent monuments that call into question national identity by pursuing
“a kind of critical re-remembering—that represents interests in defining, and redefining, the
terms of national belonging” (53). Such a questioning of national belonging points to a
retroactivism of our understanding of nationalism. Belonging, a deeply individual experience,
can be better felt and experienced through story.

Memorializing Slavery. The important work of re-remembering as a means to redefine national
belonging is steeped in bringing to light new voices and perspectives. Nowhere is this more
apparent than in our country’s deeply troubling history of slavery. Since the emancipation of
slavery in 1863, sculptors have struggled with how precisely to remember slavery. As
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controversies surrounding the practice of slavery going into the Civil War heated up, so too did a
denial of slavery and racial violence by many slaveholders and racists, as well as their white
descendants. A common image of slavery as well as emancipation is an enslaved person,
kneeling in his chains, often in thanks to Lincoln or other white benefactors for his freedom.
Such an image, though it includes African Americans, of course still centers white men at the
forefront and puts African Americans, former slaves, in a passive and once again mostly helpless
role. Most traces of slavery and racial terror went completely unacknowledged as more and more
of the previously mentioned Confederate statues rose to the forefront of the public landscape. As
we entered the end of the 20th century and into the 21st century, however, far more efforts have
been put in place to memorialize the millions of men and women who were brought to this
country in bondage, whose ancestors still feel the effects of this bondage today.
Many efforts to commemorate shameful elements of our nation’s past, namely slavery,
have been met with incredible resentment and denial throughout history. There appears to be a
pervasive culture of “get over it” that often makes invisible the tragedies suffered.9 The 1990s
saw a worldwide shift toward acknowledgement, namely in Germany’s efforts to acknowledge
the Holocaust and South Africa’s attempts to acknowledge apartheid. The United States began to
make similar efforts to acknowledge, in addition to slavery, the seizure of land from Indigenous
peoples as well as the internment of Japanese Americans. The National Park Association has
gone so far as to refer to some of the places of acknowledgement as “sites of shame” and ask that
we reflect on understanding the past in addition to celebrating it (Doss 258). These requests to
understand the past are often couched to ask for a fuller, bigger picture of our history, often
asking viewers and participants to acknowledge that which was previously denied. In this way,
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they are enacting a type of retroactivism by sharing a largely unknown story, or simply a story
that our nation doesn’t want shared.

Equal Justice Initiative. Though grassroots efforts exist to commemorate specific acts of racial
violence, the work of the Equal Justice Initiative has spearheaded efforts to acknowledge and
understand racial violence in American memory. Though the Equal Justice Initiative primarily
began as a legal service, founder Bryan Stevenson saw important connections to his work and a
larger need for a national reckoning. Stevenson argues that the Confederate iconography
throughout the South in many ways celebrates the people who created and upheld American
slavery. “You’re just kind of required to accept this cultural environment that is hostile to the
history that Black people have had to endure, that is indifferent to the violence and degradation
that slavery represents,” Stevenson said in an interview with NPR. “And I just think it creates an
environment that encourages people to be dishonest about who we are and what we’ve lived
through and it contributes to a lot of the problems that we are struggling to recover from today
(Gross).
In order to begin to shift to a deeper understanding of the racial injustices that have long
gone unacknowledged, The Equal Justice Initiative shifted their goals to first document
previously undocumented lynchings. In addition to reporting and documenting the lynchings, the
EJI opened the Legacy Museum and the National Memorial for Peace and Justice in 2018. The
Legacy Museum, also known as the Lynching Museum, was created with the intention of
moving toward shame and reconciliation as a country. The museum itself features deeply visual
reminders of the history of racial terror in our county. There are columns that symbolize lynched
men representing each county that has a known, documented lynching. Instead of traditional
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archival pieces that are seen in most museums, the museum is categorized as “narrative” and
features text and audio that walk the visitor through the four major components of racial terror in
our country: slavery, lynching, segregation, and finally mass incarceration. (J. Ward). This
allows one to see and feel the story of racial terror and injustice in our country, thus more
effectively retroactivating histories that have not been remembered. Robertson, writing for the
New York Times, attests that the Lynching Museum “demands a reckoning with one of the
nation’s least recognized atrocities: the lynching of thousands of black people” (Robertson).
Referring to the museum as a “memoryscape,” Hasian and Paliewicz argue that supporters of the
NMPJ and the Legacy Museum must show disconcerting images and horrific statistics to finally
ask its visitors to acknowledge the racial terror that continues to affect American life (Hasian and
Paliewicz). Stevenson himself states that “If you don’t have a sense of shame about these
specific human rights violations, you’re not motivated to make sure that you don’t replicate those
things” (Gross).
The goal of the Legacy Museum, therefore, is for people to reckon with their past, to
venerate those who have not been given a voice, and to in many ways ask us to sit in our shame
as a country. The exhibitions of the NMPJ and the Legacy Museum are written with a clear
connection to the present, not with a sense of past-tense resolution as we see in the more
problematically retroactivated Confederate monument and memorials. Stevenson argues that
slavery has merely evolved, and connects the slavery, lynching, and racial terror to police
brutality and mass incarceration today. In this way, Stevenson has paved the way in America for
both the NMPJ and the Legacy Museum to help the American public deal with “hauntologies of
racialized pasts and presents” by undercutting the very ideologies such structures were
established on (Hasian and Paliewicz 5). The featuring of these literal stories and their
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progression from slavery into mass incarceration demands a type of retroactivism that focuses on
the individual experience. Instead of asking the visitor to passively view a display or, say, a
stationary statue, this site of shame provides an opportunity for individual experiences. Stories.

Localizing Efforts. Instead of simply reckoning with a national past, a deeply unique feature of
the NMPJ and the Legacy Museum is to bring this work out into the world. The EJI, therefore,
asks communities to research their own lynchings and place markers in counties and places
where racial terror has reigned, making sure that the work continues in local communities. (9). In
an opinion article on the subject, the editorial board at The Washington Post refers to this work
as a “gauntlet,” challenging counties to make sure that the work does not end at the museum
(“It’s Time”). It was on this charge that two active Northwest Arkansans visited the NMPJ and
the Legacy Museum and returned determined to meet the challenge posed by EJI. Together with
local historians, university professionals, and active members of the Black Fayetteville
community, they put together the Washington County Community Remembrance Project.
The solicitation of stories as prompted by the Equal Justice Initiative serves in many
ways as an instance of retroactivism for this story. Stevenson is asking for untold stories from all
over the country—men and women who were racially terrorized and lynched whose stories have
never been told. Unlike the Lesbian Herstory Archives studied by Bessette, his work is not quite
to the stage of telling the stories in a way to humanize them. Instead, I think he is asking for the
briefest of acknowledgements, a wider and deeper understanding of the depth of the harm
inflicted on our own people and a sense of how we might move into reconciliation today. In
order to move beyond acknowledgement and into, perhaps, the individual story that Hartman is
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attempting, the EJI has taken their national efforts and incorporated them into the local
communities through the work of the Community Remembrance Project.
National reconciliation efforts as undertaken by the Equal Justice Initiative and the
Legacy Museum help us understand the power story holds over attempts at retroactivism. The
women of the United Daughters of the Confederacy were casting a wide net in order to assert
their own problematic legacies. EJI, on the other hand, use story to more fully co-opt
components of history that have not been heard. Even in this power, there is a limitation in truly
seeing change on an individual level. It’s critical to understand instances of retroactivism, and
the power of story, on a smaller and more manageable scale. My proximity to local iterations of
these two groups positions me to see the power in this difference at the ephemeral level.

EPHEMERAL RETROACTIVISM
We see from the founding of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy as well as
the Washington County Community Remembrance Project that retroactivism is at play. On the
one hand, the UDC wanted to retroactivate the shame they felt was thrust upon them in losing the
Civil War. On the other hand, the EJI hoped to retroactivate a past that never bothered to
acknowledge the pain and terror and assaults on humanity that Black people suffered through
slavery and segregation, and into present day issues such as racial profiling and mass
incarceration. Important to note, however, is the shift into story that stops retroactivism from
being used to, I argue, perpetuate white supremacy. In many ways, the local iterations of national
movements parallel the mission of their organization. But how can we be sure, on the minute and
everyday level, that such an emphasis on story is, perhaps, retroactivating the very process by
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which we remember? My embedded participation in these two groups allows me to listen for
this answer to the stories that the groups’ ephemera tells.

Understanding Ephemera. My embedded participation in the Community Remembrance Project
as well as the James H. Berry UDC has provided a glimpse into the ephemera that more strongly
points to the retroactivism in both group’s efforts. Muñoz, Bessette’s primary source for
understanding the ephemeral, establishes that ephemera functions as evidence to, in his case,
“grant entrance and access to those that have been locked out of ‘official histories’” (9). Bessette
extends the concept of ephemera, particularly the concept of queer archival ephemera, to the idea
of anecdotes. Using the anecdotes found within the lesbian archives she studied, Bessette found
that “anecdotes have the effect of disrupting a single grand narrative” (41). By listening to the
ephemeral evidence left behind from the UDC and the evidence we are gathering for the CRP, I
argue that extending Bessette’s definition beyond anecdote and into story using this ephemera
will ultimately allow us to differentiate between the powerful retroactivism being done by the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project, and the harmful perpetuation of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy. Both groups I am studying have and are creating
ephemeral, anecdotal evidence. To understand the retroactivism taking place as well as to
analyze the introduction of story to retroactivism, I will look at both group’s communications
plans and their internal minutes.
Communications efforts
Equal Justice Initiative. Community involvement is a key element of the work of the EJI
and communicating the unveiling of the ultimate marker and the group’s story is a critical
component of the Community Remembrance Project. As I write, the group is preparing for our
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marker unveiling, which is currently scheduled to take place in May 2021. Leading up to this
unveiling comes making the community aware of the work that is to be done. The Washington
County Community Remembrance Project has shown our intent to retroactivate in all aspects of
their community efforts. Since our group is functioning in 2021, this effort is strongest in our
website. After preparing a website during the summer of 2020, our communications
subcommittee began to carefully examine everything from the architecture of the site to the
wording used in the navigation in order to align with their overall goal of veneration. For
example, the word “history” was originally used on the website to share the limited facts that we
have about the lynching of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. This information, taken from the EJI
application, exists from court records and scant newspaper articles that allude to the lynchings of
the three men in July 1856. As we were discussing the depth of content to be used in this section,
our leader pointed out her own concerns with conceptualizing the entire section as our
understanding of “history:”
One of the things I’d really like to communicate through the website, etc. is that we are
questioning the history. It’s not just another iteration of what’s been written about this
case. So much of what’s been written about the case is not about these three men at all.
Buried under an avalanche of info by/about white people. How can the words/tone really
emphasize the questioning, critical thinking, learning? History and remembrance are not
really the same thing. This is really the history of everybody else but these three men.
(WCCRP, “Minutes of the Communications sub-committee”)
She was telling us that this history is merely the white history that we’ve been given, that we’ve
accepted as fact. Truly, this whitewashed history of the death of these men (or really, two young
men and a teenager) is the only remnant of the life that Aaron, Anthony, and Randall lived. For
that reason, we changed the word “history” to “remembrance” with the hope that it might reflect
the critical lens that must be taken in hearing the records left of the lives Aaron, Anthony, and
Randall lived.
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Another critical piece of feedback during our initial website discussion came in
considering how explicitly to mention the three: Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. Our web designer
(a communications professor and core member of our committee) kept the first draft of the
website intentionally broad, as we have and still waffle in determining future directions we will
take as a committee. After discussion, however, we decided that if our key motivation is
veneration, real and true reverence for these three largely unknown people, then we must center
them at the core of our work, especially on our website. For that reason, we were tasked with
coming up with something “punchy” for our homepage that addresses the three men before a
prompt button to “Read their story” ties the user to the “Remembrance” Page (see fig.2).

Figure 2: Current Live website. From Reed, Niketa. “Washington County Community
Remembrance Project.” Squarespace, 2020, https://washingtoncountyremembers.org.
Additionally, the reflection section includes a “reflection wall” that will archive individual site
experience, and the site is peppered with links and additional ways in which to get involved.
Even as we came to this decision, however, we acknowledge that this is still not their story. This
is a story, a story of their demonization and executions. It’s estimated that two of the men
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(Randall and Anthony) were between 24 and 26 at the time of these murders, and Aaron was
likely in his late teens. My partner is 26 as of this writing, and if he was lynched tomorrow that
would NOT be his story to me and everyone else who loves him. So we struggle, not knowing
any more details about the life and love of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, with how to convey the
racial terror inflicted on them. How do we describe the agonizing hours at the jail waiting for the
verdict to be read, the terror that must have struck them as the mob approached, the long wait for
Randall in the months that followed the two illegal lynchings before his own legally- sanctioned
hanging? In this way, the limits of the story hang with us, wanting to record their lives but
respect them as well.
We still don’t know the best ways in which to address the complete annihilation of the
story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall by the white, dominant record. However, in small and
large decisions on the website, we are committed to trying. In these instances of storying and
reflecting, intentionality on the part of the committee speaks to an act of retroactivism. Even
within a project meant to shed light on stories of racial terror that have gone unnoticed, we still
find ourselves perpetuating the systems of classifying history that have become part of the status
quo. To retroactivate this work, the CRP is breaking down our website architecture, our word
choice, our experience with the public interaction (in the form of a website) in order to
effectively reroute and reconsider the work. Additionally, two of our leaders recently published
an article in the Washington County Historical Society publication, Flashback, a publication that
has historically centered the dominant, white narrative. They state that “This article
acknowledges that their (Aaron, Anthony, and Randall) lives mattered and explores the meaning
of the erasure of their life stories.” (Elliott and Valandra 165). We hope, then, to use ephemera,
but move beyond the choppy nature of anecdotes and into fragments of a story that lead to
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broader understanding. The result, we hope, is an experience that simultaneously humanizes and
retroactivates the lives and loves of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall.
United Daughters of the Confederacy. Like the CRP, communication with the community
was critical to the work of the James H. Berry UDC leading up to the unveiling of their statue.
The James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy was founded by several prominent
wives of Confederate veterans, including Mrs. James H. Berry herself. Berry, a U.S. senator and
governor of Arkansas for a brief period of time, was a prominent figure in the area. Archives of
the Berry, Dickinson, and Peel families reveal careful lists of supporters for Berry throughout his
various campaigns (List of Supporters). These campaigns suggest a return to the old life and a
concern for states’ rights that mimic the careful arguments of Confederates before, during, and
after the Civil War. Thus, it can be implied that these women, in forming the UDC, hoped to
maintain the white supremacist culture of many of their peers during this time.
Though few records exist that explicitly mention the motivations of the Bentonville
Confederate statue, an extensive report of the fundraising for the monument by Mrs. Elliot Berry,
likely put together for a chapter presentation, gives insight into the intentions of the chapter. Mrs.
Berry’s report states that A.J. Bates, a veteran from Missouri, was the first to bring up the idea
and remained one of the largest donors for the project. She further attests that “Most of this
money was contributed by people living in Bentonville or the immediate vicinity.” (Minutes of
the James H. Berry UDC). Though very few records exist of who these people are, the group
organized fundraisers and solicited requests from friends and family, similar to the other
bullying/shame tactics of their counterparts around the country. The statue was unveiled on
August 8, 1908. Though Chapter 5 will speak more extensively to the unveiling, it was recorded
as one of the largest gatherings the town had ever seen. Efforts to garner community support in
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1908 can most clearly be seen in the newspapers of the time. Businesses were encouraged to
close, and newspapers encouraged “everyone” to attend the festivities. An ad in the Arkansas
Democrat Gazette in 1907, for instance, states that “Bentonville wants you to be present” (see
fig. 3):

Figure 3: Bentonville Confederate Statue Unveiling Advertisement. From Benton County
Democrat, 1908 July. University of Arkansas Microfilm Film 355 Reel 4
Another, from the mayor, implores every “business man” to close his business on the day of the
unveiling in order to make it “the greatest day in the history of Bentonville” (see fig. 4):
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Figure 4: 1908 Advertisement for Bentonville Confederate Statue Unveiling. From Benton
County Democrat, 1908 August. University of Arkansas Microfilm Film 355 Reel 4
Both advertisements point to an assumption on the part of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy that everyone would want to attend a Confederate celebration. The James H. Berry
UDC framed their communications in a way that suggested the entire town of Bentonville, from
personifying Bentonville to enlisting a call from the mayor, was excited about and felt the need
for the presence of the statue. The women were ultimately suggesting that such a story is
universal, taking control of a narrative as a means to their own end. Our understanding of
retroactivism through Bessette allows a particular community to “take control” of their own
identity and reassert themselves as acceptable members of society. Bessette claims that
retroactivism, in regard to lesbian identity, occurs in places like the Lesbian Herstory Archives.
And while I agree with Bessette and with the rights and the needs of these lesbians, I argue that
the UDC using this concept, albeit problematically, through the placement of their statues.
Groups used these statues to signal a stasis of the “Lost Cause” a rewriting of the Civil War, and
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an establishment of their own identity. These statues, like the one on the Bentonville Square, are
material acts of retroactivism committed, in our community’s case, in 1908.
The communications of the Community Remembrance Project lead far deeper into the
idea of an individual story. We aren’t suggesting, through the crafting of their website, that all
who visit must walk away with a unique experience. In many ways, we aren’t even crafting a
grand narrative. Instead, the group is highlighting the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, and
asking the user to walk away with their newfound understanding. The form of retroactivating
taken by the UDC is built on cultivating and suggesting one universal experience, what we often
see as the dominant narrative in our communities today. Though they felt at the time that they
were countering a dominant narrative of failure, they were in fact establishing a new status quo
throughout the South (and the nation) that perpetuated Confederate ideologies. The Community
Remembrance Project, on the other hand, centers our communication efforts around the
individual user experience. Perhaps this clues us into what I argue is the best means of
retroactivism. Instead of seeking to use the ephemera toward a larger interrupted narrative, it is
more effective to use the ephemera, even the anecdotes, as individual experiences. Stories.
Internal communications/minutes
Equal Justice Initiative. Another way in which we see retroactivism in the ephemera of
the WC Community Remembrance Project is in the content of our meetings. Instead of a
conference room, we meet in a living room, the common room at the apartment complex of two
of our members. Though we conduct our business, we take frequent pauses to discuss, to engage,
and to sit in the awkwardness that comes when white people and Black people discuss racial
terror and institutionalized racism. Instead of wrapping up our meetings with small talk, our
meetings end with careful reflection from each person, questioning and acknowledging ways and
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means in which this process is hard. This approach has continued into the virtual space of our
frequent Zoom meetings—acknowledging pets, holding up our coffee cups, and proclaiming joy
at just seeing faces.
As new people join our group, they are given a set of values and reflections put forth by
our leader. Among other things, they state that “our multiracial group of justice loving Black
people and white people recognizes that white supremacy has racialized the ways we know
ourselves, each other, and the world, and has impacted our earliest and life-long patterns of
thinking and acting” (WCCRP, “March Minutes”). We are regularly reminded to look back and
reflect on these truths and as previously demonstrated, they are reflected in the mundane and
large decisions that we enact.
The March 2020 gathering which occurred just before “the bottom fell” on COVID-19,
for instance, featured a revisiting of our values. In this meeting, we were reminded of the values
we had established as a group and then asked to go around and reflect on our experiences thus
far. One older white group member mentioned that it “feels safe and wonderful to be here.” An
older white group member who had lived in Fayetteville his entire life stated that he knew “that I
have a different lens to all this and I’m trying to expand my lens constantly” (WCCRP, “March
Minutes”) Another laughingly called these sort of reflections “Kum bay ah moments.”10 This
intentionality, though not as easy to archive, is its own form of storied retroactivism. Instead of
merely making our final product something unique, the very approach we take to our meetings
suggests a new way of listening, reflecting, and hearing that blends into the final product of our
work together. As the quotes suggest, we are still in some ways steeped a bit in the feel-good
side of racial relations that is possibly overemphasized in our society today. However, the
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constant work of questioning and dismantling points to a hope of retroactivating all our own
shortcomings regarding the ways in which we remember.
United Daughters of the Confederacy. The James H. Berry Chapter UDC, like the
national UDC, has left behind extensive notes on their daily operations that point to their own
instances of retroactivism. A minutes book of the chapter records the chapter’s events from 1913
to 1933 (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). Though little is mentioned about the statue, there
is a clear, ultimate goal to honor their Confederate Dead. Various references pepper the book
with essay contests, beautification efforts, and fundraisers for aging veterans and their families.
Like the Community Remembrance Project, the chapter acknowledged core values that were
inspired by the national organization they were affiliated with. The chapter typically opened and
closed their meetings with universal United Daughters of the Confederacy traditions. This
includes references to a singing of “Dixie” and the reading of the Confederate Prayer
immediately following the Lord’s Prayer. The prayer, though one instance of these traditions,
reeks of victimization and martyrdom, further attesting to the group’s priority on retroactivating
their Confederate identity as one of the victims. However, imagining the words below spoken in
unison among a group of elite white women begins to paint a picture of the infiltration of the
retroactivation that occurred during these meetings:
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I asked God for strength, that I might achieve.
I was made weak, that I might learn humbly to obey.
I asked for health, that I might do greater things.
I was given infirmity, that I might do better things.
I asked for riches, that I might be happy.
I was given poverty, that I might be wise.
I asked for power that I might have the praise of men.
I was given weakness, that I might feel the need of God.
I asked for all things, that I might enjoy life.
I was given life, that I might enjoy all things.
I got nothing that I asked for but got everything I had hoped for.
Almost despite myself, my unspoken prayers were answered.
I am, among all people, most richly blessed. (“Prayers from the Confederacy”)
Such traditions and values are a typical element to most group meetings. However,
instead of the individual reflection we see in the CRP meetings, group records indicate
educational programs that focus on various historical topics. For instance, a 1916 meeting
featured a report on “Old Plantation Days,” and records mention that questions were asked about
slavery and answered within the group. In honor of Robert E. Lee’s birthday, the January 1923
meeting mentions that
Mrs. W.J. Bullock made an eloquent and scholarly address in which she paid beautiful
tribute to Lee the idol of the South and closed with a delightful tribute to the Daughters of
the Confederacy and the educational, memorial, and historical work of the organization.
A program of Southern music was rendered by Mesdames Eula Blake Wright, Mrs. J.H.
Morgan, R.A Pickens, and E.C. Pickens and Dr. R.D. Pickens with Mrs. James R. Craig
as accompanist. (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC)
The only mention of African Americans includes a 1930 reference to an educational program on
“Negro Spirituals” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). Other topics cited include the story of
David O. Dodd, Robert E. Lee, Interesting occurrences of the South, Battle of Pea Ridge, and the
life of Jefferson Davis.
The last entry in the book of minutes, from the end of 1933, records a few key foreboding
elements of the chapter’s work. They mention that no area Confederate veterans are currently
alive, which has allowed them to question future purposes. Additionally, the program was
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ironically on Confederate monuments in Arkansas. The group, therefore, had officially moved
away from their stated mission of honoring veterans into what we now know as a movement to
perpetuate and assert their harmful ideologies more broadly.
By listening carefully to the efforts of these women long after their statue was unveiled, I
believe that we can begin to understand the retroactivism they enacted through the ephemera of
their organization. Both groups assert a documented value system that they share during their
meetings. Though analyzing these value systems is outside the scope of this chapter, a cursory
glance at both (Value sheet and Confederate prayer) sheds light on the intentions in either.
Additionally, the reflection elements of these meetings once again identify a unique approach to
retroactivism. The UDC purports a reflection that is situated as a lecture, imparting “knowledge”
on the chapter. The CRP, once again, seeks individual experiences in order to come to a common
understanding. This approach, then, takes us one step beyond Bessette’s understanding of
retroactivism, rememory, and anecdotes. Instead, it situates us in the true power of story. By
arguing and asserting individual experience, we are dismantling the ways and means by which
history has been collected. This method of retroactivating allows a fuller and deeper picture of
the work to be done instead of simply arguing for a universal experience.

CONCLUSION
I’ve shown through this chapter that, in many of the same ways, the work of the Community
Remembrance Project and the work of the James H. Berry UDC are conducting retroactivism to
assert their understanding of their own story. After delving into the national and ephemeral, local
measures taken by the United Daughters of the Confederacy, they were in many ways
retroactivating their own men, their own legacy through the placement of monuments and
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memorials throughout the country. They further hoped to universalize this retroactivism in their
daily committee work. The absence of the African American story in the sculptures, textbooks,
and ideology left behind from the Civil War led the Equal Justice Initiative to, I believe,
retroactivate these histories through the founding of the NMPJ and the Legacy Museum.
Additionally, their blatant connection to mass incarceration as an evolvement of slavery in many
ways retroactivates the concept of a “finished” past of slavery. They passed such legacy down to
local Community Remembrance Group chapters such as ours, who are prioritizing the individual
experience to effectively retroactivate the past. This comparison, therefore, does argue that
retroactivism, the idea of “collecting, composing, and revising” the past can be used as a means
of activism that is blatantly problematic. To avoid the use of retroactivism for ill, we must turn to
the individual experience to corroborate the stories and memories that we attest as public. The
power of storied retroactivism comes from their consideration of individual story and experience,
which can be seen in the national and ephemeral efforts of the Community Remembrance
Project.
Now, however, the Confederate statue located on the very public Bentonville Square has
been removed from the Square and is being prepared to be placed in a private park. Do
supporters of the removal of the statue hope that this movement retroactivates the identity of our
community? If so, how can they do so by properly storying their retroactivism? As an active
participant in the ongoing debate, how can I? In another vein, the Washington County
Community Remembrance Project was heavily conflicted as to where to place our marker,
ultimately opting for a historically Black cemetery instead of the very public town square. Is this
placement retroactivating the very understanding of memorial locations? Is EJI and the pipeline
they’ve drawn retroactivating the implications made by those that argue for removal of these
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relics of the Confederacy? These questions can be examined in the debates surrounding the
placement of the marker as well as the implications of removing the Bentonville Confederate
statue. What impact do these decisions and locations have on the groups that interact with them?
What affect does the shame, or pride, or both, bring from these acts of retroactivism? How is
individual story still the key in understanding the answer to these questions? This is what I hope
to explore in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
The Places
December 17th, 2019
8:30 PM
St. James United Methodist Church Parking Lot
Defining a Special Place
After a long and moderately heated Community Remembrance Project meeting, our group
ultimately decides that, if veneration is to be the goal of our marker for Aaron, Anthony, and
Randall, the location of the marker needs to be at Oaks Cemetery. The first African American
cemetery, the first plot of land exclusively set aside for Black people, Oaks has held a number of
owners and is now managed by a group affiliated with St. James United Methodist Church. We
arrange a meeting with the Oaks Cemetery caretakers, who we hear are fairly skeptical and/or
resentful of the idea of installing a marker affiliated with a national effort in their locally
significant cemetery.
I arrive to the church just before 6:30 pm on a weekday in December after work, so the
parking lot is cold, dark, and windy. When I come inside to a worn but typical fellowship hall, I
instantly navigate to our group members in attendance—two African American academics who
are not from Fayetteville, two older white progressives, born and raised in Fayetteville, who are
now active local historians, and me. We don’t make small talk with the caretakers before the
meeting, and I spend the drive home later that night wondering why I didn’t walk up to them
instead of the Community Remembrance Project members and simply engage.
The caretakers, approximately 10 of them, various ages and all African American, have
set chairs up in front of the room, putting us in a position of authority (or placing us on trial?) in
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the sparsely filled, sparsely attended room. Throughout the conversation, ideas circulate about
identifying unmarked graves in Oaks, genealogical research, and possibly finding familial links
to Aaron, Anthony, and Randall at the site and in the community. The group’s resistance to the
placement of the marker comes in additional traffic, additional upkeep, and additional work.
They fear that this addition will bring unwanted attention, possibly leading to a lack of
veneration for their own family dead (and eventually, them) who are resting there. Interestingly,
I also sense a hesitation to bring up the past, the times of overt racism and the racial violence
inflicted on their ancestors. I wanted very badly to scribble in my trusty green notebook or, better
yet, record the conversations, but a white person who is not from the local area with a pen and a
tape recorder is the last thing we need in this conversation. After a series of questions and
considerations, namely spoken between the caretakers, our leaders, and one of our more vocal
local white historians, the group says they will need some time to think about it and vote. As we
disperse from the warmth of the small simple room to head into the cold winter night, Henry
Childress, the leader of the caretakers and a supporter of putting the marker there, made sure to
meet all of us. As we exchanged pleasantries, he asked if I had yet been to Oaks. “No,” I said
quietly, wishing I had at least taken the time to drive by before I essentially sat on a panel
advocating for our place in its history. I had been too stuck in my books, my schedule, my to-do
list, to do the one thing that would have really prepared me for this meeting, this work. “You
really should,” he said calmly, “it’s a special place.”
Mr. Childress’s “special place” is to many a forgotten place. Bordering the wellmanicured and highly visible Fayetteville National Cemetery, Oaks is visibly quiet and under
resourced. I wholly support the Washington County Community Remembrance Project’s
decision to place our marker there, but I know that others might wonder at its place, lost in a
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cemetery that feels lost to history to the naked eye. For this community, however, this place is
sacred. It needs to be protected, it needs to be cared for, it needs to be venerated. The place that
is often neglected, therefore, is suddenly transformed through the lens of the Fayetteville African
American community, marking it as holding a Black sense of place. By allowing others into that
place, do we shift the character of it? And how do we take white spaces like the Bentonville
Square and provide this Black sense of place?

To Listen to the Places
Malea Powell begins her 2012 Chair’s address, to a room full of people not in a familiar
place, by stating that “This is a collection of stories. Stories, as we say, take place. So, let’s start
where we are, here in this place (M. Powell). Therefore, I begin this chapter by sharing parts of
the stories of the places of the Bentonville Confederate statue and the Washington County
Community Remembrance Project marker. I want to tell them as they were told to me, as they
are told to anyone looking at mainstream (read: white) sources. As I’ve argued from the
beginning, the most effective way in which to do this is through a rhetorical lens, listening as
well as hearing how these places are embodied in the work of the everyday.
I’m particularly interested in how these two sites of memory function as what Dickinson,
Blair, and Ott term memory places, places that have established public credibility as the
“holders” of our public memory and are considered heavily trustworthy on the part of the public.
On the one hand, asserting credit to the significance of the statue on the Bentonville Square, and
then in a private park, might in fact allow us to understand the urgency in changing the story that
such a memory place presents. On the other hand, adding legitimacy to the importance of the
first African American cemetery in Fayetteville that will house the marker venerating Aaron,
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Anthony, and Randall will add credibility and consideration to a more complete story of African
Americans in our region. But in whose eyes are we considering credibility? This question leads
me to examine the affects of pride and shame and the Black sense of place that is held in both
spaces. Rai, in her own rhetorical ethnography, cites the places we study as “places of
invention.” Of it, she says,
Engaging in acts of rhetorical invention, then, presumes that rhetoric (what it is, what it
does, how it works) and rhetorical situations (the political, ideological, and material
contexts, constraints, audiences, circulations, and consequences of rhetoric) cannot be
separated. Therefore, referencing the places of invention foregrounds this idea that
rhetorical invention requires an examination of the productive and profoundly situational
enmeshments of rhetoric and materiality, words and things, bodies and symbols,
commonplaces and literal places… To study the places of invention, then, is an attempt to
keep in tow the rich, three-dimensional complexity of all that is involved in the act of
invention, which is too often flattened out in the clean definition of rhetoric as the art of
discovering what it is that moves people. (Rai 41)
I am attempting to keep all the many storied elements of Rai’s places of invention in mind as I
embark on this chapter. I am of course arguing for a new way to see and understand, invent,
these commemorated places in the work of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the work of the Community Remembrance Project. Therefore, I start with the
(white/institutionalized) story of the sites of memory in our work, the Bentonville Square, and
the Oaks Cemetery, as well as the selection of these places. I then center my work in affect, the
work of Black scholars wrestling with their own sense of pride in place. Finally, using Blair,
Dickinson, and Ott’s memory place characteristics, I argue that these places can be given the
same credibility as a memory place, as long as we take a consideration of ownership, power, and
a Black sense of place into account.
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STORY AND SELECTION OF BOTH PLACES
My places, of course, are the Bentonville Confederate statue and the Oaks Cemetery.
Understanding the story of how they were selected (or the reasons they are controversial today),
might help us to understand their role as memory places.

Bentonville Square. Benton County was first brought into the white imagination during the
Louisiana purchase of October 1803. It was later divided up into Arkansas County in 1812. The
portion that became the state of Arkansas became a perennial subject of national debate over the
expansion of slavery when it was included in the Missouri Territory created in 1812 and
subsequently became known as Arkansas County in 1813. Conflict between white settlers,
Cherokee, and Osage tribes prompted a private purchase of land from the Osage in 1816 that
included much of what became the northwest section of Arkansas Territory in 1819 that was
designated Washington County in 1828 (“Lovely’s Purchase”). Benton County became its own
county in 1836, the same day that Arkansas became admitted as a slave state (Gigantino 232).
According to a Bentonville history picture book by Monte Harris (a very public advocate for
keeping the Bentonville statue and a supporter of resurrecting the James H. Berry UDC
(Weaver)), “As the westward movement gained popularity, the U.S. government offered public
domain land for sale, which added even more appeal to families ready to pack the wagons and
follow their dreams” (Harris 9). Harris cites the first courthouse as being built “in the town
square” in 1841. The official Bentonville tourist website (see fig. 5) states that the square was
originally intended as a park, and, after complaints of a lack of grass, the space was transformed
the same year that the James H. Berry UDC erected their Confederate statue:
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Figure 5: History of Bentonville website description. From “History,” Bentonville, Arkansas,
2020. https://www.bentonvillear.com/501/History. Accessed 7 August 2020.
Selection of Bentonville Confederate statue. The Bentonville Confederate statue was erected in
August 1908 by the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy. Records don’t exist
documenting the decision to place the statue on the Square instead of in a cemetery. Other
Confederate statues, such as a Confederate statue in Fayetteville, are located within designated
Confederate cemeteries, so it was certainly a possibility. One might assume that this decision,
like that of the Community Remembrance Project, came down to traffic. A clipping from The
Confederate Veteran in 1904 cites one of the main reasons for the founding of the James H.
Berry UDC to be based on erecting a statue in the town square (DeSpain). From the very public
fundraising that took place to the location to the massive unveiling celebration, it is clear that the
chapter likely wanted anyone and everyone to see this statue. Mrs. E.R. Berry, in a report for the
chapter on the creation of the statue, wrote that, “The monument is pronounced by all who have
seen it to be well proportioned and splendidly situated. Its location is such that it is seen by
everyone who comes to Bentonville” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). This storied
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retroactivism of a past that they felt entitled to rewrite, and a national trend that they likely
wanted to take part in, are likely the primary motivations for the chosen location of the deeply
public Square.
The statue remained on the Bentonville Square until September 2020. Though very little
was written about it from its inception to the 21st century, the Bentonville Confederate soldier
received recognition on the National Register of Historic Places in 1996. Even in 1999,
revitalization plans for the downtown square cited in the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette explicitly
mention that “The statue will still keep its place in Bentonville history as the focal point in
renovation plans for the square… The planning group identified the square as one of the "sacred
places" of Bentonville and made several design decisions to maintain the spirit of the old Square.
As part of that plan, the decision was made to keep the monument and the statue that adorns it, as
the renovated park's centerpiece are approved by city and county officials” (Magsam). As
previously mentioned, the murder of nine Charleston churchgoers and the Unite the Right Rally
in 2015 and 2017 began earnest debates about the continued presence of the Confederate statue.
There have been many Letters to the Editor published since dissent began. However, those that
explicitly discuss its presence on the Square state the following:
o “The statue on the square may draw some of those visitors but it surely repels
others. Sooner or later, that realization may propel the Bentonville statue's
removal or relocation.” (Blagg)
o “I suggest we remove [the statue] from the Bentonville Square, placing him in the
yard of the Peel House. On the Bentonville square, we should erect a monument
to the African slaves. As we pass by this monument we can "pause and reflect,"
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remembering all the greatness delivered to our country by African-Americans.”
(Leonard)
o “The issue is that more than a half century after the Jim Crow segregation laws
were repealed, a monument that reflects its message of racial inequality and
oppression continues to cast its shadow on our courthouse steps in our town
square. In our most visible place that could, instead, reflect what we all truly
revere and celebrate.” (Stratton)
In light of statue sit-ins, letters to the editor, and, finally, protests that took place around
the statue and throughout the country after the death of George Floyd at the hands of white
police officers in May 2020, the United Daughters of the Confederacy issued a press release on
June 1, 2020 that addressed the movement of the statue to a private park adjacent to the
Bentonville Cemetery, to be named “James H. Berry park.” Local press releases state that such
an announcement is “pursuant to an agreement between the UDC and the Benton County
Historical Society. This agreement will allow the UDC to continue to display and preserve the
historical significance of the monument and its unique connection to the history of Benton
County in perpetuity” (McCutchen). The statue was quietly removed from the Square in
September 2020, and as of this writing is currently being refurbished in an undisclosed location
before being placed in the private park.

Oaks Cemetery. For many years, neighboring Washington County was the larger and more
developed county in Northwest Arkansas. Washington County was established in 1828, namely
by the location of its courthouse. The town is cited as receiving an official city charter in 1841,
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the same year as the beginning of the Benton County courthouse. Though I will go into more
depth on the ancestorship of enslaved people (and the enslavers) in this area in later chapters,
Washington County, like Benton County, saw action in the Civil War from both sides, and many
citizens actively engaged in the practice of slavery. The end of the Civil War, of course, meant
that all enslaved people in Washington County (and everywhere) were to be immediately freed.
In order to have a space to bury these now freed slaves away from white people, a plot of land
was sold to a church in the area. According to the Arkansas Register of Historic Places entry
from 2014, the plot of land that still houses the cemetery was likely the first plot of land
dedicated to Black Fayetteville citizens. The website states:
In order to meet the need for a cemetery for the newly free population of the surrounding
area, Stephen K. and Amanda Stone sold a plot of land on the southern edge of the city to
the African American community of Fayetteville on July 4, 1867, for ten dollars ($10).
Stephen K. and Amanda Stone conveyed the property to Mary Lowe, Lafayette Gregg,
E.D. Ham, Malloy, and William Storey to hold in trust “for the Colored peoples of
Washington County” and that the land would be used “for the purposes of a Church or a
school house for the Colored people, or for any other purposes that will add to the …
improvement of the Colored people of said county.” (“Oaks Cemetery”)
Important to the story of the Oaks Cemetery, unfortunately, is the story of the white
community and their own legacy. In the same year that the Oaks Cemetery was established,
1867, the National Cemetery opened to serve as the final resting place for Union soldiers killed
in action in local Civil War battles. The National Cemetery literally borders the Oaks Cemetery,
serving as a deeply stark difference in maintenance, importance, and veneration in the
community imaginary (“Fayetteville National Cemetery”). 6 years later, a Confederate cemetery
was also established (“Fayetteville Confederate Cemetery”).
Though there is scant evidence of the use of the land before it became Oaks Cemetery, a
local historian and founding member of the Community Remembrance Project shared with me
that part of the land at the top of the hill above Oaks Cemetery was known locally as Gallows
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Hill, which was the location for county hangings performed by the state (See fig. 6). Since
Randall’s lynching was mandated by the state, one might assume that Randall was therefore
hanged on Gallows Hill and is possibly buried in what is now Oaks Cemetery (Alison and
Simpson).

Figure 6: Oaks Cemetery next to Fayetteville National Cemetery. Photo by author.

Selection of Oaks. Though the Washington County Community Remembrance Project received
approval to continue our project in August, it wasn’t until our meeting on October 23rd that the
group began to earnestly discuss and vote on the final location of the marker venerating Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall. One of the founding committee members and a local historian put
together a packet of information that summarized our top three choices in marker sites (“October
Minutes”). In previous discussions, we had centered the importance of veneration in our work.
Above all of our efforts, the ultimate goal was (and is) to venerate, acknowledge, and respect the
lives and deaths of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. The first, the Fayetteville Square, was
supported by many of the white people on the committee. The space, which we all decided could
easily be classified as a predominantly white space, was the location of the courthouse in 1856,
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making it the most likely site where the men were arrested, held, and later dragged from their
cells by a white mob. Today, the Square is highly trafficked by pedestrians, meaning that the
marker would be seen by many. In this space, education on the lynchings would be paramount.
However, this education would once again center the project around white people.
The second site that was discussed is the Former Yell Homeplace, known as Waxhaws.
Archibald Yell, a prominent member of what became the Fayetteville community, settled in
Fayetteville around 1835. He constructed a permanent home around 1836 complete with slave
quarters, a law office, a guest house, outbuildings, and other structures for a working farm.
Though no remains of these buildings survived history, published sources state that Yell, his
family members, and five enslaved servants were buried on the property. Though Yell and
family were interred and moved to Evergreen Cemetery, those enslaved remain there in
unmarked graves. Based on geography and Yell’s role in the community,11 it is likely that the
lynching of Aaron and Anthony took place on this homestead. Therefore, a proposal was made to
place the marker on this site in order to venerate Aaron and Anthony, but also the enslaved
servants and others who remain there, unmarked. However, the committee ultimately decided
that there wasn’t enough historical evidence, and veneration would often lead to an ignoring of
the marker, based on the unrelated Senior Center that now sits on the site (“March Minutes”).
The final and chosen location was that of Oaks Cemetery. As I have established in the
history of the site above, Oaks Cemetery was established to provide a final resting place for freed
slaves after the Civil War. Before the Civil War though, it is likely that African Americans were
buried here, largely unmarked. A University group completed a documentary in 2013 entitled
“Oak Cemetery: A Forgotten Place,” that addresses the history of the space as the only space
dedicated to the burial of African Americans in Fayetteville. The documentary focuses on the
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long fight for equality for a community of freed slaves building a new beginning in town. Oaks
Cemetery is located in South Fayetteville, what has historically been called “Tin Cup,” the
unofficial “Black part of town” (Oak Cemetery). After much discussion, the committee
ultimately decided that, by choosing Oaks Cemetery, we are essentially choosing veneration over
education. The marker is not about setting white people straight or shocking people in the
community. It is about venerating Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. The most fitting place to do
that, like a grave marker, would be to honor them in Oaks Cemetery, the first and one of the true
places just for Black people in Fayetteville (Oak Cemetery).
The decision to place the marker in Oaks Cemetery meant that we would, however, need
to receive permission from the Oaks Cemetery caretakers. I described the meeting of our group
and theirs at the opening of this chapter which, for me, further established the importance of
venerating and supporting a Black sense of place. We expressed a care and ultimate concern for
veneration, likening our marker to a gravestone for three men who were never given one. The
caretakers took time to deliberate and have ultimately decided that we can and should place the
marker there, pending our assistance for funding the installation of the marker and its ongoing
maintenance.
These two objects in two unique locations raise many questions. Now that the
Confederate statue is removed, where does that leave the community? When the statue is
relocated to a private park, what message does that send? Taking into consideration the decisions
that led to the Oaks Cemetery, how do we continue to venerate? What do we do? In order to
establish credibility in these spaces, we must identify the Black sense of place that is present in
both locations in order to understand their ultimate affect on the evolving story of our
community.
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ASSERTING AGENCY AND A BLACK SENSE OF PLACE
Just as a region such as the South should and needs to alter their memory, a community like
Northwest Arkansas (NWA) must reassert and understand the significance of our own memory
places in order to reassert a more inclusive identity. Communities like NWA hold a collective
pride in their town, as is evident in debates surrounding the ultimate removal of the Bentonville
Confederate statue. They must also hold a space for shame in these spaces, shame that can be
best exemplified through a marker memorializing victims of lynching. The various motivations
behind the Bentonville Confederate statue and the marker in the Oaks Cemetery are asserting
two different stories of our community. The continued presence of the Confederate statue, for
many, asserts a racist ideology that community members don’t feel they possess. A marker
venerating Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, on the other hand, asserts a racist story of our
“progressive” community that had yet to be spoken. A critical component of this conversation,
then, is not just the significance of the places themselves, but the impact they have on people of
color in this community. I ultimately argue that, in response to a community’s affect of shame
and pride, African Americans must exercise agency to assert (and maintain) a Black sense of
place in these spaces.
Efforts on the part of African Americans to exercise agency to assert and maintain a Black
sense of place should not fall to the responsibility of the oppressed. Oppressed people engage in
place-making through their own efforts, and a sense of space grows from those efforts and is not
contingent on white people’s actions or movements, even if some of these spaces have been
designated originally by white people. However, it is up to the dominant culture, the white
community in the region, to make space for these places to be mobilized as agents, to claim their
Black sense of place. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott provide credentials that establish what I consider
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to be white credibility within, again, a white space. Blair, Dickinson, and Ott, in a collection of
the understanding of places of public memory, complicate a discussion of the more fluid space
and the “pause” of place by considering the important element of time in forming and shaping
individual and public memory. Like others white scholars, they define place through its memory
situatedness, arguing that place and memory “assume an identity precisely in being
recognizable—as named, bordered, and invented in particular ways” (24). They then term
memory places as places that are more closely affiliated with public memory than others. Their
examples include museums, battlefields, memorials, and preservation sites. After finding that
these “memory places” have increased credibility in the eyes of the public, the authors
established a series of characteristics that perhaps might explain the credibility.
At this point in time, I wonder if we might listen to the Bentonville Square and Oaks
Cemetery as credible memory places. Similar to the way in which the Washington County
Community Remembrance Project is using ephemera to retroactivate the purpose and mission of
their organization, perhaps a more critical look at the physical locations that are part of our
region’s anti-racist work might help us to retroactivate these spaces and promote a Black sense
of place. If we can reinvent Oaks Cemetery and the Bentonville Square as memory places that
are therefore considered more trustworthy and legitimate in the public eye, can we establish
greater credibility for those that visit them? It’s critical, however, to be responsible with such
credibility. In the case of memory places such as the Bentonville Square, the credibility that is
established might very well be white credibility. The affect of these spaces on the Black
community, on the other hand, continues to exclude the African American history in those spaces
from being established. How do we rewrite the storied making that has contributed to that
memory place? How do we explore and cultivate (if possible) a Black sense of place?
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Shame and Pride. Understanding the affect of shame throughout history into the present will
further allow me to establish credibility in our places today. Our nation is grappling with our
own shame against the treatment of African Americans. This shame creates an identity on the
part of the Equal Justice Initiative and the more local work of the Community Remembrance
Project. However, such a unifying focus on shame still does not center the victims of racial terror
or their descendants, focusing instead on white Americans reconciling for our shame. Sara
Ahmed extensively studies shame, particularly shame on the national scale. She argues that the
use of national shame works as a “narrative of reproduction” (Ahmed 108). One of the ways that
nations express shame is by bringing shame on themselves, exposing their failings as a
community. Shame is instead written as a means and a way to move into recovery. In the case of
the Australian government, which Ahmed illustrates, the shame white Australians feel based on
the treatment of indigenous Australians is preventing them from taking pride in themselves.
Ahmed states that “In such declarations of love, shame becomes a ‘passing phase’ in the passage
towards being-as-nation, where the ideals that the nation ‘has’ are transformed into what it does”
(113). The shame, then, becomes a stand-in for a kind of national identity. The emotion of
shame, however, is temporary, as the acknowledgement of shame, particularly national shame,
can be transferred to restore a national identity, or a sense of pride (Ahmed 110). I believe that
such a movement from shame into pride can also be seen in the debates surrounding the
Bentonville Confederate statue, which also centers white people. This tension of shame, with the
ultimate goal of passing into pride, further continues to center the white story, perpetuating the
exclusion of African Americans in our place.
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A Black Sense of Place. A specific place experiencing shame as in the spaces of Fayetteville and
Bentonville, still centers the white story by placing white people, their apologies, and their
emotions at the center of the conversation. As I mentioned in the beginning, the anecdote to
combatting this exclusion comes in an assertion of identity, and pride, from the Black
community into their sense of place. In order to dismantle this cycle, we turn to a deeper
understanding of what it means to have a Black sense of place, particularly in Northwest
Arkansas.
A Black sense of place takes into consideration both the historical and the contemporary
struggles against dominant culture and/or the overwhelming white majority. McKittrick defines
a Black sense of place as inextricably bound up to power, “power in relation to the flows and
movements” (949). Taking a historical approach to a Black sense of place allows us to better
understand geographies of struggle in the present day. A Black sense of place is not consistent
but is instead a series of changing perspectives that attest to a history of racialized violence in a
place (McKittrick, “On Plantations, Prisons, and a Black Sense of Place” 950). McKittrick
focuses on slave quarters, plantations, auction blocks, and battlefields. These more traditional
sites of memory are specifically what Blair, Dickinson, and Ott explore as credible memory
places. But what about the everyday spaces? The squares that all people must traverse as part of
the community? The cemeteries where we bury our dead? Tamara Butler brings these historical
concepts into the present day through the concept of mapping. Specifically examining what she
is terming “Black Girl Cartography,” Butler cultivates a process of mapping that explores the
ways in which, for her, Black girls use space today (Butler). By examining contemporary
elements of our society such as schools and community centers, Butler establishes the narratives
behind the spaces, and how, in her instance, Black girls use these spaces today.
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Agency. As we define a Black sense of place we must also consider the erasure of Black bodies.
Where are they forgotten, neglected? And even when they are remembered, how can we ensure
that it is not a collective memory of trauma and oppression, but instead a memory and presence
of pride and resilience? Examining the Bentonville Square and Oaks Cemetery allows for an
examination of where and how Black people push against these instances of neglect and instead
resist by formulating their own empowering identity within these spaces. Agency is critical to
this resistance and can be accomplished by asserting Black identity into various historical
reenactments, retellings, and narrativizations. Patricia Davis, for instance, studies the exclusion
of Black bodies in Civil War reenactments and encourages an active, literal role of African
Americans in Civil War reenactments and retellings. This visceral role of assertion “ensures that
these practices must construct and maintain dialogue with dominant memory in order to perform
effectively the identity/cultural work of building an oppositional subjectivity” (18). By becoming
actors in instead of witnesses to significant events of the past, historical agency is accomplished
(Davis 14). Additionally, the white dominant culture is made more aware of the absence of these
stories in our collective narratives.
In my mind, the indication of success in both instances of memorializing and
remembering comes in cultivating a Black sense of place. For the Oaks cemetery, perhaps that
means asserting a marker that attests to the racial terror that was very much a part of our region.
In doing so, however, are we continuing to honor the Black sense of place that the contemporary
African community, at least the Black community that was formed despite being forcibly
dispersed through terror, systemic social and economic hardship and gentrification, has
established for themselves? For the Bentonville Confederate statue, that might mean expanding
the partiality beyond the white story of the Civil War or incorporating the Black story into the
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fold. In moving the statue, are we creating a space for a Black sense of place on the Square, or
merely providing lip service to an ideology and perspective we say we espouse?

MEMORY PLACES
Northwest Arkansas serves as an interesting site of struggle in that our places—the Bentonville
Square and Oaks Cemetery—are directly produced and affected by the racial history of our
region. By asserting these commonplaces as credible and trustworthy as Blair, Dickinson, and
Ott’s memory places, I argue that there is an added need to acknowledge and consider the stories
that have consumed these places. I hope to use the guidance provided by Davis and McKittrick,
as well as the mapping begun by Butler, to explore spaces and power in our region that are far
less explicit yet continue to perpetuate trends and omissions of African American struggles
today. By exploring the characteristics of public memory places, as outlined by Dickinson, Blair,
and Ott, I will identify ways in which we both establish and exclude a consideration of a Black
sense of place in Northwest Arkansas. By establishing and excluding a consideration of a Black
sense of place, I will also retroactivate the work of the affect scholars previously mentioned as
part of our careful exploration in order to reinvent these spaces and bring out their Black sense of
place.

Historical Credibility of these Spaces. The first characteristic of memory places that Blair,
Dickinson, and Ott identify is that the memory place is “an object of special attention because of
its self-nomination as a site of significant memory of and for a collective” (25). Places that make
a memory place are identified as a marker of collective identity. The authors note that travel is
typically required in order to get there, which adds to the place’s credibility. Since an
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intentionality is involved in getting to the site, visitors often have expectations as to what they
might find. This special aside, according to the authors, most clearly allows the visitor to
participate in a memory place’s rhetoric by providing it attention, which typically comes in the
form of a tour, a visit to the gift shop, or another way of “consummating” the visit. Another
rhetorical effect that the authors tie in with this work is that of authenticity. Visitors trust these
historic sites simply because it feels as if that might be where the history actually took place.
Both the Bentonville Confederate statue and Oaks Cemetery are listed on various types of
registries, establishing their mainstream credibility as memory places. The Bentonville
Confederate statue was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1996. According to a
Morning News article, the statue was one of 16 Confederate monuments in the state (at the time)
to be chosen. The nomination form states that “Crushed by humiliating military defeat at the
hands of Union forces and embittered by the Reconstruction period that followed, many
Arkansas citizens attempted through various social expressions, such as the building of the
monuments, to establish a Confederate tradition” (Partham). The statue was dedicated with a
ceremony that was planned in conjunction with a downtown planning workshop in order to
revitalize Bentonville. The Mayor of Bentonville at the time also declared the day of the
rededication ceremony, April 13th, as Confederate Veteran’s Remembrance Day (Partham). I
have managed to find surprisingly few references to the rededication or the continued celebration
of this day, so one might suspect that Confederate Veteran’s Remembrance Day is not widely
celebrated. However, the initial celebration of the statue (and as late as 1996) establishes the
place as widely credible and, of course, historically significant. Its national status, of course,
continues to assert the value of the place within the nation as well. Even after the removal of the
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statue, the National Register of Historic Places approved the continuation of the Bentonville
Confederate statue on its list (“Bentonville Confederate Monument move approval”).
The Oaks Cemetery, on a more local level, was nominated to the Arkansas Register of
Historic Places in 2014. According to the nomination on the website:
A large percentage of the black citizens who have lived and died in Fayetteville are buried in
Oaks Cemetery. Because of slavery and the long shadow it has cast on the Fayetteville
community and the country as a whole, Oaks Cemetery is unique because it served as the
only area specifically set aside for African American burials in the city. This site has
remained an important part of the local community as a record of the newly free generations
that survived the Civil War and their descendants in northwest Arkansas. Due to its
importance as the only surviving evidence of the development of the African American
population of Fayetteville during the Civil War and in the decades that followed, Oaks
Cemetery is being nominated to the Arkansas Register under Criterion A with local
significance. (“Oaks Cemetery”)
A coalition member who was part of the nomination process told me that, for him, putting the
cemetery on a register of Historic Places came about when he started attempting to create a
Historic District in the City of Fayetteville. As a white man born and raised in Fayetteville, he
says that he recognizes the privilege in not even knowing of Oaks Cemetery’s existence until an
adult. The group that nominated the site had originally applied for the National Register of
Historic Places but were not accepted because of the number of unmarked graves, as well as the
fact that the site is still active. The group got accepted to the state Register in March 2014 and
had a small ceremony in which they received a frame certificate. A plaque now stands in the
cemetery as well.
It is clear, and not surprising, that there are varying levels of credibility between the
Bentonville Confederate statue and the Oaks Cemetery. The national significance and the earlier
nomination clearly mark the Bentonville Confederate statue as one of unquestionable
significance. A mayoral proclamation additionally establishes credibility. Though most who visit
the Confederate statue are likely not intentionally traveling to that place (a tenet of Dickinson,
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Blair, and Ott’s memory places), its continued nomination on the registry (and the fact that the
movement of the statue was contingent on its renomination) continues to establish it as a
centralized memory place. Oaks Cemetery, on the other hand, was established later, on the
Arkansas Registry instead of the National Registry. Its official and unofficial placement literally
and figuratively places it on the margins of our region’s history as well as credibility. McKittrick
focuses on places as indicative of these marginal locations. Her question, and mine, is “what do
we learn if we put metaphorical margins into conversation with the poetic and experiential ways
of being that black women are interested in exploring?” (Demonic Grounds 59). We see a Black
sense of place, and a lack of a Black voice, in the ways in which our two sites are remembered
and credited. But how do these places establish identity?

The identities that these places establish. The second characteristic of memory places is that they
“construct preferred public identities for visitors by specific rhetorical means” (Blair, Dickinson,
and Ott 27). This identity, according to the authors, suggests that places of public memory offer
visitors a past that connects with the present, providing a sustained communal identification. The
seeming permanence of the place adds to this continuity, establishing a rhetoric of stable,
community tradition.
In our story, both locations, at their base ideology, suggest a permanence and a continuation
that I believe serves them (and their visitors) as memory places. The original location of the
Bentonville Confederate statue, as previously mentioned, is featured prominently at the center of
the Square. Though few records exist for the James H. Berry chapter on their motivation for this
location, a plethora of other statues in similarly central locations provide clues as to the trend and
motivations of the time. Doss asserts that one of the reasons for this centrality is in order to
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promote “’official’ cultural perceptions of national values and virtues as they simultaneously
belied the sociopolitical frictions that mandated their making in the first place” (Doss 27). The
idea of a manicured square and park in the heart of a city reasserted local power and presence for
citizens and placing an oversized statue in the middle of this space continued to reassert a
permanence of one type of ideology. Based on the times, of course, the rise of the common,
white, Civil War soldier took up many of these spaces. A 2019 letter in the Arkansas DemocratGazette asserts, in fact, that the rhetorical permanence of this space is still active. It states
I am sorry that Mrs. Miller [key leader in Shame of Bentonville group] is affronted by the
little soldier. He is family to many of us. He was there before we were born, a familiar
fellow. Looking again at him, I see no animosity, no warning coming from him, no grimace
of anger or spite, no fist, but more a weary resting from the battle lost. He is not even heroic
in a grand way. He leans on his rifle. He does not brandish it or threaten. Maybe the little
soldier is just a mirror showing us ourselves - the love, hatred, guilt, sorrow we bring.
(Haseloff)
This quote is a direct link to the permanence and presence that many felt the statue, in its public
and dominant location on the square, brought to the table.
Oaks Cemetery can and should be retroactivated as a memory place for its similar and tragic
connections to the present, even when they go unrecognized. As the documentary for Oaks
Cemetery discusses, enslaved people in Fayetteville were traditionally buried with their
enslavers, on the enslaver’s family land, or in unmarked graves until Emancipation. In a
beautiful piece on Baltimore’s first African American cemetery, Kami Fletcher attests to the
reinvention that likely took place in these unmarked, unacknowledged, and publicly unimportant
spaces. By virtue of being unwanted burial grounds, graveyards for enslaved people became
Black spaces. Fletcher asserts that, as an enslaved individual on a plantation, death meant
freedom. Burial grounds reminded the Black men and women who were forced to bury their
loved ones of this freedom. Though this certainly became a memory place for enslaved people
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throughout the country, most of the spaces have been lost in the documentation of time that is
always framed in white supremacy. Oaks Cemetery was, by all accounts, the first land in
Washington County set aside exclusively for the African American community. One might
imagine that the literal connection to bodies and ancestors that were buried there definitively in
1867 and likely earlier provide a sacred veneration to the present day. Further, knowing that this
plot of land once witnessed state hangings, we can only imagine the bodies and sufferings that
lay at rest in this space. The site serves as a place of veneration and importance, reminding
African American residents in Fayetteville from where they have come and where they hope to
go. More importantly, the cemetery is still active and has roughly 100 more burial plots
remaining. Many of the community members interviewed in the documentary mentioned that
their plots have been chosen. The significance of a continuation of legacy, perhaps a reminder of
the freedom that awaits us in death, reinvents this place as a memory place.
An important element of establishing identity in a credible memory space is also the presence
of others. Blair, Dickinson, and Ott state that “Memory places may function as the secular
oracles for the current moment of a civic culture, offering instructions in public identity and
purpose…by modes of interaction and contact in the place” (27). I will delve deeper into publics
and ancestorship in Chapter 4. However, we can easily imagine the people and places that
traverse the Bentonville Square on a daily basis. They are likely not there to see the statue.
However, they are most likely aware of its presence. Many locals argue for the continuation of
that presence. Oaks Cemetery likely sees far fewer visitors on a daily basis. However, their
visitors are intentional. These visits aren’t to one common memory, but to visit and remember
their loved ones whose bodies remain there. In addition, however, the space allows them to
interact with a present tied to a past, the small but resilient physical resting place of African
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Americans in our community. Soon, it will serve as a place to visit and cherish the memory of
Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, lynched in what was an all-white space in 1856. By placing our
marker in this sacred space, perhaps the Community Remembrance Project is further
acknowledging its inventive potential as a site of veneration that ties with the present.

The partiality of these places. A third characteristic is that memory places are characterized by
an extraordinary partiality. The authors speak broadly to the stories and traditions that are chosen
to be remembered—in the case of the National Mall, for instance, we have only chosen 4
presidents to commemorate. The decisions we make in regard to how and where our society
remembers in many ways tells the story of our culture, which speaks to the deeply political
nature of these memory places. The places that are revered as well as the memory that is
prioritized in many ways sets the stage for who belongs in our nation’s memoryscapes.
To avoid belaboring what at this point feels obvious and addressed, I’ll simply state that a
white Confederate general at the center of the town square more than establishes the prevalence
of white supremacy and a partiality of thought and idea in our public community space. What
needs to be explored, however, is the reinvention of this space and Oaks Cemetery as a memory
place for everyone, not simply the white story of the Confederacy. I’ve mentioned the idea that
Fletcher and McKittrick have mentioned, the importance and use of a Black sense of place. Oaks
Cemetery, like the place of the Baltimore cemetery, is likely the first truly designated Black
space in Fayetteville. However, Black people have been making space throughout the history of
our community, their community. The partiality comes in the white materiality that is
remembered, not only in the form of the Confederate statue but also in the whiteness of the
National Cemetery that borders Oaks. Like the Bentonville Confederate statue, the National
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Cemetery maintains and serves a mostly white audience. Though times have changed, it was
established the same year as Oaks Cemetery to honor (white) soldiers in the Civil War. Oaks
Cemetery, therefore, became the Black space in which freed enslaved people could better
express themselves. Today, however, the discrepancy is wildly obvious. The National Cemetery
is carefully maintained, from a brick fence to manicured greens to the uniformity and beauty of
the common gravestones throughout the space. Oaks Cemetery, on the other hand, is privately
owned and maintained. The fence noticeably shifts in quality, and parts of the cemetery are
overgrown and not cared for. Additionally, there are scattered and varying headstones and
markers throughout Oaks Cemetery, as compared to the National Cemetery. Such markers lead
to questions about where ancestors might be buried, who has laid to rest, and what true history is
hidden in the spirit of the place.
I argue that the Fayetteville community, though maybe not consciously has defined a
partiality and a privilege to the National Cemetery over the Oaks Cemetery. The care and the
upkeep of the space, compared to the more collective veneration of the National Cemetery,
suggests that one story is privileged over another. In this way, the Oaks Cemetery functions as a
memory place simply because of its lack of partiality and privilege within the mainstream, white
community. By placing a marker within the space, are we retroactivating it into a space of
partiality, our partiality? The Community Remembrance Project is venerating two Black men
and a Black teenager. However, only two of our members are active member of the “born and
raised in Fayetteville” community. By asserting the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall into
this space, are we providing credit to it? Is this credit still just “white credit?” If not white credit
(since our group is predominantly Black), are we providing “mainstream credit” that is not
inherently a goal of that place?
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The Bentonville Square is very much a white space, formerly featuring a white symbol, that
needs to establish a Black sense of place in order to provide inclusion for ALL of our community
members. As Davis reminds us through the Black Civil War reenactors that she studies, agency
is critical to establishing this Black sense of place. However, an occupation of a space, perhaps
in an effort to provide a Black sense of place, can lend partiality as well. The protest group,
Shame of Bentonville, has been physically organizing around the statue since 2017. Though the
group is small, they partook in “statue sitting” nearly every Saturday (see fig. 7). They held signs
and messages to remind folks of the legacy that the Bentonville Confederate statue holds.

Figure 7: Shame of Bentonville “statue sitting.” From @awaywiththestatue. “Shame of
Bentonville.” Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 7 June 2020.
By physically taking up space, these protestors are reminding passers-by of the partiality that has
been told, and the alternate story that needs to be told. In this way, they are physically repartializing this Black sense of place. Similar to the work of the Black Civil War reenactors, it
takes the assertion of a different story in order to begin to retroactivate the white space. This
reassertion ultimately led to a massive gathering around the statue in protest of George Floyd’s
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murder in June 2020. The day of the protest came the UDC’s timely announcement that they had
agreed to move the statue. Though the move is of course an ultimate victory, we must
acknowledge the physical presence that was required in order to make this change, to assert and
remind us all of this partiality.
We have seen in these examples that the Bentonville Confederate statue and the Oaks
Cemetery might once again be credited as a memory place based on the characteristics of
partiality. However, by seeing a fuller, additional partiality (the care and upkeep of the Oaks
Cemetery and the physical Black presence in Bentonville), we are able to shift the linear way of
thinking about these spaces. That doesn’t, however, mean that the topographies of the spaces
don’t matter.

The mobilization of power in these places. A fourth characteristic is that “Memory places
mobilize power in ways not always available with other memory techne” (29). One way in which
this power is translated is in the topography as well as the location of the memory places. The
locations of certain memory places value some ideologies and exclude others. Additionally, the
materiality embedded in memory places contribute heavily to our understanding of the memory
place’s significance. The authors assert that “the uses to which the visitors put memorial sites
make, remake, and unmake the imposed structures of power” (29).
I have mentioned at length the materiality, the scene that is present (and set) at both of these
potential memory places. This characteristic of a memory place is identified by the topography
with which it is situated. The Bentonville Confederate statue was for many years situated in the
center of the town square, proclaiming to all (whether intentionally or not) its importance in the
public memory of Bentonville. The statue’s very central role within the town square further
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established the partiality its materiality provides. Such partiality easily situates it as a memory
place. Instead of the peripheral location of a cemetery or another historic Bentonville site, the
town square is deeply centralized, and therefore deeply political. Another element of this
memory place is its structure and acknowledgement of power. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott assert
that “the uses to which the visitors put memorial sites make, remake, and unmake the imposed
structures of power” (29). As I have demonstrated through the past few chapters, this memory
place functions in many ways in the community—a centerpiece for festivities, a place of protest,
a sign of town history. More importantly, however, is the power that comes from those that don’t
intentionally seek it. Those passing through the town are likely not aware of the power its
materiality holds as an effort to hold onto the white supremacy it represents.
An interesting wrinkle to this memory place characteristic is, of course, the fact that the
statue is no longer a fixture on the Square. What does it mean to take the material power of the
location away from this memory place? As mentioned, the echoes of the emotion around the
removal of the statue speak extensively to shame. Or do they? Many of the words used suggest
that such a symbol, in such a public location, no longer represents the community of Bentonville.
Even in her statement to the press in regard to the relocation, Sheree Miller (one of the leaders of
“Shame of Bentonville”) stated that "This is wonderful news…It means to me when my
grandchildren and relatives come to Bentonville that I can take them to the Square without being
ashamed." (Neal). By relocating the statue to a place of less power, is this city of Bentonville
working toward “passing through shame?” How can we work to ensure that this isn’t a passing
through shame, but instead part of an ongoing effort to not only say, but do everything that we as
a region say we are?
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We have seen through praxis and theory that the Oaks Cemetery is meant to be a place of
veneration and healing. Its partiality holds far less power than that of the Bentonville Square, as
community members and those that came before were not given as much of a choice in the ways
and means that their people are remembered. Further, its topography once again juxtaposed with
the Fayetteville National Cemetery serves as quite a visceral reminder of the inequities and
partialities that are still present in Fayetteville today. The peripheral location of the cemetery is
an important nod to the power that this place holds, in many ways an assertion of the legacy of
white supremacy present in the community. McKittrick refers to this place as “the margin,”
asserting that “this language, the where of the margin, shapes it as an exclusively oppositional,
unalterable site that cannot be easily woven into the ongoing production of space because the
bifurcating geographies—margins are not centers—prohibits integrative processes” (Demonic
Grounds 57). But is our goal to take this place out of the margin? If so, how do we do that
without taking the power it holds away from the African American community that has and
continues to venerate it as a true Black sense of place? One of the methods of resistance we
found in conversation with the Oaks Cemetery caretakers, in fact, is that it might draw too many
extra visitors and therefore thwart attempts at veneration carefully sought by members of the
Black community of their own family dead. In considering the power of the place, therefore, we
must acknowledge the respect and partiality that this place holds for the African American
community. In many ways, perhaps prioritizing and acknowledging this partiality and reverence
is the first real step toward storied listening. In placing, essentially, a marker of shame on the part
of our community in this space, are we attempting to move through this pain in a way that skirts
our own responsibility to the present? How do we do the deeper, greater work of bringing this
place out of the margin without taking away its power?
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The experience/materiality of these spaces. The fifth characteristic is that places of memory
almost always incorporate the products of various memory techne. The authors assert that these
material elements—exhibits, words, symbols, other items that suggest the work of memory in
these places—contribute to the affect that the visitor to those memory places might feel. They
state that “all of these differences are important differences; they influence what memory
contents are articulated, within what kind of context, with what means of reinforcement, and
with what affects” (30).
Neither of our memory places feature lengthy or intentional exhibits. However, they very
much hold material elements that serve as part of their memory techne. Oaks Cemetery, for
instance, has a physical entrance that speaks to its age and, once again, its lack of funding and
capacity for maintenance. The graves are individually cared for. The unknown graves, however,
are merely marked with a brick or other heavy rock (see fig. 8). Still others are not
acknowledged at all.

Figure 8: Unmarked grave in Oaks Cemetery. From Oak Cemetery: A Forgotten Place. YouTube,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5J4NhOgoXA. Accessed 5 June 2020.
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In this instance, the complexity of an entire life, a life of suffering, oppression, and love, is
reduced to a single rock. This simplicity and sign of a lack of care serves in many ways as its
own instance of memory. Additionally, the flagpole in the neighboring National Cemetery may
have served as the site of state-sanctioned hangings, known as Gallows Hill. An American flag
now hangs on a flagpole hauntingly at the site, possibly where Randall was hanged, and serves as
yet another example of memory techne (Alison and Simpson). These tragedies, when placed in
context, contribute to the affect of this memory place. How will the marker of the Community
Remembrance Project be asserted into the affect of this place? The marker, simple yet stately, is
set to stand in the middle of the cemetery, very much serving as a gravestone of sorts for Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall, and perhaps others who rest there, unknown and unnamed. Though the
words on it will be examined in closer detail in Chapter 3, the Community Remembrance Project
hopes that we are able to contribute and assert its own role in the affect and memory of the place.
More importantly, we are working once again to move toward a sense of Black ownership, a
Black sense of place. In her study of Mount Auburn cemetery, Fletcher states that “Sharp Street
Cemetery was the true beginning of what would become Mount Auburn Cemetery, a place of
racial pride and built heritage that was also a business and a financially sustaining entity (148).”
She highlights the ownership that the African American community was able to hold over their
space. Though it was a cemetery, the community she studied worked to transform it into a
business, a place of reverence, and an entity that was able to exist outside of the suffocation
caused by white supremacists in the Jim Crow era. In the same way, we see the caretakers and
parishioners of the Oaks Cemetery diligently caring for their own place, their legacy. Once
again, part of the sacredness of the place lies in the ownership and belonging felt by Black
people there.
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The women of the James H. Berry UDC, then and now, exert ownership in their own
considerations of memory and place. The Bentonville Confederate statue as it stood had little in
the way of exhibits, symbols, words, and other instances of memory techne. The statue features
the common soldier, standing at parade rest, with the musket at his side. In the words of Mrs.
E.R. Berry, who prepared the report for the UDC on the statue:
The monument is erected in a beautiful grove in the center of the square at Bentonville. It is
of beautiful barry, cement granite, and was ordered through a local marble firm from Chas R.
Schott of Barry Cement. The monument is surmounted by a figure representing a
Confederate Infantryman at Parade rest, the work of Barry Concrete. The figure is seven feet
high. The entire height of the monument is twenty-one feet. There are four bases below the
principal shaft. The first base is 9 feet square and 1 1/2 feed high. The second ball is 1 feet
square and 1 feet high, and bears on each of the four faces in raised polished letters, the word
Confederate ….The fourth base is five feet, four inches square and one feet, eight inches
high. At the Center of each of the four sides are sections 1 ft. 2 in. wide, each bearing a 12
inch polished ball. The monument is pronounced by all who have seen it to be well
proportioned and splendidly situated. Its location is such that it is seen by everyone who
comes to Bentonville. (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC)
Two important elements of memory techne and symbols come to mind when we consider this
statue. One is the word “Confederate,” etched four times around the statue so it can be seen on
all sides. Though we will get into the other words that are used on this statue in Chapter 3, these
words, obviously, are far more an example of a symbol. By simply asserting the word
“Confederate” surrounding the statue, the women who designed the memorial were in many
ways making sure that their presence and their ideologies could not be denied. The second
symbol of note is that of the cannon balls, on the posts of each side. These balls speak to the
military nature of the statue. Its perceptions as a military memorial was a common rallying cry
for those in support of keeping the statue on the Square. Their argument was that the statue
honors those that have served in our military, despite its problematic nature, and should thus be
honored as such.
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The place of the statue, which grew to become an entire park, was felt and owned by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy. Their pride in their place and their assertion of ownership
on the place led to a park, a fountain, and detailed minutes about upkeep and beautification as
they worked to maintain what they considered to be “their place.” The important distinction, of
course, is that “their place” comes strongly with the power of the community, the dominant
culture. This importance on “their place” only continues in updates on the relocation of the
statue. A press release announcing the relocation stated that
The UDC is committed to preserving the history of the statue and agreed to work with the
Benton County Historical Society and other community members and ultimately decided
to relocate the monument to a permanent private park, named “James H. Berry Park,"
adjacent to the Bentonville Cemetery, where Governor Berry is buried… After
relocation, the Benton County Historical Society will own and operate the park and
display the monument for the benefit of the residents of Benton County and the rich Civil
War history of the Northwest Arkansas region. The UDC will continue to own the
monument” (McCutchen).
As of this writing, we have very few details as to the park and the positionality of the statue
within it. However, it is clear even as the planning begins that the relocation of the Confederate
statue is couched in language of ownership from the white women of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy.
Both the Washington County Community Remembrance Project and the James H. Berry
United Daughters of the Confederacy, after more carefully listening, are crying out for
ownership, a sense of belonging, a feeling of place. One group, the UDC, very clearly has greater
power and means of appeasement than the other, the African American community, specifically
the caretakers of Oaks Cemetery. Will this sense of ownership continue as the power of the
location of the Confederate statue is diminished? The Oaks Cemetery caretakers have allowed
the Community Remembrance Project to place a marker in their cemetery, but they are cautious
of detracting from the ownership, the Black sense of place, that they have built. Will the
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introduction of a marker that has national, possibly white implications deter the power they feel
in their place? Where does this leave these (by now) very clear places of public memory as they
are felt and seen by visitors?

The histories of these places. Lastly, memory places themselves have histories. This important
characteristic most succinctly ties the work of the past into the work of the present in regard to
memory places. The authors attest, in addition to Loewen’s three temporal moves (a manifest
narrative, the story of a place’s erection, and the visitor’s own era), a fourth and important move
is that of “the interventions and deployments in and of the place between its construction and the
visitor’s present” (30). We have learned in this chapter about the selection of these memory
places. Additionally, I have argued through the incorporation of scholars of color and the idea of
affect that the places serve both as credible memory places and as places of invention, speaking
to, for, and with, their pasts and their presents. The complication of asserting a Black sense of
place without taking away from a Black sense of place remains a true wrinkle in this white
person’s processing. And so the question we are left with is this: have we really changed as a
community?

CONCLUSION
Blair, Dickinson, and Ott state that “The ‘production’ of memory places is ongoing. Their
rhetorical invention is not limited to simply their initial construction. We must attend as well to
the intervening uses, deployments, circulations, and rearticulations in the time between the
establishment of a place and our current practices in and of the place” (31). These memory
places, as we have now been able to assert them, are nothing without the people and the words
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behind and before them, cultivating the sense of memory in this space. I, as a visitor, feel nothing
in these spaces without the people and the publics whose spirit continues to shape our present
actions. McKittrick has provided us a minefield of questions in regard to where, and how, we
bring the Black places out of the margins and into the center. Among her suggestions for
bringing Black places out of the margins, she states that “the ways in which we know and are
taught geography, now, is connected to powerful processes of colonialism, exploration, and
conquest” (61). I believe that Butler responds to this call in her work examining Black girl
cartographies. For Butler, a Black girl herself, the answer comes in “a commitment of engaging
an ongoing dialogue with past, present, and future Black girls and women, especially one’s self.
For me, a white girl, the answer always comes in listening. To answer this, I turn back to the
words we use—to discuss the changing history of these two places, to understand the meanings
in our spaces, to ascertain the true public opinion long after a marker is placed in a cemetery, or a
block of granite is removed from a town square. The words we leave behind establishes our true
sentiments as a community and shows us where we’ve been and where we hope to be. Chapter 3,
therefore, turns to the words we are using in these conversations.
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Chapter 3
The Words
November 8th, 2019
11:00 AM
University of Arkansas Special Collections
Words in Time
I have been tasked with the fuzzy yet intriguing role of culling any information the
University archives has on the Bentonville Confederate statue. After some cursory internet
searching, I find that the source with the highest potential is the Berry, Dickinson, and Peel
family papers collection. Consisting of 20 separate boxes, the large collection contains both
ephemeral and tangible information on the life and times of the Berrys, the Dickinsons, and the
Peels, three wealthy and prominent members of growing Bentonville society at the turn of the
century. My task is elusive and wonderfully open-ended, and I don’t want to overburden the
small staff in Special Collections. I begin with the descriptions on the internet, provided by
Special Collections, that provide brief summaries of each box. Words like “United Daughters of
the Confederacy,” “Civil War Artifacts,” and, of course “Bentonville Confederate Monument”
initially catch my eye, and I eagerly pore through those boxes piece by piece. Eventually,
however, I decide to take the time to comb through the collection, box by box, and do my best to
listen to what speaks to me.
I soon understand the power that the archives have over a researcher. As I dive deeper and
deeper into the life and times of these family members, I begin to see more and more glimpses of
the world they were part of. Though I am sitting at the same desk, in the same cold room, with
the same boxes and papers surrounding me, I find myself transported, in many ways, to the
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Bentonville that these family members knew, the Bentonville that they had the privilege to build.
There are many references, of course, to James H. Berry’s political career. The most notable
member of his family, he was a Confederate general before eventually becoming the governor of
Arkansas. His letters and papers point to a wealth of connections, speaking engagements, and
involvement in what eventually became the infamous Confederate reunions that still hold
influence over us today. Though these artifacts are important reminders of the history of
Arkansas (and the legacy of the Confederacy that the men left behind), more important to me is
the work of the women, the supporting cast in the lives of their men. There are scrapbooks,
pictures, mementos of moments lost in time, that speak to life in Bentonville from around 1890
into the 1970s. These theater tickets, dance cards, and old scrapbooks share a privileged life, a
life of relative luxury, a life that many might try to romanticize.
As I get to know this family through the words, the artifacts, that they’ve left behind, I find
myself further and further drawn into the mystery of understanding who they are and what they
must have seen and thought. Letters between mother and daughter tell the story of college woes,
homesickness, and local gossip. Letters between lovers tell the story of hope, of future planning,
of the dreams that I see reflected in our students today, the texts that we share, and the updates
that we post. Without meaning to, I find myself connected to these women—the drama they felt
in their various organizations, the importance they placed on the food, the decorations, the
dresses, the life-altering moments of birth and death that, without these words, would become
merely dashes on a page. I see too, through these artifacts, just how pervasive whiteness and a
dominant way of life is to these women. They drop, into this drama, mention of “the brave souls
of the sunny south,” or a romanticization of “the cause.” One speech, prepared by an older
member of the Dickinson family, even states that “As I review life in ’61 and our fine old
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plantation home. This was a world of joy, of song, and peace.” (Dickinson/Berry Documents).
These words work with the words of everyday life to cultivate a harmful, pervasive rhetoric that
finds one sinking into their world right alongside their tales of relatable romance, worry and
grief. And in these words, as in so much of our community’s history, we don’t and can’t get a
sense of the African American experience of community members—that perspective wasn’t
valued enough to be passed down through an institution, into my own white hands to read and
experience.
As was made obvious in examining the places of the Bentonville Square and the Oaks
Cemetery, whiteness, dominant culture, is pervasive. As a white woman, I often don’t
acknowledge or understand the comfort that comes with being in a space and in a society that in
many ways feels as if it was made for you. The ease with which my body can walk through the
world is significantly higher than that of a member of an oppressed group. Northwest Arkansas,
one region of one state in our nation, perfectly exemplifies this national phenomenon of what
Bonilla-Silva calls “the invisible weight of whiteness” (Bonilla-Silva).

Listening to the Words
From movies we see to missing children we mourn to the way our beauty is interpreted, our
society is built on invisibly privileging white bodies. Like a mode of communication, BonillaSilva refers to this concept as a “racial grammar,” meaning that it is learned and pervasive
throughout society. In my last chapter, I challenged the idea of a credible memory space by
arguing for the inclusion of a Black sense of place in the two locations I’m studying. We must
assert a Black sense of place in a white-washed space such as the Bentonville Square.
Additionally, we must see Oaks Cemetery as a credible memory space without whitewashing its
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sacred Black sense of place and history with our committee’s involvement. Bonilla-Silva
recommends challenging the racial grammar that is threaded into our society because, “like air
pollution, it is poisoning us all” (“Invisible Weight” 186). But how do we challenge not just the
spaces but the threaded words and interactions that have created this space in its entirety, not
merely a Black or a white place? How do we understand the root of our racial grammar in order
to retroactivate it?
In this chapter, I will explore the makeup of our language itself, the words that are used
surrounding both of these projects. This project is, first and foremost, rhetorical. It is therefore
time to address the rhetorical forms and phrases taking place more literally. This chapter then
turns explicitly to the words that are being used surrounding these projects that I might argue
contribute or disrupt the racial grammar that makes up our society. As with every iteration of this
project, my goal is to identify where I as a white woman can contribute to the disruption of this
pattern of exclusion. By studying and interpreting the words of my progressive committee
members as well as the words of more subtly racist individuals, I hope to gain not only a better
understanding of where and how our community might be moving toward more antiracist
practices, but also how these ways in which we remember will impact our own place in our
community’s memory.
Though both of the Bentonville Confederate statue and the forthcoming Washington
County Community Remembrance Project marker feature physical reminders, the literal words
that surround the work in many ways serves as an archive for communal sentiment. The
peripheral words, such as those shared on social media or on online petitions and cultivated in a
digital space, frame and inform the community response that’s featured on the finished product,
the permanent inscription that remains. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott’s fifth characteristic of a
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memory place is that “public memory is typically understood as relying on material and/or
symbolic supports—language, ritual performances, communication technologies, objects, and
places—that work in various ways to consummate individuals’ attachment to a group”
(Dickinson et al. 10). It is these material supports that I turn to next.
I first will turn to the original 1908 dedication plaque, which still serves as part of the
Bentonville Confederate statue despite its removal from the Square. This permanent wording
will help us understand the public memory it espouses. In the present day, community members
have signed petitions for both the removal and the keeping of the Bentonville Confederate statue,
and their digital response informs public sentiment and memory of the Civil War in our spaces
today and shows a minimization of racism studied at length by Eduardo Bonilla-Silva among the
white, dominant, occasionally progressive community. In contrast, I then turn to Black women
who have formed the Northwest Arkansas African American Heritage Association and have
remained active on Facebook, thus subverting the public memory we thought we knew about our
history and promoting dialogue to assess knowledge claims and other key characteristics of
Patricia Hill Collins’s Black feminist epistemology. These efforts have informed the way we
memorialize Aaron, Anthony, and Randall on their final Community Remembrance Project
marker. By examining the words used in these spaces, I’m interested in the memory that is being
cultivated in these digital and material archives. What work is really being done in overtly and
covertly racist (or antiracist) texts? What lasting impact do these messages have on the spaces in
which they are delivered, and how are they interpreted, as I quoted Ahmed in a previous chapter,
as moving through shame? If and where they are problematic, how do we (how do I) continue to
listen in such a way as to ensure that a sense of Black sense of language, of ownership is what
we as a community remember?
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DOMINANT (WHITE) LANGUAGE
Critical to exploring the power of dominant language is acknowledging and considering the
power and seemingly unshakable foundation of white language that hangs over nearly every
aspect of our life. But what happens when white people tell us that they aren’t trying to uphold
white supremacy, that instead they are not racist or necessarily harmful in any way? This is what
Bonilla-Silva explores as color-blind racism. Bonilla-Silva argues that color-blind racism serves
in many ways as the ‘new racism” following the explicit nature of Jim Crow racism and
identifies it as both slippery and indirect. His frame of minimization of racism is the placing of
racism in the past or as a minor factor in our society today, dismissing both blatant and subtle
instances of racism and inequity in society. It is this frame that the community of Northwest
Arkansas most prominently uses in discussions centering around race and equality. Bonilla-Silva
states that “this frame also involves regarding discrimination exclusively as an all-out racist
behavior, which, given the way ‘new racism’ practices operate in post-Civil Rights America,
eliminates the bulk of racially motivated actions by individual whites and institutions by fiat”
(Racism Without Racists 29). In other words, a minimization of racism allows whites to explain
away both their racist decisions and words because they feel that none of them are openly or
explicitly racist. Instead, we are left to consider the permanent and peripheral examples of
minimization of racism that they leave behind.

Permanent- Plaque. Ironically, a denial of racism (or at least a minimization of racism) has been
established since the time of (if not before) enslavement. The Bentonville Confederate statue
(and the conversations surrounding it) is immersed in as much white language as it is
establishing a white, status quo sense of place. The statue was erected in 1908. As recorded in a
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report for the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy, the words on the statue
state:
The first base is 9 feet square and 1 1/2 feed high. The second ball is 1 feet square and 1
feet high, and bears on each of the four faces in raised polished letters, the word
Confederate
The third base is 5 feet 5 inches square and 2 feet high. Each side of this base is decorated
with a raised panel on which are the following inscriptions:
On the west side:
To the Southern Soldiers
Erected by A. J. Bates and
The James H. Berry Chapter
United Daughters of the Confederacy
August 8th, 1908.
On the north side:
Their name is borne on honor's shield
Their record is with God.
On the east side:
They fought for home and fatherland.
On the south side:
1861-1865.
(Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC)
The statue, according to many white community members, is not an outward sign of
explicit racism. Seemingly innocuous, its use of words like “honor’s shield” and “fatherland”
suggest a sort of martyrdom typical of many military statues, indicative of contemporary national
trends. If one is to take such words into context however, a subtler undertone in both the report
and the words can be perceived. The first side that Mrs. E.R. Berry chose to report on is the fact
that the statue features the word “Confederate” on all four sides of the statue. Such placement
makes no mistake as to a sort of veneration that the women felt most tied to—the cause of the
Confederacy. This is only continued in the second set of words in which Mrs. Berry makes a
report: “To the Southern Soldiers.” The use of the word “southern” here sets a tone of heritage
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that I believe is echoed into the present day. Further, this tone of veneration and heritage
minimizes the racism and the cause that the men were fighting for. “Their record is with God”
only echoes the tone of overall martyrdom that allow many to claim honor in the place of racism
in the fight to remove the statue, as we might see in present day comments. Claiming honor in
the place of racism allows community members to therefore minimize the racist motivations that
put the plaque in place, as well as continue to allow it to remain the focal point in conversations
around the statue in place of the much harder conversations about diversity, equity, and
community inclusion.
The inclusion of the names of those that helped erect the statue is an interesting addition.
The UDC chapter, as has been mentioned, utilized major crowdsourcing in order to raise funds
for the statue. Addressing the largest donor of the project was likely a way in which to express
gratitude and, once again, affiliations with the side of the Confederacy. This is echoed in Mrs.
Berry’s report, which mentions the original president of the chapter at the time of the
fundraising. In the words of the statue, the records of the Confederate soldiers are indeed with
God. The legacy that these words leave, however, provides an airtight excuse for resting on the
idea of military valor instead of the racism the statue presents. Such a minimization has heavy
implications for present day sentiments and ideologies.

Peripheral- Petitions. 112 years have passed since this statue was erected, and many in our
community are quick to suggest the vast changes that have taken place in our society since that
time. How do we “test” if in fact our ideologies as a community have changed, or if we are still
minimizing racism? How do we measure the progress we have made (or not?) Once again, I
believe this can be done through the words that we continue to use. These words can be seen at
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the grassroots level through the individual language used by community members supporting or
refuting the removal of the Bentonville Confederates statue through the genre of change.org
petitions. Both the petition to keep and the petition to remove the Bentonville Confederate statue
began at the end of summer 2017, just after the horrific murders in South Carolina that left the
rest of the nation reckoning with their ties to a Confederate past (“Charleston Church Shooting”).
The dueling petitions were established on change.org, a site dedicated to petitions of any and all
causes. Both petitions were begun by local groups, Ozark Indivisible for removal and “We the
People” for keeping.
From the onset, the tone of both the “keep” and the “removal” petition for the Bentonville
Confederate statue is different. The petition to keep the statue is titled “Keep the James H. Berry
monument in Downtown Bentonville, Arkansas” while the petition for removal is titled “Move
the Confederate monument in Downtown Bentonville to a more appropriate location” (“We The
People”). The reference to the statue itself as a “James H. Berry monument” minimizes its ties to
the Confederacy that the removal petition makes clear. Such a trend continues into the
description. The “keep” petition begins by asking us “are you tired of radical revisionists coming
into your town and demanding that things change because something ‘offends them’ or ‘hurts
their feelings?’” The petition then launches into a history lesson on James H. Berry (who the
statue is not depicting) before presenting the reader with a choice by saying, “So, when one of
these history revisionists asks you to sign a petition for the removal of his statue from our town
square, please feel free to give them a lecture on who James Henderson Berry really was and tell
them to stop trying to revise our history” (“We The People).
The removal petition for the Bentonville Confederate statue begins with a call for unity
instead of a pointed question. The petition writer states that “we, the undersigned, are calling for
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the removal of the Conderate soldier Memorial statue that is in the middle of the Square in
downtown Bentonville” (Ozark Indivisible). The overall introduction is much shorter, and
provides no information about the history of the statue or of James H. Berry. Instead, the
introduction states the division that is caused by the statue, feeling instead that it does not reflect
unity, diversity, and inclusiveness in Bentonville, Arkansas, or the United States. Instead of
destroying the statue, however, the petition is definitively asking that “It should be moved to a
more appropriate location for historic relics, such as a museum, or the Pea Ridge National
Military Park” (Ozark Indivisible).
A minimization of racism is present from the onset of the introduction to these petitions.
The reference to the statue “hurting their feelings” in the “keep” petition is almost a direct
comparison with examples that Bonilla-Silva provided when introducing the concept of a
minimization of racism. The “keep” petition plays on the idea of “radical revisionsists,”
suggesting that the community is far too sensitive. The “remove” petition, on the other hand,
minimizes racism in a different way by addressing the positive elements of the Northwest
Arkansas community instead of explicitly addressing the racism that the statue represents.
Though this is a step in the right direction, it of course still dances, in many ways, around the
issue at hand.
A small yet important item to mention is that the “keep” Petition, as of this writing, is
closed with 14,953 supporters (“We the People”). The “remove” Petition is still listed as open
and currently has 7,114 supporters (Ozark Indivisible). Despite this divide in numbers, both
petitions have a significant number of comments from members of the public supporting their
decision to sign. Though we will get into the public spheres of these people in the next chapter,
what I find fascinating is the words that they leave us with. Despite some overall differences in
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tone, I found clear similarities and themes in these two groups that I think are certainly worth
exploring. Though some of them are heading in the right direction, we can see where both sides
are perhaps deploying a dominant, white language as a means of minimizing the racism that
exists in our community (even now that the statue is gone).
Love of Arkansas
Both groups used a love of Arkansas, Bentonville specifically, as a reason to either keep
or remove the Bentonville Confederate statue. Many of the “remove” supporters attested to the
thriving arts community that is here, the diverse population, and the great opportunities that are
available to them in Bentonville (see fig. 9). The statue was then juxtaposed to those ideals,
therefore not reflecting what the City of Bentonville “is really about.

Figure 9a: Remove the statue supporters on their love for Arkansas. From Ozark Indivisible.
“Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate Location.”
Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederate-monument-indowntown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
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Figure 9b: Remove the statue supporters on their love for Arkansas. From Ozark Indivisible.
“Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate Location.”
Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederate-monument-indowntown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
Though certainly moving in the right direction, these sentiments ultimately reflect perhaps an
idealization of Bentonville that might not ultimately be true. Though the concepts are good (the
city it’s becoming, a beautiful state), it somewhat suggests a minimization of racism. The
Bentonville Square is still, after all, a very white space. These two comments, though wellintentioned, are coming from a place of dominant culture. Suggesting that peaceful humans
should all be welcome or that we are no longer the city we once were is not necessarily a claim
that is ours to make.
The “keep” supporters, on the other hand, feel as if the Confederate statue is a genuine
and real part of their community’s history, and to remove it would mean to take part of that
identity away (see fig. 10).
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Figure 10a : Keep the statue supporters on their love for Arkansas. From “We the People” of
Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown Bentonville,
Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keep-the-james-hberry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.

Figure 10b: Keep the statue supporters on their love for Arkansas. From “We the People” of
Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown Bentonville,
Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keep-the-james-hberry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
Wouldn’t be the same memories? History being erased? The memories that these users suggest
attest perhaps to the credibility (albeit personal credibility) that dictates white credible spaces as
established by Blair, Dickinson, and Ott. Because the statue has been there throughout the
speaker’s whole life, because it was a “hang-out place” or “landmark” for those that signed,
therefore it must remain. This sort of logic continues to attest to an upholding of white
supremacy, white language, and white power. Further, it once again exemplifies an accusation of
sensitivity or “playing the race card” that Bonilla-Silva addresses in his introduction to his
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minimization of racism frame. Though more problematic than comments supporting the removal,
both are speaking directly from their own personal experience instead of looking out into the
community.
A Nod to History or Ancestors
As we see in much white supremacy debate, another large theme found for both groups is
a focus on the idea of history. This is, of course, a central theme to all Confederate monument
and memorial debates. How do we remember our history? What does it mean to erase our
history?
In the case of both groups, a consideration of personal history was brought in as well.
Though ancestorship will be more heavily discussed in the next chapter, both sides explicitly
mentioned ancestorship when considering the history of the community as it relates to this statue.
The “keep” supporters, however, are troubling in their remembrance of history (see fig. 11):

Figure 11a: Keep the statue supporters on the idea of ancestorship. From “We the People” of
Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown Bentonville,
Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keep-the-james-hberry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
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Figure 11b: Keep the statue supporters on the idea of ancestorship. From “We the People” of
Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown Bentonville,
Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keep-the-james-hberry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.

Figure 11c: Keep the statue supporters on the idea of ancestorship. From “We the People” of
Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown Bentonville,
Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keep-the-james-hberry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
The idea of heritage or a connection to Confederate veterans seems to be strong, particularly in
the first two examples above. Though Jones veers into other aspects of Confederate life that
might be outside of this particular analysis, his words are an attempt to justify the actions of the
Confederate soldiers as well. A veneration for the military or for one’s ancestors is a powerful
draw here. Additionally, the idea of heritage is strongly echoed throughout these troubling
comments. As James Sanchez says in an article about the language of white supremacy, “White
people camouflage “heritage” to refer to their specific histories and memories” (Sanchez 52).
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Sanchez analyzes Donald Trump’s use of the concept of heritage as a textual wink to members of
the Klu Klux Klan—it’s stated as a signifier to a particular group while feeling harmless to the
general public. Such a “threat” to their heritage further supports the overall culture of victimhood
that many of the supporters of keeping the statue have taken on. Sanchez’s concept of
camouflage fits succinctly into Bonilla-Silva’s frame of minimization of racism. As with the
plaque on the statue, centering the choice to keep the statue around a feeling of heritage and
ancestorship detracts from and minimizes the blatant racism that these ancestors fought to
uphold.
Those in favor of removing the statue, however, are also quick to acknowledge our
community’s history (see fig. 12). Many address the idea that these Confederate monuments
such as our Bentonville Confederate statue are in themselves racist, and removing them would
thus work toward correcting as a society:

Figure 12a: Remove the statue supporters acknowledge a community’s history. From Ozark
Indivisible. “Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate
Location.” Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederatemonument-in-downtown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
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Figure 12b: Remove the statue supporters acknowledge a community’s history. From Ozark
Indivisible. “Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate
Location.” Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederatemonument-in-downtown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
Miles, and others, mention having a Union or slave statue or other forms of contextualization
that tell the full story of the Civil War in this area, as well as the likely truth behind Berry’s
policies and opinions. This sort of “call out” culture has been part of the national conversation
surrounding the removal of Confederate monuments and memorials in recent memory as well
(Matei). These people support the removal of the statue while also acknowledging its troubled
history. We must be careful once again not to separate from our history in a way that suggests we
have moved beyond it, as such a complete separation from the blatant racism of the past
contributes to a minimization of racism in the present. However, these responses ultimately
begin to lead toward perhaps an acknowlegement and understanding of white language that is
immersed throughout our society.
A Mention of Racism
Finally, both groups delve heartily into an understanding of racism as it relates to or is
signified by the statue. The “remove” signers address racism only insofar as to state that the
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statue is in fact racist (see fig. 13). Keefer represents many comments that center on the idea that,
especially for people of color, the presence of the statue is harmful and unwelcoming.

Figure 13a: Remove the statue supporters on the role of racism in the statue debate. From Ozark
Indivisible. “Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate
Location.” Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederatemonument-in-downtown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
Others, such as Angelic Corona, say once again that its because racism is “abolished”:

Figure 13b: Remove the statue supporters on the role of racism in the statue debate. From Ozark
Indivisible. “Move the Confederate Monument in Downtown Bentonville to a More Appropriate
Location.” Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/city-of-bentonville-move-the-confederatemonument-in-downtown-bentonville-to-a-more-appropriate-location. Accessed 20 April 2020.
Though well-meaning, Corona uses the frame of minimization of racism in her reasons for
removing the statue. Overall however, these attestations speak to a separation, an
acknowledgement of the harm that these statues have on people of color. Even more powerful, as
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we will hear about in the next chapter, is to hear these feelings of harm from the people of color
themselves.
The supporters of keeping the statue have a far different tune (see fig. 14). Their
responses surrounding racism are fairly text-book Bonilla-Silva’s frame of minimization of
racism. The petition itself states: “We, the undersigned, reject/condemn ANY and ALL racist
hate groups, of any shape or size...and we are calling for the monument to stay in the Bentonville
Town Square, right where it is currently” (“We The People”). This statement clearly shows that
the supporters of keeping the statue view racism as the “all-out racist behavior” that BonillaSilva mentions in his explanation of his frame. By separating themselves from that, they are
minimizing their own racist tendencies.
Patricia Marquis, for example, is quick to make sure we know she is not a racist.

Figure 14a: Keep the statue supporters on the role of racism in the statue debate. From “We the
People” of Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown
Bentonville, Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keepthe-james-h-berry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
Lois Richardson is under the impression that if it isn’t offensive to them, it must not be
offensive:
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Figure 14b: Keep the statue supporters on the role of racism in the statue debate. From “We the
People” of Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown
Bentonville, Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keepthe-james-h-berry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
Justin Blake states the obvious, however, in saying:

Figure 14c: Keep the statue supporters on the role of racism in the statue debate. From “We the
People” of Bentonville, Arkansas. “Keep the James H. Berry Monument in Downtown
Bentonville, Arkansas.” Change.Org. https://www.change.org/p/benton-county-arkansas-keepthe-james-h-berry-monument-in-downtown-bentonville-arkansas. Accessed 4 Apr. 2020.
Clearly, all three of the responses (and the thousands like it that are not featured) suggest
an underlying denial of racism and racist behaviors. Each of these respondents is speaking
exclusively from the point of view of themselves and an active minimization of their own racism.
“I am not racist” (or the same response but with sarcastic overtones, as Blake makes clear) or “I
don’t see racism” contributes directly to a minimization and denial of racism that prevents us
moving forward as a society. Bonilla-Silva continues to term this “color-blind racism” and states
that “following the color-blind script, whites support almost all the goals of the Civil Rights
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Movement in principle, but object in practice to almost all of the policies that have been
developed to make these goals a reality” (Racism Without Racists 131). The irony, as we know,
is that Blake is racist, Richardson is racist, and Marquis certainly has racist tendencies. Each of
these people, myself included, are products of a racist society and thus think racist thoughts and
make racist assumptions as well as decisions. These responses, though an attempt on the part of
the respondents to deny their racism, only confirm the veiled racism in their comments and
culture. Sanchez tells us that “Trump’s historic presidential campaign and odd behavior provide
new exigencies for rhetorical scholars of race to refocus our efforts on the ways racism and white
supremacy garner attention in a seemingly more race-conscious society” (56). I believe that
Bonilla-Silva spends much of his text making the same claim. We must pay attention, lie in “the
belly of the beast” in order to hear the coded language being used by progressive and
conservative community members.
These comments are situated specifically around questions of removing or keeping the
Bentonville Confederate statue. However, they symbolize a larger, possibly even universal
minimization of racism within our community. As has been established (what feels like over and
over again at this point), this underlying thread of racism impacts the sentiment and the
community working to make a better world. Though comments supporting the removal of the
statue are a step in the right direction, even they are suggestive of perhaps an “othering” of
racism. In minimizing the racism of oneself by either denying its existence (as we’ve seen in the
case of the “keep the statue” supporters), or focusing on the racism of others (as we see in the
case of the “remove the statue” supporters), no one is able to take a critical look at themselves in
order to move forward as a community.
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Minimizing racism detracts from calling out the real issues facing our community,
making it difficult for the efforts of Black women, in support of Black people, possible. As with
the credibility of places, then, an understanding of a Black sense of language is needed in order
to consider the ways in which communities and knowledge claims can be furthered and
considered.

BLACK SENSE OF LANGUAGE
I want to be intentional in claiming that, at its base, an African American’s right to their own
language has been historically and contemporarily denied. I also wanted to be intentional about
my use of Black feminist thought as, centrally and primarily, a way to empower Black women.
Collins tells us that “by advocating, refining, and disseminating Black feminist thought, other
groups—such as Black men, white women, white men, and other people of color—further its
development” (Collins 35). In order to combat yet another instance of suppression and white
washing, therefore, I need to begin to work “from the inside.” This means stepping into the
coded language that whites, even progressive whites use, in order to see how we might be
preventing the imagination of a better world. However, it also means that I as a white woman
must attempt to adapt a Black feminist epistemology, a sense of Black language, in order to
combat the ideologies pervasive in the words used in our area.
In order to begin to understand a Black sense of language, I turn to Black feminists.12 Collins
argues that Black feminists are united in a legacy of struggle, dealing possibly heaviest with the
intersection of racism and sexism in their daily lives. She defines Black feminist thought by
saying that “Black feminist thought consists of theories or specialized thought produced by
African-American women intellectuals designed to express a Black woman’s standpoint” (32).
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Black feminist thought is ultimately for the betterment and help of Black women, and this
priority leads to the betterment of all. Because of their intersecting identities, Black feminists
must prioritize a development of exclusively Black feminist thought in order to grow and be
empowered. It is therefore critical to keep Black women at the center of work in which I am
explicitly evoking Black feminist practices. Though these Black feminist tenets can be applied in
every instance of Black life, they are specifically relevant (for this analysis) when addressing a
Black sense of language.
Moore, a white female scholar, also attempted to use the epistemology of Black feminism
in her work in the community. Like me, she struggles with the inherently problematic nature of a
white woman attempting to utilize (without co-opting) the work of Black women. Moore,
however, believes that using Black feminism is a due diligence of sorts, necessary to understand
in order to represent those who are not like her (Haas and Eble 191). I, like Moore, will therefore
attempt to further the work of Black feminists by identifying and utilizing their frames in my
community responses.
Collins created epistemologies in order to quantify the knowledge that she attests Black
women have created and espouse. These epistemologies include using lived, concrete experience
as a criterion of meaning, the use of dialogue in order to assess knowledge claims, an ethic of
care as an alternate epistemology, and an ethic of personal accountability within assessing these
knowledge claims (Collins 205). These various means of creating knowledge are part and parcel
of an understanding of Black language, though I would argue that none is more relevant that
perhaps Collins’s use of dialogue to assess these knowledge claims. Collins and other African
American scholars have attested to the importance of dialogue as in itself a knowledge-making
process, a means of connectedness in order to grow as a group instead of individually. Collins
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states that “for Black women new knowledge claims are rarely worked out in isolation from
other individuals and are usually developed through dialogues with other members of a
community” (212). Dialogue and community, therefore, are essential to the knowledge-making
process.
In looking at both peripheral and permanent efforts to bring to light the story of African
Americans in Fayetteville and forms of resistance to statues of white supremacy in Bentonville,
we can see the use of dialogue (as well as some ethic of care) in order to create and disseminate
new knowledge and begin to move toward a more equitable community. These examples, and
the language we create, counter the white language and minimization upheld in our community
in order to assert a Black sense of place once again.

Peripheral- Facebook Groups. An emphasis on dialogue and collective knowledge can actively
be seen in the two Facebook groups centering around the Bentonville Confederate statue and the
marker being erected by the Washington County Community Remembrance Project. A Black
sense of language includes having the access and the ability to communicate one’s words,
thoughts, or ideas. Some of these capabilities have been complicated (though ultimately perhaps
aided) with a rise in digital communication, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many
scholars have pointed to the hopefully democratic and equalizing prospects that digital
community spaces such as Facebook groups have allowed in cultivating such a space.13 We can
begin to see, therefore, where a truly equitable community might be found in a Facebook group
or other digital spaces established and maintained by African American women.
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Northwest Arkansas African American Heritage Association
The Northwest Arkansas African American Heritage Association was a group that began
out of efforts to clean and maintain a historic African American cemetery in the area. Though the
group has an extensive website, they appear to be most active on the group’s Facebook page,
which began in November 2016. The group’s mission is “to document and preserve African
American heritage in NWA and to highlight our participation in the development of this region
that began before Arkansas statehood was granted in 1836” (@NWABlackHeritage). The
group’s main leader is Sharon Killian, who is also an active member of the Washington County
Community Remembrance Project. The group is a registered non-profit and has provided great
assistance in legitimizing our work on the Community Remembrance Project.
Most of the NWAAAHA’s posts are reflections on stories, articles, and injustices from
around the nation that continue to focus on the overall theme of racial injustice and power for
African Americans. The word I might use to describe these images is that of exposure. It appears
that the impetus of the social media presence for the association is to expose: the realities of
injustice that Black people must live with, untold stories of our history that are coming to the
forefront, and the existing inequities in our system. We don’t see much direct dialogue on the
group’s Facebook page (only a handful of likes and comments), but the hashtag idea of
#educatetoadvocate is widely used. In this way, one might gather that the motivation here, as
Collins attests, is to support and uplift. The goal of these posts (see fig. 15) is primarily to expose
and educate on harmful histories in our area. While doing this, however, the NWAAAHA is also
exposing the critical role that Black people, Black women, have played in our area and nation.
Calling attention to this work through the linking and sharing of outside posts and credited
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sources allows the reader to better understand the many layers of oppression that Black
individuals have faced.

Figure 15: NWAAAHA posts featuring critical Black history. From @NWABlackHeritage. “The
NWA African American Heritage Association.” Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/NWABlackHeritage. Accessed 18 November 2020.
As can be seen in the examples provided, the majority of the posts from January 2020 to July
2020 have featured national conversations, which is likely reflected in the discussions facing our
nation since the beginning of COVID-19 the racial unrest of summer 2020. A few posts,
however, focus on local efforts to resurrect African American local history (see fig. 16).
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Figure 16: NWAAAHA posts focusing on local Black history. From @NWABlackHeritage.
“The NWA African American Heritage Association.” Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/NWABlackHeritage. Accessed 18 November 2020.
The above speaks to efforts to preserve likely burial sites in Fayetteville. Other posts
from 2019 call for help in cleaning and maintaining African American cemeteries, such as Oaks,
that have been neglected and lack federal funds. Again, we see an ongoing dialogue (albeit a bit
one-sided based on a lack of commenting) around the throughline from past to present injustices.
These example posts demonstrate Collin’s use of dialogue to assess knowledge claims. The
NWAAAHA is using the platform of their Facebook group in order to facilitate dialogue and
assert new knowledge claims onto the history that we thought we had known. Further, they
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espouse the tenet of an ethic of personal accountability. The “vibe” in these examples and others
suggests that once the knowledge is yours, the viewer is thereby responsible for acting with this
knowledge toward a common good. Such a view is not only the idea of the overall organization,
but a clear indication that the group is working from Black feminist tenets as well.
Shame of Bentonville
“The Shame of Bentonville” is a Facebook group that begun in August 2019 in an effort
to push for the removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue. Though efforts to remove the
statue were formally begun in 2016, this group began to organize, educate, and cultivate a greater
push to remove the statue. The “About” section on Facebook states that “Let's stand against the
glaring symbol of hatred and make our city welcoming to all! This is a place to share facts,
documents, and solutions. This is not a place to debate reasons for the Civil War or claim that
moving a monument equals erasing history” (@awaywiththestatue). The page appears to be
maintained by Sheree Miller, an African American woman and one of the leading protestors in
the removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue.
The Shame of Bentonville Facebook page has been, like NWAAAHA, highly active
throughout the summer of 2020. The Facebook page was founded and functions as a common
space for information around the removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue, including a
schedule for sit-ins. Though they also post “This Day in History” and other reminders about
African American history and heritage, the space is meant to serve as a dialogue, providing
knowledge and support for the removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue (see fig. 17).
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Figure 17: Examples of dialogue in the Shame of Bentonville Facebook group. From
@awaywiththestatue. “Shame of Bentonville.” Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 10 November 2020.
One example includes revealing the ways in which the community utilizes the Bentonville
Confederate statue in ironic ways. I shared the photo of the Bentonville Confederate statue as a
Christmas tree in my first chapter on motivations, but above you can see the example of
Memorial Day as well. This post, and the engagement that followed, suggests the irony and
anger that come with the use of the statue as a celebratory object in the community. Another
example of community engagement comes in a post that was shared on Valentine’s Day,
featuring community poems (see fig. 18):
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Figure 18: Post of Valentine’s Day poem from Shame of Bentonville. From
@awaywiththestatue. “Shame of Bentonville.” Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 10 November 2020.
Though the page also features local events as well as national facts (similar to the NWAAAHA),
these examples reveal the community involvement present in this work. One might argue that
everyone on the Shame of Bentonville Facebook page appears to be on the same page—remove
the Confederate statue and reconsider history with oppressed people at the forefront. Thus,
engagement with “the enemy” is perhaps not taking place on this site. However, the space clearly
functions as a haven for like-minded individuals to commiserate and celebrate together. This is
very apparent in the announcement of the statue’s removal that the group made on June 1st, 2020
(see fig. 19).
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Figure 19: Shame of Bentonville posts on the statue’s removal. From @awaywiththestatue.
“Shame of Bentonville.” Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 10
November 2020.
The words of (mostly) encouragement and support echo a safe space for dialogue and
discussion that Collins argues is a tenet to Black feminist thought and teaching. Further, such
comments of support and encouragement contribute directly to the ethics of caring promoted in
Collin’s Black Feminist Epistemology. Since this posting, the group has continued to post and
keep their community updated on national conversations surrounding Confederate monuments,
stories, and reports of injustices, and even the occasional funny meme surrounding the “history
lessons” behind Confederate monuments and memorials.
Both of these Facebook groups, begun and developed by Black women, create and
cultivate a space of healing and care. Though we will discuss the specific legacy they hope to
leave behind and their consideration of ancestorship in the next chapter, these two groups openly
and tangibly cultivate a space outside of the margins. Through the dialogue they engage in and
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the consideration of Black women and the legacy of all Black people makes this a Black feminist
project, the most important function of these groups comes in their function as a healing space.
In a text on rhetorical healing, Tamika Carey states that “vernacular spaces and practices that
affirm and reinforce one’s sense of self-purpose foster the rhetorical acts of resistance necessary
for an individual’s survival in a hostile environment” (Carey 34). Carey goes on to point out the
subversion of the white gaze that can happen in these spaces. Carey points out that these spaces,
these created communities must be situated within the histories of both the writer and the
community that the writer is writing for, a fact that we see in these Facebook groups (Carey 36).
I believe that both of the Black women that run these platforms, Sharon Killian and Sheree
Miller, use their created platforms as a means of asserting their voice that has long been silenced.
Both groups feature content that in many ways push against and expose what has never been
addressed. They incorporate dialogue that builds coalitions, questions the status quo, and furthers
the knowledge-building of the entire community (Collins 36). In this way, then, the groups use
dialogue and community to assert knowledge claims that have never been part of the dominant
community culture.

Permanent- Marker. In examining the explicitly white language surrounding the Bentonville
Confederate statue, I began with the permanent text we were left with before exploring the
contemporary conversations visible in petitions supporting the removal or keeping the
Confederate statue 112 years later. In the case of understanding and cultivating a Black feminist
space, however, I am interested in the spaces that are created on social media before seeing if
they are in fact played out in the permanent texts that we are leaving future generations with.
This idea of permanent texts can be seen (and examined) in drafting the text for the marker
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venerating Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. In August of 2020, the subcommittee for the marker
text of the Community Remembrance Project (with the approval of the Equal Justice Initiative)
proposed the following text:
In the summer of 1856 two enslaved young men, Anthony, and Randall, and one
enslaved teenaged boy, Aaron were terrorized and executed in Washington County.
During this era, enslaved Black people faced the constant threat of attack, abuse, and
murder under the system of American slavery which devalued their lives, ignored their
human dignity, and offered them no protection under the law. Aaron, Anthony, and
Randall were accused of and arrested for murdering a white slaveholder named James
Boone in an alleged robbery attempt on the night of May 29, 1856. During the
Washington County Circuit Court session held June 30 - July 7, 1856, two of them were
released —Aaron for lack of evidence and Anthony by acquittal. However, ignoring the
court’s verdict, a mob of white citizens lynched them on July 7, 1856, somewhere
between Fayetteville and the Boone farm. During enslavement, Black people often faced
legal violence by the people who legally owned them and extralegal violence from white
community members seeking to enforce racial hierarchy. Randall, whom the court found
guilty, wished to contest the all-white jury’s guilty verdict but was refused a retrial.
Sentenced to death, he was hanged by the State of Arkansas on August 1, 1856, most
likely on Gallows Hill, near the flagpole in National Cemetery that lies adjacent to Oaks
cemetery. Burial records for Aaron, Anthony, and Randall are likely nonexistent.
However, Oaks Cemetery, a historic Black Cemetery, has been chosen as a site of
veneration to honor their memories. (“Marker Text”)
A few components to this initial draft of the text stand out. Unlike the Bentonville Confederate
statue, there is a consideration of historical context that deeply contributes to the story of Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall. The first few sentences address the system of slavery.
Historical context can also be seen in the act of lynching, implied as “legal violence by
the people who legally owned them and extralegal violence from white community members
seeking to enforce racial hierarchy” Understanding lynching outside of the singular act of a
public hanging is a critical component to promoting an ethic of caring espoused as a tenet of
Black feminist ideology. Such an ethic of caring, an understanding of the broader implications
that lynchings and stories of lynchings had on the African American community, is directly in
line with the story the Washington County Community Remembrance Project is hoping to tell.
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In addition to the historical context, the words also tell more of a story than we are given
in the Bentonville Confederate statue. They begin, tellingly, with the names of the three and not
with the white-washed story that has often been provided. They are framed here first as part of
the system they were born into and then by the crime they were accused of. Such intentional
ordering once again contributes to a Black feminist ethics of care that humanizes and empathizes
with individuals. This theme hopefully continues in the final sentences of the marker which are
meant to address the veneration needed for the lives and memories of these three people. The
acknowledgement that these three, fellow humans, were never given burial rites sets the tone for
Oaks Cemetery to perhaps serve as a site of burial for them. This also opens the reader up to
dialogue, an important tenet toward newfound understanding. Additionally, explicitly
acknowledging that this marker, this site, is meant to be a site of veneration and honoring
continues what the committee hopes is a focus on veneration and not on education.
The text was presented to the entire committee, and feedback was requested. One of our
committee members expressed several key concerns with the text that allowed us to launch into
dialogue on the question of veneration and healing. The email, quoted in parts below, is rich in
information and ideas, and serves as a perfect instance of dialogue as a means to develop
improved knowledge claims and understanding of the Black experience. Ultimately, however,
she is asking that the text on the marker do the following things:
Better address the system the men were living under
One of the major themes we see in the email is the need to more deeply address the
system that the men were part of. Though I find historical context to be a major theme in this
original draft, this committee member is asking for more. One simple suggestion comes in the
question of adding the enslaver’s last names to the last names of the three people. She feels that
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such a move might further implicate the slave owners as well as remind us all of the complete
system of ownership, now “today’s system of white supremacy” (WCCRP, “CRP Meeting
Thursday August 6”). Further, she calls for the acknowledgement of the profession of the
enslavers who also tied the noose, two prominent lawyers that later went on to run for public
office. While we will go into more detail as to who these two men and teenager were in the next
chapter, this acknowledgement would likely help future readers understand just how deep the
system runs even here in our own area. Finally, she is asking us to question the overall idea of
attempted robbery more explicitly under a system that owned and withheld rights from men. She
also feels that understanding the ages of these men (including that Aaron was likely only a
teenager) will help readers to understand just how tragic their story, the history and legacy of our
community, really is.
Looking for descendants
Another major theme of the email, and a point of tension among the committee for that
matter, has been in the search for descendants of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. Our committee
member points out that using the last name of their enslavers as well as considering their ages
leads us to believe that one or more of them might have fathered children during their brief time
on this Earth. She believes (and has addressed it with our committee) that descendants of these
children might still be in the area. Willis Pettigrew, the individual mentioned in her email, is one
of the last known enslaved people from Washington County and died in 1913 (Oak Cemetery).
Official records have not determined a link between Willis Pettigrew and Aaron or Anthony
(Aaron was, as was pointed out, a mere teenager and would not have likely had children). It was
felt, however, that we must look beyond “the white man said” and consider additional
possibilities for descendants as well as a continued legacy of these three men.
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This brave intervening not only incited dialogue but moved us closer to healing. The final
marker language can be seen below:
On July 7, 1856, a white mob from present-day Elkins, Arkansas, kidnapped and lynched
Anthony, a Black man and Aaron, a Black teenager. They were put on trial at the
Washington County Courthouse in the death of a white man, James Boone, who enslaved
them. Anthony was proven innocent. Aaron was released due to lack of evidence.
Disregarding the rule of law, a mob led by Boone’s sons reacted violently, lynching
Anthony and Aaron near the jail, most likely on the estate of Archibald Yell, the
deceased former governor of Arkansas. Randall, a third accused enslaved person whom
an all-white jury found guilty, contested his verdict but was refused a retrial. Like
lynchings, court-ordered executions - with mobs standing by - did not require reliable
findings of guilt. Randall was hanged by the state on Aug. 1, 1856, likely on Gallows
Hill, which is now within the Fayetteville National Cemetery next to Oaks Cemetery.
During this era when enslaved Black people commonly faced violence by white enslavers,
local oral history contends that, on May 29, 1856, James Boone attempted to sexually
assault an enslaved Black woman who fatally assaulted him in self-defense. The Boone
family then implicated Aaron, Anthony, and Randall in Boone's death. Slavery in
Washington County, as elsewhere, devalued the lives of Black people resulting in violence,
including sexual assault and lynchings for which hundreds of white perpetrators were never
held accountable. (WCCRP, “Our Memorial Marker Photo Attached”)
Overall, the marker text subcommittee practiced the use of dialogue in assessing
knowledge claims, a core and integral tenet of Black Feminist thought. Our committee member
supported the committee’s overall goal to venerate and educate in order to shed light on a
Washington County story that has not been told or considered. In many ways, she (as the head of
the NWAAAHA) sees it as representative of unearthing struggles and oppressions faced by
African Americans in Washington County since the inception of the county. By pushing back on
the language that is used, she called us to consider the ways in which we have been given
knowledge, our own unintentional complicity with white supremacy, and a relearning and deeper
understanding of what it means to tell the complete, contextualized story of Aaron, Anthony, and
Randall. This final product, our permanent marker text, is indicative of the ultimate importance
of dialogue in a true consideration of the stories critical to this work.
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CONCLUSION
Collins quotes June Jordan in saying,
Our language is a system constructed by people constantly needing to insist that we
exist....Our language devolves from a culture that abhors all abstraction, or anything
tending to obscure or delete the fact of the human being who is here and now/the truth of
the person who is speaking or listening. Consequently, there is no passive voice
construction possible in Black English. For example, you cannot say, “Black English is
being eliminated.” You must say, instead, “White people eliminating Black English.” The
assumption of the presence of life governs all of Black English . . .every sentence
assumes the living and active participation of at least two human beings, the speaker, and
the listener. (Jordan 1985, 129) (Collins 213)
Collins’s inclusion of Black English in her text on Black feminist thought perfectly sums up, I
believe, the never-ending work we have to do in dismantling white supremacy not only in our
words, but in the very ways that we remember. A statue, put up in 1908, epitomizes the subtle
but present white supremacist, racist language that we see reflected in calls to maintain it.
Despite a claim of “color blind racism” these comments attest to the work that needs to be done.
Unpacking the dialogue espoused by Black feminists on Facebook allows us to begin to imagine
the language and tenets that can be used to establish a more equitable and antiracist world. This
begins with the simple yet impossible task of acknowledging our own complicity in white
supremacy.
In one of his chapters on color-blind racism, Bonilla-Silva addresses the rhetoric of racial
progressives. In most of his specific quote examples, Bonilla-Silva addresses the fact that the
respondents directly called out racism. We hear this again and again in books on becoming an
anti-racist and think pieces dedicated to the removal of Confederate statues. Addressing racism
head on is a key feature. Another key feature, however? Addressing one’s own racism. In my
previous consideration of white language in our community, no one individually acknowledged
the racism they possess. Instead, the speakers covered everything else. Admitting it yourself is a
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deeply important step. In many ways, this admittance becomes a countering of the white
supremacy language that has remained with us both in permanent fixtures as well as on the
periphery. To begin admitting, countering, our own white supremacy tendencies as white people,
I once again believe that we must engage in community listening in order to listen, and hear,
Black women and the Black language that they have cultivated. Through the use of dialogue and
other key tenets of Black feminist thought, we are able to more fully counter this system, both as
individuals and as a community.
In one of her calls for revision, the committee was asked to consider the descendants of
Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. There was also concern expressed that we have only shared the
white story at this point, and not addressed the oral history version of the story passed down
within the African American community. In a response to her request, another member of the
committee, suggests that “There are multiple and varied forums for sharing "the black story" as
you put it. This marker is only one aspect of the black story and its exclusive intent is to
memorialize two men and a teenage boy in a place of reverence. This does not preclude you or
anyone else for that matter, from writing other stories about their lives in other venues/forums”
(WCCRP, “CRP Meeting Thursday August 6”). I myself am curious about the descendants and
the surrounding community, of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. As a white woman, I also seek to
understand my community ancestors that helped place the James H. Berry United Daughters of
the Confederacy, or the ancestors of those who speak out so strongly against removing the
Confederate statue. Who are these people? How does understanding their legacy help us
understand our own? This is the hard work that I take up next.
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Chapter 4
The People
July 7th, 2020
Prairie Grove Battlefield
6:15 AM
My People
I went for a run in Prairie Grove, Arkansas, on July 7th, 2020. For those of you not
familiar, Prairie Grove is a small but growing town about 20-30 minutes outside of the larger
Fayetteville. It’s home to one of two preserved sites in the region of Civil War battles. The land
was purchased and preserved by the Prairie Grove chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy in 1908 (Montgomery), and therefore echoes a Confederate legacy. Markers to the
dead and the women that nursed them can be found all along the mile- long walking trail within
the park, part of my morning running route.
It was on this day, in 1856, that two enslaved men, Aaron and Anthony, were lynched at the
hands of a mob just 20 minutes west of us, somewhere near Elkins, Arkansas. Though published
accounts by Boone descendants make different claims of the progression and locations of the
lynchings, one account states that they were making their way “home” along Richland Creek
Township, near the White River when they were seized by their enslaver’s sons (WCCRP,
“WCCRP Summary”). One month after that, Randall was legally lynched by the state. Around
18 years before the lynchings, members of the Cherokee nation traveled through this land during
their forced removal to Oklahoma, now known as the Trail of Tears (Sloan). 6 years after the
lynching on a cold day in December, 2,700 people died fighting for or against the freedom of the
community Aaron, Anthony, and Randall left behind on the ground where my dog now loves to
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chase squirrels. 46 long years after that, a group of women about 40 minutes north of us erected a
statue representing those that fought to keep the loved ones of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall
enslaved. And today, #Blackatuark is still trending on my Twitter feed, signaling the exclusion
that Black people throughout our community continue to feel.
An older, white man, also running, stops me to tell me about a group on Facebook for people
in Prairie Grove who run. It had a punny name, so I can’t remember it or find it on Facebook. I
pass two women walking, and they wave and comment on how hot it is. A man in a tractor nods
as he makes his way along the back road behind the trail, likely heading out to the fields that
surround this park. I stop to admire the rising sun before immediately feeling the increasing heat
that it is bringing to an already hot July day. A dog greets me from behind a fence as I turn back
to the main thoroughfare of Prairie Grove, marked with a sign that indicates the next mile of
highway was adopted by the Confederate Sons of America. I think about Ahmaud Arbery,
another innocent Black man accused of a crime, who was lynched mere months ago in an act of
vigilante justice, this time with a gun, on his own hot jog home (Fausset). Instead of getting shot,
I’ve gotten waves, nods, and even an invitation to join this community as I make my way home.
Whether I want them or not, these are my people. I don’t know that I can accurately imagine
or put myself in the shoes of Aaron, Anthony, Randall, or even the women that loved them, on
this day. But I can and I must imagine the gossip that traveled through the town on this day, or
the next, in 1856.14 The retelling, the postulating, the passing of unwarranted opinions around the
dinner table, over fenceposts, perhaps in a letter or two I’d give anything to unearth in the
archives. This gossip, after all, is how the original report ended up in the Ft. Smith Herald that
started our whole project. Those discussions continued, morphed—into the preservation of white
supremacy that we see at a battlefield state park, a town square, the leadership teams of our most
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influential institutions. I hear that gossip today— on Facebook, on the phone with my
grandparents, in the grocery store. The gossip, the network, the web has cast a powerful net
around this community, around this country, since 1856 and before. And I am part of this
network, this web, that allows me to get invited to a Facebook group on a routine run while
others get shot.

Listening to the People
We’ve explored the motivations that have ultimately led to the projects I am carefully
examining—the Equal Justice Initiative’s efforts toward reconciliation, and the United Daughters
of the Confederacy’s far more harmful motivations surrounding their work. Additionally, I hope
that I am beginning to understand the affect of both locations of what we might now consider our
memory places. In the Oaks Cemetery as well as the Bentonville Square, the ultimate goal, for
equity, is to assert a Black sense of place. We see this sense of place reflected in the white
supremacist language used throughout our community, as well as the utilization of feminist
dialogue to assert a Black sense of place. But who does this work? How have various groups
been involved, and where and how does their involvement continue? What impact does their
work have on the larger public, the greater community? This chapter, the people, might be the
biggest question so far.
I see a vast circulation of ideas and networks in the efforts surrounding the marker in Oaks
and the statue in Bentonville. I hope to capture what I’ve found to be a clear understanding of the
influence the past has on the present that has led us to this moment. Candice Rai, in her own
rhetorical ethnography, acknowledges that part of the method’s work is to study rhetoric’s flux
and timeliness in terms of the ecologies and networks that become part of its production (Rai
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19). I find it critical to step outside of myself in order to understand these efforts. Royster, in her
historical ethnography, argues for the importance of setting aside our own personal history in
order to “see how else we might still come to historical consciousness and thereby to other
renderings of this collective body of lived experiences” (Royster, Traces 80). In order to attempt
to come to historical consciousness and an understanding of lived experiences outside of myself,
I must look both to our current groups and those not presently with us.
In order to learn from the groups circulating around these projects, I am listening as a white
woman to the way past and current groups circulate and influence within the case study of
Northwest Arkansas. I suspect that our community is similar to countless others across America,
our people reminiscent of other people you might know, see, and understand. My intention
throughout this project has been to counter the places, languages, systems, and ideas that
perpetuate white supremacist structures and instead assert a Black sense of listening, place,
words, and people. In this chapter, therefore, I plan to explore the social circulation of ideas with
particular emphasis on a sense of ancestorship that surrounds the actions and consequences of
each group.
After reviewing my interpretations of both social circulation and ancestorship, I’ll start
with an understanding of what I am terming Black Fayetteville. Though this is no way meant to
be a homogenous term, I defined Black Fayetteville as those throughout history who have been
enslaved, discriminated against, and finally memorialized through the white imagination within
our community. Encountering and understanding who Black Fayetteville has been and is,
particularly in the whitewashed institutional record, is critical to an understanding of the various
groups at work in Fayetteville. I will intentionally examine the role of slavery to frame the ways
in which its legacy is enacted in present-day community efforts such as the Shame of Bentonville
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Facebook group. The community members that make up the Shame of Bentonville group
succeeded in getting the Bentonville Confederate statue removed and, as we will explore, are
heavily influenced by a sense of their ancestors.
Another circulation of ideas gathered in the past in a group that must be examined is that
of a lynch mob. On July 7th, 1856, a mob decided the fate of Aaron and Anthony. This group, for
the most part, appeared to consist of the wealthiest and most influential group in Northwest
Arkansas, occasionally meting out justice that they believed the law could not. The Fort Smith
Herald, the only newspaper known to have documented the lynchings, mentions a crowd in
attendance at the lynching (WCCRP, “Cover Letter”). Some in the crowd might have been
slaveholders themselves. Others, many others, might not have explicitly owned enslaved people,
but did nothing to protest or stop the system of slavery that was active in the area. Examining
this group means digging into the quiet, unknown parts of our region to understand the
underlying hate that still impacts our present day. A group that I believe will help me accomplish
this is that of the James H. Berry Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy. They are
certainly self-organized, as can be seen in their extensive meeting minutes and notes. Further,
their social status allowed them to receive a lot of attention. These women were heavily
influenced by their own maternal ancestors and in turn were highly influential in their
community through the 1970s, a legacy that continues to this day.
Examining the 1856 community of “Black Fayetteville” and its throughline today, as well
as the white lynch mob and the continuation of white supremacy culture into the present allows
us to begin to see that these past and present networks are responsible for the societies and
culture we see today. It is (as always) critical to listen to the past and present publics that make
up my own network.
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SOCIAL CIRCULATION
A critical element to understanding community groups comes in understanding the ways in
which their ideas and influence continue to circulate. To do this, I adapt social circulation, one of
Royster and Kirsch’s four methodological feminist rhetorical approaches (19). Royster and
Kirsch propose social circulation “as a critical term of engagement to suggest that this sense of
the fluidity of language use—as well as the fluidity of the power those uses generate—can help
us see how traditions are carried on, changed, reinvented, and reused when they pass from one
generation to the next” (Royster and Kirsch 101). Social circulation, therefore, takes us out of the
present-day network15 and into an examination of the ways that ideas have circulated across
time, space, and generations. As with the other feminist practices that Royster and Kirsch attest
to, the work of social circulation includes a kind of reinvention (retroactivism that we might get
back to from Chapter 1) in order to shed light on previously unheard voices. Bringing those
voices to light allows us to retell and reconsider stories from our past in a new way. I therefore
plan to circulate through the various groups and ideas that have taken our community from the
past into our troubling present, first by critically exploring what it means to be an ancestor.

ANCESTORSHIP
In circulating and understanding ideas and their influence across time and space, many have
taken up the difficult work of tapping into the network of ancestors that have come before us.
This implicitly ties into my positionality in a consideration of ancestorship. Who am I in this
network? Where am I in this public? In my mind, this means taking up the hard work of
confronting circulation of my ancestors and listening to their role in my life today.
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Black Ancestorship. Overwhelmingly, the work I’ve found that is explicitly centered around
ancestorship is from the voices of African American scholars, about listening and learning from
their African and African American ancestors. Jacqueline Jones Royster seeks to reach beyond
the narratives that are provided, in her case, for African American female scholars in the 19th
century. She draws from Swahili words that represent an African sense of time, sasa and zamani,
to help us understand the individual within the concept of time. Royster explains that a person’s
physical presence on earth and their space in the memory of those still alive is sasa, and zamani
is a space a person enters when they cease to be remembered by the living. Royster asserts that
this zamani perspective allows for an imagination, a re-remembering of sorts, that allows us to
constitute historical consciousness (Traces 82). In her case and ours, the sasa dimension has been
lost for many of the enslaved persons who are not remembered as individuals in history books or
in memories passed down.
In order to reclaim the stories of those to our collective memory, the zamani perspective
is meant as a tool to establish ancestral connections or a sense of ancestral voice for African
Americans (Royster, Traces 82). In order to tap into this voice, Royster attests to the importance
of another tenet of feminist rhetorical practices—critical imagination. Since African Americans
are left with little in the way of literal facts and stories of their ancestors, imagination has been
heavily used in African American scholarship in order to tap into the zamani dimension that
guides the work of present-day scholars and communities. Royster hypothesizes that critical
imagination has allowed African American women to tap into women of their zamani dimension
in order to find themselves in this world (Royster, Traces 89). Eric Darnell Pritchard, who I’ll
get into later in this chapter, applies this concept to work with current LGBTQ students,
particularly exploring the role of these ancestors in the literacy and rhetorical practices of queer
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sexualities and genders (Pritchard). Others like Gumbs, as I’ve heard on podcasts and in poetry,
find their ancestors by cultivating an ability as a seer, a conjurer, a witch. In each of these
examples, we see ancestors serving as a beacon of hope, a source of inspiration, a story of
strength for those that struggle in the present moment.

White Ancestorship. When I explore the critical works of Black ancestorship, I think of the oftquoted phrase: I am my ancestor’s wildest dreams. My ancestors, whether literal or communal,
are likely not cheering me on in this work. As I take up the hard and critical job of examining my
ancestral connections to the white women of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, or the
lynch mob that witnessed and contributed to the lynching of Aaron and Anthony, for instance, I
might (and hopefully would) be my ancestor’s worst nightmare. However, those networks and
publics are very much a part of me. In looking for guidance on what it means to reflect on this
zamani dimension from a white perspective, I’ve found fewer role models.
A lack of confrontation of white ancestorship addresses part of the problem with white
people not grappling with their own complicit pasts. Krista Ratcliffe, who works on rhetorical
listening and whiteness, briefly addresses her personal history of whiteness. Though much of
Rhetorical Listening involves defining rhetorical listening and utilizing it in everyday life, we
don’t hear very much about the voices of her past or the people that have come before her.
Ratcliffe does state that “I tell my story not simply because it is my story, not because I’m
particularly proud of it (I’m not), but rather because it represents a much larger cultural narrative
that still echoes in the U.S.—a narrative that renders whiteness invisible within the dominant
white culture. (4). The echoes of this narrative, I would argue, are the white zamani dimension
that I am left to grapple with.
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Lillian Smith, a Southern writer who wrote extensively in the 1960s, continued to do the
work of unpacking and bringing voice to white silence based on her own story and experiences.
Smith reflects in depth on her upbringing in a racist household, taught that African Americans
were lesser and that it was within the charge of her white family members to take care of them.
As she grew older, she watched societal structures unravel and was left to interpret and
understand what this might mean for her own life and future world. Smith talks at length about
“ghosts” that she learned of as a child, ghosts that taught her the contradictory nature of a
vindictive God who loved unconditionally yet allowed her community to turn a blind eye to
injustices facing her Black community members (L. Smith). Smith breaks down three “ghost
stories” that the South is left with—stories that have led to the mongrelization of the African
American populations, the rape and lust of Black women by white men, their literal then
symbolic masters, stories that have led to a rejection of the mixed-race children these rapes
produced, and stories of connectivity, confusion, and trauma between a white child and their
colored nurse. “These ghost relationships,” Smith says, “still haunt the Southern mind to such an
extent that many of today’s most urgent problems cannot be dealt with rationally, even though
the outcome of the world’s crisis may depend largely upon how they are solved” (116). These
explicit mentions of ghost stories, stories of ancestorship by white people, begin to unpack and
unravel the actions and the lingering beliefs held by white people. Both of these texts were
written long after the lynching of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. Both Smith in the 60s and the
more contemporary Ratcliffe speak to the complicity, the ghosts, the years and manifestations of
dominance and superiority that we see in the 1856 lynch mob and continue to see in white
silence today.
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The work of examining both the Black ancestors of our community and the white
legacies I am left with involves an unpacking of social circulation, as well as a use of critical
imagination. Even if I can’t trace my roots back to Northwest Arkansas, I surely have benefited
from the structure of white supremacy that we grapple with as a society today. And so I step,
gingerly, into the work of communal ancestorship with the hope of using the work to listen to
where I fit into this community decision space.

BLACK FAYETTEVILLE
The long-standing Black community in Fayetteville in many ways serves as either an impetus or
an inspiration for white communities of the lynch mob, chapters of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy, and Black community members in the region today. For that reason, I hope to start
by intentionally beginning with the Black Fayetteville of 1856, the Fayetteville that Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall were part of, and move into the Northwest Arkansas community we are
working with in 2020. Tragically, their stories and the story of their community are immersed in
the white perspective, the white memory, and, always, white domination.
Many in Fayetteville believe that slavery didn’t exist in this area, or if it did it “wasn’t
that bad.” However, a KUAF “Ozarks at Large” special on slavery in the Ozarks suggests that
Fayetteville became the slaveholding capital of the Ozarks. The first slaveholding settlers are
said to have come to the area in 1826, and 1/3 of the population, around 600, were enslaved in
Fayetteville’s early life as a community (Froelich). Enslaved people in Northwest Arkansas
likely worked on small farms and factories, tending to livestock and smaller crops. The Ozarks at
Large special follows racial terror in the region through the 50s, and attests to the legacy of
slavery in this area that many discredit or downplay.
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Though the 1856 lynching of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall is never mentioned, the podcast
mentions records of slave beatings, selling children away from mothers, and capture and return
of those that attempted to run away. Other records, however, assert a white narrative over slavery
in our region. Zillah Peel, a journalist and second cousin to James H. Berry, worked with the
Federal Writers Project to interview freed slaves and document their stories. Adeline Blakely’s
story is perhaps the most well-known in our area. Despite being, to use supremacist language in
describing a human being, “gifted” to a white man’s daughter and never seeing her mother again,
Blakely’s “firsthand account” states that
After the War many soldiers came to my mistress, Mrs. Blakely, trying to make her free me.
I told them I was free but I did not want to go anywhere, that I wanted to stay in the only
home that I had ever known. In a way that placed me in a wrong attitude. I was pointed out as
different. Sometimes I was threatened for not leaving but I stayed on…I can remember the
days of slavery as happy ones. We always had an abundance of food. Old Aunt Martha
cooked and there was always plenty prepared for all the white folks as well as the colored
folks. There was a long table at the end of the big kitchen for the colored folks. The
vegetables were all prepared of an evening by Aunt Martha with someone to help her (Works
Project Administration).
This deeply troubling account is often used as a defense within our area, despite being one
account and despite being told from the perspective of a white woman with ties to the
Confederacy. Zillah even closes her story with the following update on Adeline: “Aunt Adeline
talks "white folks language," as they say, and seldom associates with the colored people of the
town” (Works Project Administration). Another formerly enslaved man, Seabe Tuttle, who was
born in 1859, was left in the care of Lafayette Boone (The man who tied the noose onto Aaron
and Anthony) when Seabe’s enslaver, James Middleton Tuttle, left to fight with the Confederate
Army (WCCRP, “My Edits”). He is quoted (using AAVE problematically by Peele, I might add)
as saying “"Yes'm, I guess we had a purty good master and missus. We never did get treated
much rough" (Works Project Administration).
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The whitewashing of our Fayetteville story and our Bentonville story is perfectly
expressed in the so-called “journalism” of Zillah Peele, whose work leads to a gross
misrepresentation and ultimately harmful memory of the horrors of slavery in our region. A
member of the Bentonville elite, one can only imagine her traveling to various parts in the
region, coercing and using (even perhaps unconsciously) her power and privilege as a white
female to tell the story of formerly enslaved people in this area in a way that neglects the
ownership, imprisonment, and kidnapping of human beings. As in many areas, such an account
is all we have in the way of firsthand narratives of slavery in Northwest Arkansas. Other records
are merely bills of sale, property documents, that state facts and dates of ownership. This, as
previously mentioned, is all that remains of the life of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall as well.
The Ozarks at Large special attests to the concept of being “lost in history” to describe
the African American experience in Fayetteville as well as in Northwest Arkansas. The literal
ancestors, as well as those in the zamani dimension, have guided African Americans through the
continuum of struggle they have faced in this country. Perhaps attempting to establish a zamani
throughline can help me to understand the networks that extend beyond and before these
ancestors as well. Or is that problematic? Critical imagination, for instance, might tell us how
deeply wrong Zillah Peele’s narratives and assertion of a “happy slave” might be, and allow us to
see that her accounts have contributed to a present day misunderstanding of the horrific role of
slavery in the African American community. These ancestors whose names we know—Adeline,
Seabe, Aaron, Anthony, Randall—must be received in the zamani dimension instead of the sasa
dimension we are given.
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The Ozarks at Large podcast concludes by mentioning the wiping out of African
American communities throughout the region due to riots and racial terror. The Fayetteville
African American community, however, has mostly continued to persist. Jesse Bryant stated that
We’ve grown with it, we’ve worked with it, we’ve seen it come up, we’ve seen it come
down, we’ve seen the places that we could not venture into, the place that we could not
go to or do. The circle has begun to come around. We migrated from other parts of the
world, the south, and we settled in the hills, the mountains. The mountains are the most
beautiful part. Although we were denied a lot, denied to tell our story, therefore, the
history that my grandparents, my great grandparents knew and told to us has been
suppressed. Now it can come to the surface and the people can understand. (Froelich)
Such a resurfacing in many ways ties back into the Oaks cemetery and the somewhat thriving
Black community today.
Oaks Cemetery, as has previously been discussed, has long been a sacred space for
African Americans, first as a way to give their community freedom in death, and later as a final
resting place for their family and networks. The Oaks Cemetery website states that “the earliest
known birth of those buried in Oaks Cemetery is that of Margrett West (b. 1819, d. 1913). Others
were born in the 1840s, including Fanny Denton, 1844- 1917; Henry Moore, 1845- 1922; Lucille
Smith, 1845- 1912; William Taylor, 1845- 1912; and Ann York, 1845-1928. Most likely, all of
these people were slaves” (“Oaks Cemetery”). Though we have these names, there are many
more graves that are unmarked names that are forgotten, and stories that will never be shared.
This network is what I believe the Oaks Cemetery caretakers work so hard to preserve, to
perhaps literally to create a space for their ancestors, known and unknown. “I think the legacy of
the cemetery is truly one of looking to your past to see if you can do better in the future, “says
Lois Bryant, a caretaker of Oaks Cemetery (Oak Cemetery). The Oaks Cemetery in many ways
becomes, to me, a place that holds the network of people, of ancestors that includes Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall.
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In a documentary created about the legacy of Oaks Cemetery, Betty Davis states that “It
was a community that was made possible by people who had suffered. This community was set
up by freed slaves…these are people who had nothing, and they were able to create and make
something. I’m proud of that, and this is why I don’t want their lives to have been in vain” (Oak
Cemetery). Just as Royster suspects that the zamani community has influenced and helped
African American female scholars, it is clear that the spirit of these enslaved people who have
never been given a voice have provided the inspiration and the encouragement to the Black
community in Northwest Arkansas today.

SHAME OF BENTONVILLE
In order to get a sense of the throughline and influence of Black ancestors on the Northwest
Arkansas community today, I hope to look at the contemporary circulation, the people, that led to
and influenced the ultimate removal of the United Daughter of the Confederacy’s statue from the
very central town square. Perhaps the most prominent group (or easiest to identify, anyway) is
that of the Shame of Bentonville group. As I mentioned in the last chapter, the Shame of
Bentonville Facebook group formalized on Facebook and began statue “sit-ins” in August of
2019. They claim that they are “picking up the baton” from efforts to remove the statue begun in
2017. These sit-ins occurred throughout the fall of 2019 and into the spring of 2020, and led to
many letters to the editor, debates on social media, and an uptick in the signing of a petition both
to keep and to remove the statue (which will be explored further in the next chapter). In a letter
to the editor of the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, one of the leaders of Shame of Bentonville
wrote:
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Today, Benton County prides itself on being the home of world-class businesses, art
museums, film festivals and a population that embodies diversity and inclusion. The iconic
square is a place where residents and visitors alike come to witness Bentonville's historic
legacy, celebrate its traditions and be a part of the community. We love living in Benton
county, are optimistic and believe in its future and are vested in making this community
strong. The question before Benton County residents is whether this statue accurately
symbolizes Benton County today. We believe it does not. (Dane)
In addition to the archived work of the Shame of Bentonville group, the Facebook page includes
sources and links that tie to other news involving African American history as well as relevant
news. Asele Mack, the creator of the Shame of Bentonville Facebook page, was interviewed by
what was then the Arkansas Times, who said, “She wants to “de-normalize” the statue and
acknowledges that much work must be done before county officials take any action. For now,
Mack, along with others who are working to show that public opinion has shifted in recent years
in favor of moving it elsewhere, go to the Bentonville Square every Saturday morning to engage
people and raise awareness that a monument to a war fought to preserve the institution of slavery
should no longer occupy a place of honor in the center of Bentonville” (Tolbert).
Sheree Miller, perhaps the most visible leader of Shame of Bentonville, joined the group
as they were gaining steam and actively participated in square sit-ins. Perhaps one of the most
notable sit-ins occurred when she dressed up as Harriet Tubman and stood on the Square for an
entire day (18+ hours straight) in November 2019, with a sign exclaiming “What would Harriet
Tubman Do?” (see fig. 20) and talking to residents about the implications of the statue.
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Figure 20: Statue Sit-in Featuring Harriett Tubman. From @awaywiththestatue. “Shame of
Bentonville.” Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 10 November
2020.
Such an example acknowledges Miller’s tapping into her own zamani dimension, the ancestor of
Harriet Tubman, in order to find her place in the current debate.
Recently, Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art released a film project created by
their then artist-in-residence, Ariel Jackson, that featured African American women talking about
the impact the statue has on their feeling of being welcomed into the community. Jackson
interviewed three Black female artists in front of the Confederate statue with a black weather
balloon, asking them about what the statue signifies to them. Jackson said that she used the black
weather balloon, as it is an instrument typically used to predict weather in any given area.
Essentially, she is hoping to signify a taking of the temperature in Bentonville through symbols
such as a Confederate statue. “Even though our experiences may be different,” Jackson says
based on her background in New Orleans, “it’s the same temperature. It’s the same sort of
hostility that is a historical narrative” (Jackson, 28 min.).
Jackson sees the weather balloon as a form of data collection, a means of working with,
networking to other oppressed groups what areas might be racist and what areas are not. “it’s not
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like Google maps says, ‘hey girl you’re about to roll into a racist town’ or what not” says one of
the women interviewed, “those kinds of things are all we have as people of color” (Jackson).
Sharon Killian, a participant in the film and a member of the Community Remembrance Project,
mentions that it is a “stamp” for white people. The documentary viewing and discussion on
Juneteenth, just 19 days after the announcement of the movement of the statue, served for
Jackson and those interviewed as sort of a culmination of the tireless work of the Shame of
Bentonville group and a testament to their perseverance in speaking out.
The film and the consequent screening and discussion posed by Jackson attests to the vast
network of African Americans that communicate the way to be seen and known within the
community. In the viewing and discussion of the documentary, Jackson talks at length about the
process of making the film, as well as the struggles she faced doing justice to this work as
someone not from Benton County, Arkansas:
I want to respectfully acknowledge the narratives that help me navigate these hostile
environments where I find myself while also being respectful, and to also understand that
this is not my story. Which is why I want to say this is not a documentary. This is a love
letter. This is a love letter that I have crafted. This is personal in a sense that this is my
perspective. The work is the forecast, the weather balloon is to put your mind toward
them. It is part of the poetics that I’m utilizing as the material for my work. (Jackson)
In the same way that Jackson mentions feeling inspired by the women she interviewed, Miller
(who was also one of those interviewed) said that young people got her into the formal protests
on the statue. She considers them her “dream team.” Amid laughter, Jackson mentioned to Ms.
Miller that “You are someone that I will be thinking about for who I can be. I hope I have as
much bravery when I get older.” In response, Miller said, “This will be one of the things that I
am definitely going to be sharing with the grandkids about” (Jackson).
The work of the Shame of Bentonville and, consequently, the film surrounding the
Confederate statue is, I believe, a response to the community members in Black Fayetteville
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previously mentioned. The public of the Shame of Bentonville is using their contemporary
networks to make a change. Both Miller and Jackson are referencing a type of present day
ancestorship—looking to current members of past and future generations for inspiration and
answers. Such contemporary networking and/or ancestorship serves as a signal as well as a
response to the historical erasure that has peppered this chapter in the form of information and
networks surrounding these publics. This connection from the past to the present continues a
shared sense of inspiration, a common journey, and a communal hope.

WHITE FAYETTEVILLE- LYNCH MOB
In addition to exploring and understanding the zamani dimension of African Americans in
Northwest Arkansas, I must truly listen to my community by remembering that I am not a
member of such a community, both based on my lack of roots here and the color of my skin.
Many within the Community Remembrance Project community, in fact, are not part of such a
community, might not have the access or the right to the zamani dimension that is explored in
learning more about the Black enslaved community in Fayetteville and continued in the work of
present-day networks. Is our work on the marker, the place, repeating the misrepresentations of
enslaved people in history? Are we adding in too many additional networks, ecologies, that harm
the spirit of the African American sacred place? How might I “tap into” my own zamani
dimensions to answer these questions?
In order to begin to tap into my own zamani dimension as a white person, I must imagine
who and where I might have been in 1856. Who might be in my zamani dimension as a white
woman in that time? Though I would hope otherwise, I must imagine my stance, my ancestors,
as part of the lynch mob that decided the fate of Aaron, Anthony, and later Randall. During the
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summer of 1856, Aaron, Anthony, and Randall were accused of murdering their enslaver, James
Monroe Boone. Court records indicate that all the men were placed on trial. Randall was
declared guilty and was sentenced to die at the hands of the state. Aaron was given a nolle
prosequi decision based on lack of evidence to try him. Anthony was acquitted (WCCRP, “Cover
Letter”). The court met on June 30th, and, according to records, Judge Felix Batson appointed
attorneys Peter P. Vanhoose and Elias C. Boudinot to represent the three defendants, attorney
Jonas M. Tebbetts to represent the state, and seated a sixteen-member grand jury” (WCCRP,
“Cover Letter”). A separate court record indicates seventeen individuals that testified for the
trial; four were enslaved individuals and the remaining thirteen were 12 white men and one white
woman. Though there were supposedly no witnesses to the murder, these seventeen were able to
convince the jury of the innocence of Aaron and Anthony, and the guilt of Randall.
The general white population of Washington County, then known as Richland Township,
was furious at this outcome. At the end of the court proceedings, “a large number of the citizens
of Washington County who resided in the neighborhood of Dr. Boone” held a meeting at the
court immediately following the verdict, in broad daylight. The Judge and some lawyers
attempted to dissuade the crowd, but they passed a resolution to remove Aaron and Anthony
from jail and lynch them immediately. Benjamin and Lafayette Boone, sons of the dead doctor
and respected lawyers, tied the nooses around their necks (WCCRP, “Cover Letter”).
I’m tempted to focus on what we know of the life of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. There
are, first of all, competing narratives (between court and Boone family records) as to whether or
not they were freed or enslaved at the time of Boone’s death.16 There are also competing
narratives about how the three men were implicated—some stories say that Boone regained
consciousness after he was beaten and was able to implicate Aaron, Anthony, and Randall.
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Others say that he never regained consciousness between the supposed beating on May 29th and
his death on June 11th. There are also, as I’ve mentioned, oral histories in the Black community
that suggest Boone was “misbehaving” at the home of a Black woman, likely a current or former
enslaved woman, when he was struck in self-defense and then removed from the scene by Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall. In our application to the Community Remembrance Project, one of our
founding members asks
Was Boone in fact the one who implicated Randall, Aaron, and Anthony? If so, why might
he make such an allegation against these particular three men? Could Boone also have made
the claim that the three attempted to take his money...What evidence could the white
witnesses produce to literally white wash such a cover-up?...these questions appear moot
when one considers that enslaved individuals were treated as property and all too often killed
with impunity by slave owners. (WCCRP, “WCCRP Summary”)
The idea that the questions of guilt, blame, and the very concept of justice are moot when we
consider the overall culture of white supremacy is a critical point. This dominant culture of white
supremacy is made even more apparent in a brief but telling entry of Boone’s death in the story
of his life at the Arkansas Country Doctor Museum Doctors Hall of Fame (see fig. 21), which
was drawn in part from a living Boone descendant who might have had personal motivations that
influenced his memory of the story (WCCRP, “My Edits”). After providing a brief biography of
Boone’s life, the online entry states:
What is agreed is that on 29 May 1856, two of his former slaves and a slave belonging to
the brother of his deceased wife Sophie, David Wilson Williams, came to his house late
one evening and demanded all his money. They beat him senseless with three hickory
clubs and left him for dead. His blood stained the floorboards. He died 11 June 1856. One
account states that he gave the names of his assailants to his housekeeper. Another
account states that he never regained consciousness, and that the three attackers were
overheard admitting their guilt. The slave owned by his neighbor was later tried and
hanged. The two former slaves were lynched and hung by Dr. Boone’s sons. The motive
for the brutal death has been ascribed to jealousy of the perceived favoritism of an exslave overseer by other ex-slaves. Another supposition is that the slaves were put up to
the murder by the brother-in-law who coveted the farms of Dr. Boone. (Singleton)
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The entry doesn’t ever “Say Their Names,” a resonating request we still hear today, but instead
argues favoritism and jealousy as a motive to murder one’s enslaver. Additionally, the “what is
agreed” is not in fact at all agreed, and, as the Washington County Community Remembrance
Project has shown, is highly contested. This moot point and continuation of white washing
history compels me, as a white woman, to focus less on the hearsay “facts” and “evidence” from
this case (which is slim at best based on the amount of time that has passed since the case), and
instead focus on the network of the white mob.

Figure 21. James Monroe Boone. We have no image of Randall, Aaron, or Anthony. From
Singleton, Mitch. “Dr. James Monroe Boone.” Arkansas Country Doctor’s Museum, September
2007. http://www.drmuseum.net/dr-james-monroe-boone/. Accessed 26 February 2021.
Despite talks of a crowd and a very large gathering, we have yet to find any currently
available testimonies to the witness of the lynching of two men, something that one might
imagine is while tragic, also deeply newsworthy. We do know a few key things, though. The
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crowd met, sickly passed a “civil” resolution to take the law into their own hands and pulled
Aaron and Anthony from their cells immediately following a trial in broad daylight to end their
life. We know that Boone’s sons, prominent lawyers, took the primary action in this case. We
know, contextually, that there were slave uprisings as sovereignty issues were beginning to brew,
likely leading to fear of local uprisings within the Richland township community. We also know
that, weeks after the lynching, Benjamin Boone was elected to represent the county in the 1856
state legislature. One might assume, of course, that the lynching was potentially politically
motivated and very much well received.
Though we have very few specific details about this case, we can assume that this case is
similar to many lynchings at the time in that its focus is on inflicting terror into the African
American community and asserting dominance as a white community. In her text on the
rhetorics of lynching, Ersula Ore examines our own trouble as a nation defining what constitutes
a lynching. She does, however, assert that lynching is an agreement to maintain white racial
order “as it lays the foundation for my interpretation of lynching as a performance of American
identity” (Ore 18). The concept that a) lynching is symbolic as a way to maintain racial order and
b) its role as a performance are critical frameworks in considering the network that is present in
one instance of lynching in 1856. One can easily understand from the historical context that the
lynchings of Aaron and Anthony and the state-sanctioned lynching of Randall fit well within
these criteria. The evidence for this case, even in 1856, was all hearsay. Though we have no
records from the court trial, we can only imagine the coercion faced by some of those who
testified, and the decision of the jury long before the trial even began. The evidence, the story,
the circumstances, society, life, was stacked against Aaron, Anthony, and Randall from before
their birth. Their death, then, was a means of asserting racial order within the community
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Though Aaron, Anthony, and Randall essentially had no rights, their deaths likely
enacted a reassurance of racial dominance, even citizenship, among the white mob who lynched
them. Ore addresses the deep nature of communal unity that was often present in lynchings, a
means of reasserting citizenship among the white politic. She states that “Literally and
symbolically rescinding the civic rights of African Americans so as to return them to their
‘rightful place’ outside the polity nurtured a democracy in which overtly legal protections around
racial oppression were the norm” (21). By removing the “threat” to a way of life and asserting a
deeply visual sign of their own power, the lynching secured what must have felt like a shaky
position for the Boone sons. We must never forget, however, the countless quiet, likely wellmeaning members of the community that looked on. Ore states that “lynchings united audience
members along a shared experience of spectatorship that made them complicit in that act they
looked on, changed, and cheered alongside the cries of their victims” (21). Of most importance
to me, then, is not the two Boone boys that tied the noose, the judge that tried and failed to calm
the crowd, or the witnesses that testified. Instead, it is the quiet, complicit crowds of people that
let it happen. That stood by and watched as two Black bodies were used as an example, a
symbol, of their own superiority.
White members of the silent lynch mob, to me, represent the zamani dimension that I am
left with. Though I could focus on notable white people who were the exception to the rule, I
instead think it’s important to focus on the complicit whites in this lynch mob and countless
others who allowed approximately 4084 murders to occur between 1877 and 1950, according to
the Equal Justice Initiative (“Lynching in America”). We can see that this network of publics in
the Fayetteville lynch mob used the murders to spread and assert racial lines and boundaries in
the growing and prosperous town of Washington County. Perhaps the lynching also served as an
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example, a reminder, to the Black community of “their place.” The public nature of the lynching
in broad daylight was probably effective in reminding the Black community of Fayetteville of
“their place” as well. This event likely became a symbol, discussed at length among the white
and Black people of the town, contributing to the long history of racial terror in this community
and country. Such a network likely continued to spread, and stories developed through the Civil
War, the emancipation of the enslaved people, the terrors of Reconstruction, the silent torture of
segregation, and into the present day.

UNITED DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY
Among her many arguments about the politics and implications of lynching in communities, Ore
describes the central importance of white women in white supremacy preservation work. The
public of white women, therefore, is obviously another group that I must examine and find in
myself, both in 1856 and now. Ore cites other lynching scholars who claim that “citizenship
emboldened black depravity, which in turn contributed to white vulnerability…the discourse of
the black beast rapist and the fair white maiden metonymically constructed the white female
body as the physical embodiment of the nation” (20). We begin to understand that white women,
in their cries for help, their accusations of rape, or their preservation of a way of life, have acted
throughout history (and, as Amy Cooper and other social media “Karens” show us) continue to
exert their social capital on the injustices committed to African Americans today.
I am specifically interested in the white women that formed the James H. Berry United
Daughters of the Confederacy chapter in 1904. However, I also hope to more closely examine
the network that these women produced, which I argue contributes to the environment of white
supremacy that has led to the protests and ultimate removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue
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in 2020. The James H. Berry Chapter was founded in 1904 by a group of wives and daughters of
Confederate soldiers in the area. As previously mentioned, the group was openly founded with
the intent and ultimate goal to put up a monument to the Confederacy in the center of the Square,
the same statue that was in fact erected in 1908. However, the group remained very active in the
Bentonville area through at least the 1970s. In addition to erecting the statue, the group appeared
to conduct yearly fundraisers for Confederate veterans in the area. Their minutes book, available
from the University of Arkansas Special Collections, mentions their involvement and
collaboration with the local high school in terms of essay contest (1922) and education endeavors
that strived to maintain a “Confederate spirit” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). The group
held beautification projects, such as the creation of a park around the statue in 1916 and constant
plans and mentions to keep it adequately maintained (1924). Additionally, much of their work
seemed to center around the commemoration of the Confederate legacy. Plans for Memorial
Days, Decoration Days, Confederate Remembrance Days, and the birthday of Robert E. Lee
abounded. A James H. Berry Day was even proposed in 1920.
One prominent member of the Berry family and the chapter, Ruth Dickinson Berry, James H.
Berry’s daughter-in-law, went on to become a pioneering journalist and community activist in
the region. Her method of activism, of course, included social standing in the UDC, the DAR,
the Red Cross, and the Chi Omega sorority (Memoir Pieces). These organizations continue to
have an outreach and an impact on our societies today. Throughout her time in these
organizations, Ruth kept a scrapbook of newspaper clippings that must have seemed significant
to her community and moments in time. These clippings included a romanticizing of slavery (see
fig. 22), understatement of the motivations behind the Civil War, and a clear interest in global
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aid/international mission work instead of domestic civil rights concerns (Scrapbook kept by Ruth
Dickinson Berry).

Figure 22: Clipping from scrapbook. Scrapbook kept by Ruth Dickinson Berry, 1920s-1970s.
Berry, Dickinson, Peel Family Papers. MC 1372, Box 16. Special Collections, University of
Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
This article, “Faithful Slaves of the Sixties” is listed as the second-place prize in the “UDC Essay
Contest Junior High Group.” The author once again interviews Adeline Blakely and mentions
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stories of faithfulness “except for a few cases of unruly and unappreciative individuals.” The
article also ends in saying, “We are glad that we do not have slaves today, but the faithfulness of
the slaves during peace-time, war, and after the war testifies to the fact that the white man did the
right thing toward the n***o” (Scrapbook kept by Ruth Dickinson Berry). Though there’s no
date, the article is found among others from the 40s and 50s, on the verge of the Civil Rights
Movement. Further, its association and sponsorship by the United Daughters of the Confederacy
is a direct example of the propaganda and status that they hoped to maintain.
If one were to listen to this group of women, they might hear and see these events for, as
I shared at length in Chapter 1, a troubled retroactivism of the Lost Cause they felt they were
entitled to. Certainly, a broader look at the United Daughters of the Confederacy reveals that
these efforts were a large part of their motivation. Elizabeth Cox, a historian and scholar of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, asserts that the Daughters wanted to make a public
statement by placing monuments on town squares, monuments that “became permanent symbols
of devotion to patriotic principles as southerners understood them” (Cox 67). At each of these
unveilings and in their chapter minutes, one sees and hears a resonance of hoping to emulate the
values of their own ancestors, Confederate women of the 1860s. This legacy, and the
continuation of it through the customs and traditions of the UDC, exemplified the white woman
that, argues Ore, exemplified America, or at least the American South. The Confederate men,
then, treated their women with deep, if not patronizing, veneration. Cox points out that
“whenever one of their monuments was unveiled, the Daughters were rewarded for being dutiful
to the Confederate generation” (60). Confederate men waxed profanely in a collection of
recollections of Confederate women of Arkansas, stating that:
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The women who wove and spun the clothing of the Southern soldier and their own, who
risked their lives in bearing important dispatches to Confederate generals, who spent days
and nights at the cot of the soldier in the hospital and who have cared for the graves of
the Confederate dead even to the extent of erecting countless memorial monuments and
leaving their own heroism to be unnoticed, if not unknown, deserve to be commemorated
in the grandest records and finest monument that man's genius can devise. (Dougan 26)
The speeches and references given to the daughters borders on silly veneration, with poetic,
flowing, somewhat patronizing rhetoric. A proposal for a monument to Arkansas Confederate
women, for instance, featured a dedication that read, “Everywhere will be seen that face and
figure of Southern beauty and power, looking down with inspiring love and tenderness upon the
rising generations of the Southland” (Dougan 24). We see that, in many ways, the network of
ghosts of the supposedly iconic women of the 60s likely played a large part of the motivation of
the actions and reflections of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy. As
president of her chapter of the UDC, Ruth Dickinson Berry even states in a letter that “I fill the
office with which you have honored me in very poor fashion, but everything that concerns the
beautiful story of the Southern Confederacy and the men and women who lived and wrought
through these trying years is very near to my heart. I think our organization means much to us all
and more to our Southland” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). Cox theorizes that, in many
ways, the ancestors and role models of the UDC shaped who it was and who it became. An
organization founded on one’s literal ancestorship and connection to the Confederacy, the group
“had, to a degree, been emboldened and empowered by the women they admired: the women of
the 1860s. Confederate women, according to the Lost Cause narratives, had one foot planted in
the domestic sphere and one in the public sphere” (43).
For the founding members of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, these iconic
women of the 1860s were named ghosts—members of the sasa dimension, to possibly coerce the
African term. Based on the privilege of institutional preservation and their own family trust in
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leaving their records with the white institution of the university, we still know many of the
names of these women, keeping them firmly in the sasa dimension. The spirit of these martyrs of
the 1860s, however, has taken a life form all its own. This ancestral influence has wound its way
into public and private life today.
The network of the UDC, like the other publics I’ve examined, is immersed in the past.
However, these ancestors of the UDC also pushed them into the future. The women of the James
H. Berry UDC were also situated at the beginning and the continuation of women’s rights. Even
within the chapter, we see the power that the president and other officers held at meetings (see
fig. 23).

Figure 23. Core members of the James H. Berry UDC. “Mrs. Dickinson” is on the left.
Snapshots, 1920s-1930s. Berry, Dickinson, Peel Family Papers. MC 1372, Box 13, folder 6.
Special Collections, University of Arkansas Libraries, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
The meeting minutes were always signed by the president and the secretary, and we see the
yearly election of officers recorded as a major event the chapter. Based on names and local
records, we know too that the officers as well as the members were from prominent families in
the region. Therefore, we can begin to see the James H. Berry UDC as a political means of
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networking as well, particularly as women began to seek power and equality within the nation.
Cox states that “they were part of a national trend by women to create new public roles for
themselves through their own organization” (26). Their network and influence, then, continues
what some might consider their legacy and work into future politics of the region.
Understanding the role of other women in the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the individual role of women like Ruth Dickinson Berry and Zillah Peele,
allows us to see their broader tentacles in the community work of the day. Even under the guise
of philanthropy or women’s rights, we are shrouded in the ethos and thought process of white
supremacy that they were raised in, that they raised their children in. Beginning with the legacy
of their own ancestors, these community ancestors shaped a network, a legacy, a culture, of
whiteness and privilege that turned a blind eye (or, more actively, pushed out, or, literally, whitewashed) their African American community members. Though our family records end in this
70s, this network continues to this day.

PRESENT DAY ANCESTORSHIP
The power of the crowd and the power of their stance, their network, the web that they weave,
sends an important message to African Americans then and now. I hope that many, in the lynch
mob in 1856, knew in their hearts that the murder of 3 enslaved men was wrong, was damaging,
and that their lives had been doomed before birth. I hope that now, as a member of the lynch
mob that watches what many consider to be the public lynching of Black bodies like George
Floyd on our phone, in the news, and in our neighborhoods, recognize the throughline of the two
incidents and act.
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In her rhetorical analysis of lynchings, Ore addresses the modern-day lynchings that
occur through racialized police violence. This network, those silent crowd members, me, allow
lynchings of Black bodies to occur over and over again. Ore tell us:
The question “Why lynching? Why now?” then, reflects a common misreading of our
contemporary moment, as it implies that lynching is over, that it is a thing of the past, and
that this past has no material or symbolic bearing on the present…lynching continues to
function rhetorically as a performance of American identity, constitutively as a practice
of civic supremacy and citizenship belonging, and epideictically as a kind of racialized
civic pedagogy and a blueprint for civic life. (27)
This throughline to the present day only further supports the critically importance of engaging in
our zamani dimensions and tapping into our ancestors, however painful, in order to confront the
blueprints for civic life that have been laid out for us today.
This use of critical imagination in order to consider the mentality of my past ancestors is
necessary even as we consider the impact of our ancestors on the present day. Eric Darnell
Pritchard has studied, at length, the literacy practices that allow LBGTQ students of color to tap
into their ancestors to combat historical erasure. Their argument is that ancestors, even those a
student is not related to, can serve as a literacy sponsor for a student who is struggling to identify
and find rootedness in their identity, particularly as a queer student of color. Consequently, the
ancestors are resurrected from this historical erasure when they are utilized in literacy practices
by students. Pritchard finds that the utilization of these ancestors can best be categorized as “life
fashioning- which refers to the way one achieves self-care, resistance, collective empowerment,
and personal affirmation” (32). After interviewing queer students of color, Pritchard identified
four patterns of ancestorship that develop through literacy. The two that are perhaps of most
relevance to my analysis include patterns that address both a descendant’s identity formation as
affected by an ancestor’s writing and life, and the cross-generational mandate ancestors receive
to become ancestors through literacy (47). In both of these instances, students or descendants are
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building on the knowledge and understanding they have of their ancestors in order to better
develop their own identities.
First, students affirm their own identities by reading and understanding the varying
intersections of life for their ancestor. We might perhaps see that reflected in the Community
Remembrance Project’s attempts to unearth the past. As I’ve mentioned in previous chapters, the
group is heavily focused on placing Aaron, Anthony, Randall, and the idea of the “Black story”
at the forefront. Sheree Miller’s depiction of Harriet Tubman on the Square is yet another
instance—her question of “What would Harriett Tubman do?” suggests a more in-depth
understanding of a community ancestor in her community such as Harriett Tubman. In both of
these instances, we see members of the African American community attempting to channel the
work of their adopted ancestors in order to find guidance and wisdom in contemporary life. The
identity formation discovered when tapping into and understanding community ancestors
continues to add to community identity and, hopefully, community growth. The second tenet
involves a student’s understanding of their own role as a future ancestor. By reading and learning
and identifying with other members of the Black queer community, Prichard found that students
hoped to work along a continuum in order to make life better for those that continued to come
after them. Such an impact is reflected in, I think, both of these projects. Ariel Jackson mentions
wanting and hoping to be like Sheree Miller as she gets older, just as Miller implies hoping to set
an example worth sharing with her own descendants. Additionally, many members of the
Community Remembrance Project address the importance of leaving a legacy—in the way we
archive our story, in the means that it is presented to the public, and in the very way that we tell
the story both of the City of Bentonville and the racial terrors in Bentonville and Fayetteville.
Such a legacy, to leave a place and a people better than one found them in, seems to be the final
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piece of exploring, understanding, and, importantly, contributing to a network of present and
past. For me, such a goal resonates as well. Learning from the sasa and zamani dimensions we
are surrounded with, seeing the networks in the faces we work with, pass on a run, read about,
and mimic, and ultimately considering our own legacies and influences on the networks we
contribute to feels, maybe, like all we can do to move toward reconciliation.

CONCLUSION
As a white woman, I can say that I’m still learning the ways, the means, of understanding my
social circulation in to tap into my ancestors. Further, I can’t say that I always want to engage in
these troubling dimensions. Though it’s certainly not as painful as those who must consider the
unspeakable sufferings of their ancestors, it’s painful to consider their complicity, to see it
reflected in my own. However, understanding the networks, the ancestors that bring this work
together is a critical, if not the critical, element of this work. It’s these networks, these ancestors,
that give us a Confederate battlefield, a Juneteenth worth celebrating, a square void of
Confederate ideologies, a cemetery venerating silenced voices.
Alexis Pauline Gumbs, a poet doing creative work in channeling her ancestors, has this to
say:
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if you gathered them they would be everyone.
gather them.
recognize in them your jawline, your wet eyes, your long-fingered hands, seeking what but this
multitude. if you gathered them they would not fit on this island. they would spill back into the
ocean whence they came. when you gather them they will have fins and claws and names you do
not know.
gather them anyway.
some will look you in the eye, some are too microscopic to see. if you don’t gather them all you
will never be free. if you gathered them you could not hold them, scold them, demand back what
you think is lost. gather them today or your soul is the cost. gather the ones who sold and who
bought and who tossed overboard. gather the erstwhile children in the name of the lord. gather
the unclaimed fathers, the ones with guns and with swords. gather them up. with your hands,
with your relationship to land. with your chin set. you are no done yet. you never will.
gather them more. gather them still.
they will unfound you and surround you unfind you and unwind you travel to you unravel
through your own needle. gather the thread. collect your dead. (Gumbs)
These words are so powerful to me, a mantra of sorts I’ve continued to use as I trouble
my way through this project. We’ve looked at motivations, we’ve looked at places, we’ve looked
at words, we’ve looked at people. But to what end? Pritchard, in their analysis of contemporary
inspiration for ancestorship, was inspired by Audre Lorde stating “Black people have been here
before us and survived. We can read their lives like signposts on the road and find…that each of
us is here because somebody before us did something to make it possible…we have the power
those who came before us have given us, to move beyond the place where they were standing”
(Pritchard 47). As I’ve established, Pritchard uses this quote to develop their final pattern: the
responsibility one has of leaving behind tools for future generations to use and learn from. The
end I turn to next, therefore, is the epitomizing events of the groups I have been studying—the
unveilings (or removals) of our two key places of interest. These performances and the lessons
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they teach us might help us move just one step closer to an understanding of reconciliation and
healing as a community, both in the past and in the present.
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Chapter 5
The Occasions
September 8th, 1890
Pea Ridge, Arkansas
Noon
The Ghastly Bloodstains of the Past
September 8-10th, 1890, saw the biggest “reunion of the Blue and Gray” to date in
Northwest Arkansas (Black). Hosted in Pea Ridge, these reunions began in 1887 as a
Confederate reunion, held to unveil a monument of Confederate generals. However, enough
Union soldiers attended to pay their respects that the annual meetings soon transformed into a
reunion on both sides, seen as a sign of peace after the Civil War divided Northwest Arkansas.
At this last and largest reunion, Senator James H. Berry stated that the object of these reunions
was to “wipe out the ghastly bloodstains of the past” (Black 258). This, according to historical
records, was the last joint reunion held in the area, as Confederate reunions and other
Confederate organizations began to grow in popularity, leading to the reminders in monuments
and memorials that still dot our landscape today.
I thought about Berry’s statement, and his ultimate goal to wipe out the ghastly
bloodstains of the past, as I watched the Confederate statue in his name get lifted by a crane and
float away into the late summer sky on September 2nd, 2020. The joint reunions that he helped
start quickly turned into Confederate reunions. Following the trends of the time, these reunions
led to a statue of a common soldier, sponsored by the James H. Berry United Daughters of the
Confederacy, being placed in the very center of the town square. There he has stood since 1908,
serving as a nostalgic symbol of Bentonville for many, and a symbol of hate for many more.
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Though the near immediate departure from these reunions leaves much to be examined, I
think that Berry’s stated goal in 1890 brings up an important series of questions. Were the
ghastly bloodstains of the past in fact wiped out? How does one ‘wipe out’ ghastly bloodstains of
the past? More importantly, are they ever really gone? The idea of wiping these bloodstains, at
least in Berry’s statement, likely means he hoped for a fresh start, a scrubbing clean of the
bloody war that divided the nation. Berry was a politician, after all, and served as the 14th
Governor of Arkansas for a period of time, working with both Democrats and Republicans
(Balogh). His goal of unity immediately led to more divisiveness, as Confederate veterans
banded together to form their own reunions, build their own statues, and host their own
celebrations of nostalgia. Such a theme of heritage, of history, and of “good ole boys” can still be
seen in the waving of Confederate flags at Trump rallies, the resistance to move the statue, and
the romanticization of the South that many seem to possess.
Does removing this symbol, the statue that held his namesake, effectively wipe out the
ghastly bloodstains that have been left on the community since its installation in 1908? If it does
(which, as I will argue, it doesn’t), that continues to silence the voices of the marginalized, the
voices of people of color, that clamor for a better community, a more inclusive home. We as a
(white) community are then left to grapple with the intention behind the goal of wiping out these
ghastly bloodstains, the idea of moving forward as an inclusive and welcoming community.

To Listen to the Occasions
We must listen to the ultimate events that led to the physical objects, the Bentonville
Confederate statue and the Washington County Community Remembrance Project, that are at the
center of this study in order to grapple with the ultimate intention of wiping out ghastly
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bloodstains. I argue that the work of reconciliation involves two parts. Or, to put it better,
perhaps two steps. One is to acknowledge, confront, the acts committed against African
Americans throughout history—white confrontation. Many people aren’t yet here and need to sit
in this step for a long time or return to it again and again. The second becomes claiming this
history and this awareness as your own, and not distancing yourself merely by othering those that
committed wrongful acts—Black agency.
The Bentonville Confederate statue, which to many serves as a symbol of hate and
exclusion, was installed on the Square amid community-wide fanfare on August 8th, 1908. It was
removed, among lesser fanfare, on September 2nd, 2020. Throughout discussions of removal and
discontent for the presence of the statue, a new type of monument/memorial has emerged, one
that asks us not to wipe out our ghastly bloodstains but instead to sit with them, and in the shame
and guilt that accompany them, as well as face the reality of confronting them. These
conversations, which I hope move toward healing for African Americans and toward growth for
white people, have led to a marker for the Washington County Community Remembrance
Project and our efforts to memorialize Aaron, Anthony, and Randall.
We’ve established that community listening is the best way to explore complex issues of
intent and possible reconciliation. We’ve looked that the motivations that might lead both groups
to place their physical reminders, the meaning behind their choice of location, their word choice,
and the publics both past and present. At this point, what are we left with? This final chapter
examines the unveiling, life, and ultimate removal of the Bentonville Confederate statue
alongside efforts to confront our community’s ghastly bloodstains in the development and
ultimate unveiling of the Washington County Community Remembrance Project marker. As I
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will show, the ghastly bloodstains left in our community are never really gone. We must use
them to remind us to keep moving forward as a community, to see what remains with us today.
These occasions of installment and removal represent in many ways our community’s
efforts to heal, our progression of growth as a community. We begin with the Bentonville
Confederate statue unveiling in 1908 and the true motives of the community in this space. A
push for removing the statue that eventually succeeded in 2020 speaks to the need for white
confrontation as a critical part of healing. However, this white confrontation is only part of the
story. Asserting Black agency in the way this confrontation occurs, in the stories that are told,
and in the very ways in which these efforts are led (and who leads them) is the second critical
element of community healing. Therefore, we will move to exploring the work of the Equal
Justice Initiative and the Washington County Community Remembrance Project unveiling,
acknowledging the ways in which Black agency has and continues to lead us into true
reconciliation as a community.

THE BENTONVILLE CONFEDERATE STATUE UNVEILING
The unveiling of the Bentonville Confederate statue, sponsored by the United Daughters of the
Confederacy, took place on Saturday, August 8th, 1908. According to J. Dickson Black, author of
History of Benton County, “the weather was just right. The immense crowds in town had a
feeling of friendship and the spirit of a carnival. There was a big program for all to enjoy” (264).
As I’ve mentioned in previous chapters, the women of the James H. Berry United Daughters of
the Confederacy worked diligently to raise funds for the statue. The chapter, as has been stated,
was founded with the goal of erecting a Confederate statue in mind. Perfectly in line with trends
of the women’s group at the time, the group was founded in 1904 with the intention of doing
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“some honor to the brave heroes who fought for the sweet sunny South. Our ambition at present
is to erect a monument to the soldiers of Benton County. There are many here whose hairs are
silvering with the frost of time” (DeSpain). According to Mrs. E.R. Berry’s report, “The
monument was unveiled on August 8th, 1908, the date being intended to commemorate the battle
of Oak Hill which was fought August 10, 1861. An entire day was given to the elaborately
planned ceremonies” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC). August 8th, the day that the statue
would take its place in Bentonville history, was designated as a city-wide day of festivities.
Though we have varying sources reporting on the events of the unveiling, none is perhaps
quite as comprehensive as J. Dickson Black’s account, which was culled from Mrs. E.R. Berry’s
report and newspaper recordings of the time. According to Black, the day began with the singing
of “Dixie” and “Bonnie Blue Flag” on the Bentonville Square, as well as some band
performances and a formal invocation. “After this, under a canopy of forest trees, a sumptuous
old-fashioned basket dinner was served with Park Springs water…Everybody was invited to the
feast,” states J. Dickson Black’s account (264). This picnic dinner was followed by a parade,
featuring, among other things, a float of 14 women representing the seceded states (with Berry’s
granddaughter having the honors of representing Arkansas), the orators of the day, and a float
featuring members of the Fayetteville, Rogers, and Bentonville chapters of the UDC. Black also
mentions a featuring of Confederate veterans, stating “Then followed the veterans, and as they
passed with that old time ‘tramp, tramp,’ a loyal friend to the lost cause said with tearful eyes
and choking, trembling voice, ‘Bless their old hearts’” (265).
After a few decorated carriages and a marching of the Sons of Confederate Veterans
followed by the citizens, the group moved into the Square. An invocation was given, “Bonnie
Blue Flag” was sung yet again, and the women representing the 14 seceded states gathered
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around the statue and pulled the cord as the band played “Dixie.” Senator Berry then gave a few
words, stating “the war was to be viewed with respect to the conduct and achievements of the
soldiers and the people and the object for which it was all done” (267).
Each source reporting on the unveiling points to the massive amounts of people that
attended the festivities on August 8th, 1908. I’ve pointed out the forcefulness of the newspapers
at the time (see fig. 3), as well as the bullying nature of the fundraising and, one might assume,
the attendance. Even J. Dickson Black’s account states that “special coaches were put on trains
from Fort Smith, Fayetteville, and out of Missouri to bring people here for the program. It was
said to be one of the most colorful programs ever held in Benton County” (267). Mrs. E. R.
Berry echoes this sentiment in the conclusion of her report, stating, “Bentonville at that time
contained a population of about 2000 people. All the citizens of the time and of the surrounding
counties are proud of their confederate monument” (Minutes of the James H. Berry UDC).

Unveiling Reflection. The scale of the Bentonville Confederate statue unveiling feels shocking,
and the whiteness and Confederate stance is pervasive. The repetition of “Dixie,” the unofficial
anthem of the Confederacy, speaks in itself to the sense of the nostalgia that the attendees must
have felt. This, accompanied by the old-fashioned picnic, women dressed to represent the
seceded states, and even the parade of veterans speaks to the romanticization that must have
taken place on this sunny day in 1908. While many in the crowd might have been passive
onlookers, one can only begin to imagine the thoughts of someone who might question the
feeling of worship for a group that lost the war, in a place that had men representing both sides.
One might assume a dissenter would not feel comfortable stating their thoughts based on the
wealth of support the city, town, and region provided for the unveiling.
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From the founding, to the fundraising efforts, to the format of the celebration itself, the
Bentonville Confederate statue is directly in line with national trends of its time. Elizabeth Cox
states that “One half of Confederate monuments and memorials were unveiled between 1903 and
1912. Concurrently, the UDC grew from a membership of approximately 35,000 in 1903 to
nearly 80,000 in 1912. The Daughters were the white Southerners most committed to monument
building; the UDC’s growth, therefore, provides a key explanation for monument building in the
region” (Cox 51). The United Daughters of the Confederacy, like many Southerners after the
Civil War, established these markers and memorials under the guise of honoring and venerating
their Confederate heroes. Nearly fifty years after the Civil War disrupted their way of life, these
women and their communities sought to reassert a “southern” identity and claim a kind of
victory over the memory of their men and their “lost cause.”
The unveilings of Confederate statues were designed to be as elaborate as possible to
assure this reassertion of southern identity. As Mrs. Berry’s report suggests, it was not only
implied but demanded that the entire town celebrate and venerate these men and their racist way
of life through the installment of a block of granite to remain a permanent fixture on the
community landscape. By making these ceremonies a community-wide celebration, both in the
number in attendance and in the very way it is remembered, the Daughters and their community
established a veneration for a way of life that they felt had been rejected at the conclusion of the
war. The romanticizing of this life, still felt today, firmly established a community identity of
support for the racist society and world that this community truly represented.
To understand precisely what hold this little soldier had on the community of Bentonville
(and nearly countless communities like it), we must understand the rationale behind the design of
the Confederate soldier itself. In Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves, Kirk Savage points out that
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what is most telling is the commonplace of the common solider. The popularity of the common
soldier as a war memorial soared after the Civil War in particular, most likely as a reaction to the
magnitude of tragedy suffered in each community. Savage asserts that the common solder
allowed families who had lost a solider in the war, and veterans themselves, to see themselves
depicted in stone. Though I addressed the agency this provided the community as we examined
the motivations of these groups, asserting the way in which the statue allowed communities to
relate to the soldier is critical to understand. Savage points out loss of life per American small
towns was unprecedented during the Civil War. By constructing these statues memorializing the
men people lost, or the men who remained, the communities worked toward a type of healing.
The stance of parade rest, on the Bentonville Confederate statue and so many like it, is also
critical. “It emphasized preparedness rather than militance, crucial for the myth of the citizensoldier, which was always a myth of self-defense rather than conquest,” states Savage (177).
Such an attitude of self-defense, perhaps protecting one’s homeland, is a widely accepted
component of the states’ rights arguments we hear about the Civil War today.
The installation of statues such as these were begun to humanize the dead and remaining
that returned to small towns throughout the country after the Civil War. The South, however, felt
the need not only for a reassertion of their identity with individual soldiers, but within the
community as well. Though all communities faced unprecedented loss of life, the South in
particular dealt with the ramifications of losing the war and being further branded as traitors. Cox
asserts that the much of their monument building (particularly 30+ years after the war) became
an effort to reassert their own sense of identity within the region and the country:
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The Daughters wanted to vindicate their ancestors by celebrating them as patriots, not
only of the region, but of the nation as well. For white southerners, monument unveilings
were at once a public expression of regional devotion and a means of reclaiming their
identity as patriotic Americans. They genuinely believed that southern patriotism was
synonymous with American patriotism; therefore, they saw no contradiction in singing
‘America’ along with ‘Dixie,’ or waving the flags of the Confederacy with that of the
United States. (Cox 65)
While these monuments might have begun as a way to humanize and remember their
Confederate dead, they emerged as a means of vindication, an assertion of a certain way of life.
What’s missing in monuments throughout the nation, at unveilings such as the statue in
Bentonville, and in the community imagination is the story and understanding of the real victims
of the Civil War, of the country’s past: enslaved people.

BENTONVILLE CONFEDERATE STATUE REMOVAL
While the United Daughters of the Confederacy originally established Confederate statues as
mementos to honor their “Lost Cause,” we know them now more clearly as signifiers of racism
and idolatry to the racist society that these men and their communities fought to keep alive. Cox
closes her analysis of the members of the United Daughters of the Confederacy as monument
builders by saying:
In time, Confederate monuments also became permanent symbols of devotion to patriotic
principles as southerners understood them. They helped to illustrate the part of the Lost
Cause narrative which maintained that the South had fought the Civil War to defend the
Tenth Amendment to the Constitution, which protected the rights of states. Thus,
monuments recognized Confederate heroes as American heroes. This was a critical point
to be made if these men were to be redeemed from their national reputation as traitors.
(67)
These “permanent symbols of devotion,” as we know, have always been symbols of hate and
exclusion for minority members of our community. Though members of our community’s
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minority population have always known this to be the case, white people, members of the
dominant culture, have only recently begun listening.
The 2016 presential election of Donald Trump, as many have argued, brought to light the
undergirding racism that lay within the silent majority (M. E. Smith). The summer before these
events, June 2015 to be exact, Dylann Roof brutally murdered nine churchgoers—Clementa
Pinckney, Cynthia Hurd, Susie Jackson, Ethel Lance, Depayne Middleton-Doctor, Tywanza
Sanders, Daniel Simmons, Sharonda Coleman- Singleton, and Myra Thompson (“Charleston
Church Shooting”) in a church in Charleston, South Carolina. The summer after, August 2017,
Richard Spencer and others led the Unite the Right Rally in Charlottesville, VA. Simmering
before, during, and after these events lies the silent majority that was encouraged to make
America Great Again, reminding us that the “ghastly bloodstains of the past” are far from wiped.
Of course, controversy surrounding the Confederate flag and other Confederate
memorabilia had been circulating for many years. However, the tragic murder of the Charleston
Nine sparked, as the Southern Poverty Law Center put it, “a grassroots movement to remove the
flag from public spaces” ("Whose Heritage?"). Charleston was the first to ban the use of the
Confederate flag as a result of the murders in July 2015. Others, such as the City of
Montgomery, quickly followed suit. Much of this work came to another terrifying head in
August 2017 at the Unite the Right Rally in Charlottesville, VA. Seeing the faces of white
supremacists arguing violently for the continuation of their lifestyle, for the stasis of “their”
statues, for the priority of the white race, reminded communities once again that the past is not
nor has ever been, truly dead (see footnote 7). These actions, for the purpose of this analysis,
brought a critical examination of heritage to Northwest Arkansas and many other places.
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Recent conversation and the symbolic public lynching in the murder of George Floyd
during the summer of 2020 led communities around the country to finally begin to question what
role these blocks of granite really play in our national landscape and memory. Northwest
Arkansas was and is no exception. I’ve addressed, in previous chapters, the community rhetoric
used around petitions and editorials to keep or remove the statue in Bentonville. Those for the
keeping of the statue speak of heritage, honor, and a certain nostalgia. They claim that the
removal of the statue is an erasing of history, a suggestion of revision that is harmful to our
community’s memory. Those in favor of removing the statue, however, remind us that its
presence is on its own harmful. The Shame of Bentonville group worked primarily through
Facebook and statue “sit-ins” to assert a community of people that dissent the presence of the
statue and the way the city chose to use it. Ariel Jackson’s documentary on weather forecasting
shed light on the harm people of color feel driving or walking by a racist statue on a regular
basis. In each of these instances, many white people responded in terms of likes, agreements, and
statements of solidarity, agreeing that it was time for the statue to be removed. Even still, these
rhetorics are couched in a way as if to suggest that we are “post-racial,” as if removing the stone
from the Square will remove our ghastly bloodstains and suddenly present us with an inclusive
community.

White Confrontation. The role of shame is critical in community conversations around wiping
out our past’s ghastly bloodstains. We feel an idea of national shame in controversies
surrounding Confederate monuments and memorials. Such shame has trickled into an emphasis
and awareness of community pride in the case of the Bentonville Confederate statue. In her text
on The Cultural Politics of Emotion, Ahmed addresses the use of “Sorry Books” in Australia, in
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which (mostly white) Australians write messages of condolence and support for the wrongdoings
and oppression facing Indigenous peoples. In many ways, these “Sorry Books” serve virtually
and physically as a petition of sorts to the government to implement a national and formal
apology, which Australia has not yet given. In asking for this, the shame moves from the fault of
the country into the responsibility of the individual. Ahmed claims that this shame for a nation
that an individual feels then confirms their love for their nation. (Ahmed 108).
Those who support the removal of the statue might unintentionally want it removed for
its “ghastly bloodstain” on the past. However, Ahmed points out that this plea and protest is
instead asking for an opportunity to “move on” and away from the shame of their past. She
states:
Such a narrative allows the national subject to identify with others, so pride itself
becomes the passing through shame. What is witnessed is not the brutality of this history,
but the brutality of the passing over of that history. Ironically, witnessing such a passing
over might even repeat the passing over, in the very desire to move beyond shame and
into pride. (Ahmed 111)
The idea of passing over this shame, of course, suggests that what happened in the past is in the
past, and the bloodstain is sufficiently wiped.
Sorry books and the idea of a national apology might hold the ulterior motive of “moving
on” instead of properly acknowledging the problems and systems still at play. Ahmed reveals
through these Sorry books that, though sorry about the horrors inflicted on indigenous peoples,
Australians are more so sorry that there is a gap in their own national pride. They instead want
recuperation and reconciliation as a means of moving beyond this shame and into national pride.
I believe that we can see clear parallels in the protests and statements to remove the Bentonville
Confederate statue throughout this project. Suggesting that Bentonville is no longer the place it
was, the place that statue represents, suggests that we once again center these community
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discussions around the majority. It’s clear, then, that the removal of the statue is in many ways
image driven and driven by a sense of community, national pride. This community pride centers
the entire controversy once again on white people, making many “feel better” about the object of
hate in our community space.

The Ultimate Removal. George Floyd was murdered, a modern-day lynching, in the hands of the
law on May 25, 2020 (“Killing of George Floyd”). Just 7 days later on June 1, 2020, the
Arkansas United Daughters of the Confederacy issued a press release that they would finally be
moving the Bentonville Confederate statue. The press release begins by saying, “For more than
a year, the Arkansas Division United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) has been in dialogue
with community leaders in Northwest Arkansas about the future of the Confederate monument
and statue on the Bentonville Square” (McCutchen). The press release focuses on the movement
of the statue from the Square, and never acknowledges the rationale behind the decision to take it
down other than to hint that such a move should set an example for peace and civility within a
community. Further, the focus of the press release and, consequently, the move itself, appeared
to be focused on preservation and restoration of community history. Joey McCutchen, the lawyer
and spokesperson for the Arkansas UDC, stated in an article that “We think this is a win-win for
Benton County…We think that things ought to be done this way. Where people are civil and
have a dialogue” (Neal).
The long overdue community altering announcement of the removal of the statue
occurred in the midst of a flurry of national attention around the removal of Confederate
monuments and memorials. Many, such as a statue of Jefferson Davis in Richmond, Virginia,
were forcibly taken down by protestors. Others, such as the one in Bentonville, were taken down
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by the city. On October 14, 2020, the Southern Poverty Law Center announced that 102
Confederate monuments were removed or renamed around the country since May 26, 2020.17
(“SPLC’s Whose Heritage?”) While this push to remove symbols of the Confederacy had been
brewing for several years, the summer of 2020 saw the first real momentum in making change.
Protests occurred throughout the summer. Op-eds ran in every publication, with everyone’s
opinion. Many of the same debates—heritage or hate—were heard throughout the nation. A true
questioning of names and places were brought into consideration. The Southern Poverty Law
Center’s Chief of Staff is quoted as saying
The public killing of George Floyd has served as a turning point in American race
relations – particularly for those who believed that systemic anti-Black racism and police
violence against people of color didn’t exist. The ensuing protests forced states that had
no intention of acting to rid communities of these symbols of hatred and oppression. As
long as Confederate iconography remains on public lands, our country’s dehumanization
of Black people prevails. (“SPLC’s Whose Heritage?”)
This pressure ultimately led to the announcement and decision to remove Bentonville’s
Confederate statue.
As the summer begin to fade into the fall, many wondered if and when the statue would
truly be removed, as no date had been set. Around 5 AM on September 2nd, crews arrived to
quietly remove the statue throughout the day. Within the first hour of news coverage, the little
man on the top of the statue, the soldier himself, was removed (@4029 News). By that point, a
crowd had gathered to witness the scene. The Confederate soldier was wrapped in rope, and two
men on the construction crew fiddled with securing the statue in place. As they adjusted the
crane and finalized other elements of the security of the removal, there was an air of solemnity in
his final moments on “his post” (see fig. 24).
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Figure 24: The Statue’s final moments on the Bentonville Square. From @4029 News—Fort
Smith and Fayetteville, Arkansas. “Crews Remove Confederate Monument.” Facebook. 2
September 2020. https://www.facebook.com/4029news/videos/2081489621995281. Accessed 2
September 2020.
Even as I watch the footage now, I think of the various roles he has played in the
Bentonville community. There are some, a silent majority in fact, who have likened him to a
family member, who have tied him to the many memories they have of their upbringing in
Bentonville and their association with place. These claim that the little man is a part of history, a
history that, though shameful (though some even refuse to admit that) cannot be forgotten.
Many, as I’ve discussed, have revealed him as the keeper of racism and exclusion in our
community. His post on the town square signifies to people of color, to those outside of the
dominant culture that they are not welcome and thus promotes a culture of exclusion. This group
cheered as the soldier was lifted from his base, floated through the sky, and was delivered onto a
truck to be taken away and restored.
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Figure 25: Statue being loaded onto truck. From @4029 News—Fort
Smith and Fayetteville, Arkansas. “Crews Remove Confederate Monument.” Facebook. 2
September 2020. https://www.facebook.com/4029news/videos/2081489621995281. Accessed 2
September 2020.
When he was finally loaded onto the truck, it was clear that he was not much bigger than
many of the men working to wrap him up and take him away (see fig. 25). He was built, after all,
as a reflection of the many ordinary men from many ordinary small towns throughout the
country that were sent away to fight. Some claim it was a fight for the rights of their state, but we
know it was a fight for white supremacy, for fear of the other, for the continuation of the status
quo, to preserve the preservation and oppression of African Americans. As I rewatch the footage
from that day, as I see him as the man he was, the man he is, the men he represents. He was
wrapped in a blanket and driven away…and gone (@4029 News).
He was followed by the pillars, the canons, and the base was lifted out around 4 pm.
Almost immediately, a garden was put in the place of the statue. By the Bentonville Farmer’s
Market on Saturday, September 5th (Labor Day Weekend), the Facebook group “Shame of
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Bentonville” was celebrating with photos and coverage of the garden on the Square and the
added feeling of inclusion that they felt could be felt on the Square (see fig. 26).

Figure 26: A new view on the Bentonville Square. From @awaywiththestatue. “Shame of
Bentonville.” Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/awaywiththestatue. Accessed 3 March 2021.
I wrote to you a year ago that the retroactivism of the statue as a Christmas tree on my
first wedding anniversary was oddly positioned and felt by me, as a white cisgender female, and
likely how it might have felt as a person of color. This year, on my second wedding anniversary,
a real Christmas tree stands in place of the statue. Though progress, this symbol still of course
suggests a culture of capitalism and forced religion that the holidays suggest. However, we can’t
deny that it’s progress.
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The year spanning December 2019 to December 2020 has brought what many consider to
be a long overdue racial reckoning, a global pandemic, a hopeful presidential election, and
another long year of growth and reflection as an individual and as a community. The question
many in Northwest Arkansas are asking ourselves, of course, is “what’s next?” In an interview in
the John Brown University student newspaper, leaders of the Shame of Bentonville group were
quoted as saying, “The main goal of the protests, which was the relocation of the statue, has been
fulfilled, but the conversation continues, according to Dane and Miller. “[Whatever] that form is,
we must continue to educate, and talk about it, and not shy away from the discussion,” Dane
said. “The worst thing we can do is go away and pretend it’s all good, that it’s all resolved,
because it’s not” (Aguiler). Additionally, quotes and posts on their Facebook page suggests that
the work continues (@awaywiththestatue). Shame of Bentonville, like many in our area,
understand that the removal of one block of stone from one town square is only the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to addressing and confronting our national shame. Many are tempted to
write off the removal of the Confederate soldier, as he flew through the air and away on
September 2nd, as a sign that we live in a post-racial America. Many are quick to suggest that
perhaps “we did it” in electing Joe Biden just a bit over two months later, thus “ending” the
majority thinking that allowed Trump to be president. Taking down the Confederate statue
doesn’t make us not racist, not exclusive. In order to further move through this shame, then, we
must truly confront it as white people, and work toward healing as African Americans.
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TOWARD HEALING
A new type of memorial, a kind of racial reckoning, is needed in order for us as a nation to soak
in and better understand our shame. Stevenson and others have compared this process that our
nation is undergoing as a country to Germany’s work confronting and healing from the atrocities
committed against Jews and others during the Holocaust. Susan Neiman’s Learning from the
Germans explores the concept of Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung—working-off-the-past—in both
Germany and in America. In her comparison of race relations in America and healing in
Germany, Susan Neiman interviews Bryan Stevenson, founder of the Equal Justice Initiative.
She quotes him in saying
Stevenson believes that the mere recognition that slavery was wrong is not enough.
‘Without shame, you don’t actually correct. You don’t do things differently. You don’t
acknowledge.’ Guilt, it’s been argued, is directed inward, and no one needs to know if
you have it. Shame, by contrast, is what you feel when you see yourself reflected through
others’ eyes and you cannot bear to let that image stand. To overcome shame, you must
actually do something to show others you are not inevitably caught in your own, or your
forebears’, worst moments.” (269)
Neiman addresses the importance of white confrontation in our work understanding and even
dismantling the past. She acknowledges, however, that the added concern is not to simply
identify with the victims or separate oneself from the perpetrators, the evil, but to act on this
shame. This idea of sitting in one’s shame, both Stevenson and Neiman argue, is what ultimately
promotes healing and moving forward as a nation. In addition to white confrontation, then, we
must also assert a sense of Black agency as a means of healing, and a critical examination of
white confrontation in order to move through the discussed shame.

Black Healing. My responsibility, as I’ve mentioned, comes in my understanding and grappling
as a white woman with this work. Critical to this discussion, and pivotal to my role, of course, is
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an understanding of how white people can and should confront this troubled past, particularly the
white majority community in Northwest Arkansas. More importantly, however, is a
consideration of healing for African American individuals and the Black community as a whole.
Healing within the African American community is not my right to discuss or to impart
knowledge on. However, an understanding of the means in which to potentially conduct this
healing might better allow me to examine the healing that the Washington County Community
Remembrance Project has undergone in efforts to move past our own shame. In an examination
of rhetorical healing, Tamika Carey explores wellness campaigns popular among African
American women in the 90s, sponsored by Oprah Winfrey. She is able to trace these campaigns
and develop a theory around rhetorical healing that has its roots in literacy and survival. She
acknowledges the importance of learning as a kind of liberation. She also states that “Liberation,
however, requires consistency because a person, group, or community cannot reach this state if it
has succumbed to external forces or adverse systems and circumstances” (Carey 32). Consistent,
long-term efforts toward liberation, then, art ultimately required for healing and survival.
Another means toward survival is of course a work through and healing from trauma.
Patricia Davis attests to the undeniable fact that “trauma is an important aspect of the critical
history of the South, just as it is of the nation as a whole; together they form the basis upon
which black southern identity is constructed” (Davis 13). The collective trauma experienced
(generally speaking) by African Americans in our nation’s history is that of slavery. Though she
doesn’t explicitly use the term healing, Davis argues that in order to lay claim on a history that
they have long been primary actors in, African Americans must play an active role in the
recreation of that history. Outside of the literal reenactments that Davis studies in her text, she
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also addresses the importance of an emphasis on related present-day policies such as residential
segregation and mass incarceration as a piece of the legacy of slavery.
Bryan Stevenson’s iconic Equal Justice Initiative has become a force for recognition as a
means of reckoning in our country, and I believe perfectly illustrates the blending of Black
agency and white confrontation that is needed in this work. Stevenson and partner Eva Ansley
began the Equal Justice Initiative in 1989 as a nonprofit law center dedicated “to providing free,
quality legal services to condemned men and women on death row in Alabama” (Stevenson).
The Initiative released a report in 2015 that began to document thousands of previously
undocumented (in mainstream discourses at least) cases of lynchings that contributed to racial
terror in 12 states between 1880 and 1940. The Initiative’s report was the official beginning to
their effort to “place memorial markers at lynching sites, where Black men, women, and children
were strung from trees and hanged from telephone poles, sometimes at the rate of one per
week…” (Glionna). In many ways, the work of EJI suggest that perhaps the goal is not to wipe
out the past’s ghastly bloodstains, but instead face and acknowledge them, reckon with them, for
the first time in history.
The Equal Justice Initiative opened a National Memorial for Peace and Justice in April
2018, the first memorial dedicated to the legacy of enslaved Black people. One of Stevenson’s
arguments for these efforts is that Americans, unlike other countries, have not openly confronted
our histories of tragic violence and division based on our narratives of denial (Song et al.), and
have simply reacted by attempting to wipe out the past’s ghastly bloodstains. Along with the
building of the memorial, the Initiative has taken on several projects to memorialize the
country’s history of racial terror. They began the Community Remembrance Project to partner
with communities to do their own research on local lynchings in order to erect markers and
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memorials that expose previously unknown stories. These efforts are part of the EJI’s overall
promotion of “truth-telling” in order to tell the stories of our communities and our nation as well
as reckon with our ghastly bloodstains. These efforts assert a sense of agency on Black people in
communities and across the nation and provide a kind of agency to the victims of racial terror
that were never given a voice. Additionally, these efforts begin to ask white people to not merely
step away from the perpetrators in shock, but sit in our own affiliations with them, act as
detectives to begin to understand the root of our own problems and issues. My affiliation, as I’ve
mentioned throughout this attempt at community listening, is as a white Southern woman,
working with African Americans to discern where and how this healing can begin. I believe that
both of these instances, of healing and of agency, can be seen in the work of the Washington
County Community Remembrance Project.

WASHINGTON COUNTY COMMUNITY REMEMBRANCE PROJECT
I hope that, through my examination of the motivations, the places, the words, and the people
I’ve allowed us to begin to get a sense of the underlying rhetoric, the simmering hate that lies
just below the surface of this work and drives us into the long and difficult process of healing.
2020 has brought its share of victories in the removal of many Confederate monuments,
including our own statue in Bentonville, Arkansas. However, we as a community and as a nation
have a long way to go in really understanding, really feeling, the depth of racial terror and harm
that has been inflicted throughout our history as a nation. In short, we are not done yet.
The Washington County Community Remembrance Project has, throughout its time as an
organizing entity, considered the ways and means in which to share the story of Aaron, Anthony,
Randall with our larger community. We believe in the power of this confrontation, this
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relatability, in every part of our work to memorialize these men. In outlining our project values,
our leader centered authenticity, forthrightness, collaboration, listening with respect, and
empowered courtesy as central to our committee’s work together (WCCRP, “Information”). As
I’ve hoped to show throughout this project, these values have been part of each of our meetings
and gatherings together. Through our big decisions and small communications, we have lived in
the idea that “creating cultures that model commitment to racial justice requires that we
recognize the diversity of strengths we all bring to the table and seek opportunities to celebrate
each other’s successes” (WCCRP, “Information”). Unlike the work of the James H. Berry United
Daughters of the Confederacy and the presence of the Confederate statue, we have attempted to
echo this mission in our location, our words, the way in which we share this information with the
community, the way in which we work with each other, and the ultimate way in which we chose
to memorialize Aaron, Anthony, and Randall’s story.

Location. I have, of course, provided great detail in Chapter 2 about our ultimate decision to
place the marker in Oaks Cemetery instead of our very central town square. This effort, unlike
that of the Bentonville Confederate statue, prioritizes veneration over education in regard to the
way in which we remember. In her own study of the memorializing of concentration campus,
Susan Neiman describes a deeply moving experience she had in a concentration camp after
visiting and studying many. On one particularly moving visit to the Dachau concentration camp,
she put away her notebook, removed her audio headphones, and just sat, felt, in the space. “The
concentration camps are sacred spaces. This is partly because they are also
graveyards...Reemtsma, a resolute atheist, suggested that sacrality is something else: ‘a sacred
space is not our object, we are its object. It doesn’t have to justify its existence to us: we have to
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justify our ways of living before it’ (281). This is what Neiman felt, what I believe we hope to
help people feel, in their visit to Oaks Cemetery. Placing the marker on the Square would, of
course, give visitors pause, reflection, as they make their way through. However, it wouldn’t feel
sacred, a place to really reflect on where a visitor is coming from when they enter. A living,
breathing, historical, tragic cemetery, on the other hand, gives us pause for thought,
consideration, remembrance. Sacrality.
It is in the spirit of this sacrality and veneration that the decision was made to house our
memorial to Aaron, Anthony, and Randall in Oaks Cemetery. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Kami
Fletcher carefully elaborates on the importance of autonomy that Black cemeteries provided
during the oppressive times of slavery. Fletcher states that “predeath burial purchases helped
guarantee black people security and dignity in death. With the guarantee of their burial space,
black men and women knew that their loved ones and themselves would be protected from the
nameless lots” (143). Giving Aaron, Anthony, and Randall a place in Oaks Cemetery then, even
if it’s symbolic in nature, allows us to name their death, name their legacy, and provide a sacred
space for them.

Marker Language. Though the location is critical, the physical marker itself is pivotal to
recentering and reconsidering the hard work of both confronting and relating. The final marker
text can be read below (see fig. 27), and is shared in text on page 195:
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Figure 27. The Completed Community Remembrance Marker. From WCCRP, “Our Memorial
Marker Photo Attached.” Washington County Community Remembrance Project, 25 February
2021. Email Response.
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Though the bulk of analysis for this marker occurred in Chapter 3, revisiting these words again
and again is critical as I ask myself if we truly are moving towards healing. The marker wording,
in its final iteration, covers both steps that I believe are critical to the healing process. First and
foremost, the marker tells a story. The story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall’s arrest and murder
is one that has, up until this point, only been told through the white lens—at a local County
Doctor’s museum honoring Boone, in publications of the (white) historical society, and through
almost a tokenization of the African American experience in Northwest Arkansas throughout
history. This story centers and prioritizes the suffering and ultimate tragedy of these men (one of
whom was likely no more than a teenager). Further this story more thoroughly implicates Boone
for the enslaver and likely rapist that he was, as well as his sons who were prominent citizens at
the time of the lynching. Second, the wording on the marker calls attention to the sufferings of
Black people at the time and suggests the lingering pain that can be felt from a lack of
accountability in these crimes. Acknowledging that Randall’s place of hanging is likely now
home to a prominent military cemetery and calling out the enslavement, sexual assault, and
killings of countless enslaved people by whites that were never held accountable serves to better
allow our community to grow. In order to move toward healing, viewers of the marker must
stand in a sacred, burial space, read, and react to these words, and, finally, see themselves in this
history.

Communication with community. The Washington County Community Remembrance Project
has worked diligently to share the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall and allow the
community to grow and address their own shortcomings. I previously addressed the Coalition’s
website, which heavily prioritizes the story and humanization of the three men through
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educational materials, punchy information, and by simply telling the story for the tragedy that it
is. A big part of this process of healing, as mandated through the Equal Justice Initiative, is the
Racial Justice Essay Contest. Open to 9th-12th grade students in public schools “students are
asked to write an essay that discusses a historical event in the context of the legacy of racial
injustice today. Ideally, essays will explain the chosen topic and reflect on how it is relevant
today and what it teaches us about the solutions need for a future without racial injustice” (Equal
Justice Initiative, “Updates for Review”). As chair of the essay contest subcommittee, I have and
continue to work with our Coalition to identify and communicate with teachers, youth ministers,
and school administrators to garner interest in this scholarship contest.
In order to prepare applicants to write their essays, our subcommittee is sponsoring a
virtual workshop, educating students on other instances of racial terror and injustice in our
community. Through this work, we have learned much about the horrors inflicted in our
seemingly “quaint” town and have learned the best ways to ask our communities to consider
these. Further, this work has allowed us to recognize that many of the stories we choose to tell
have not been documented from the white perspective. Instead, as with the slave narratives I
previously addressed, the stories are whitewashed and under representative of the true tragedies
that took place. This work, like the marker itself, allows the community to confront our past and
acknowledge it by working first with our youth. Though the workshop is targeted specifically to
our 9th-12th grade applicants, we seek community involvement at every event in order to better
continue our impact.

Communication with each other. As I have alluded to throughout this project, working with the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project has truly taught me the ways in which
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we can and should form coalition, community. I’ve broken down the demographics of our
group—two female, Black leaders who are not originally from Fayetteville, several older white
historians, 3 Black women who are prominent on campus and in the community, and myself and
a younger white man who play ancillary yet involved roles in our work together. Our leader has
led us in the values and commitment that we agreed to. However, that commitment has been
tested as we’ve grown and worked together.
One especially heated meeting occurred as we discussed how best to community our
work to the community, particularly through the essay contest. I was on my way to see a friend
in Ohio and had to tune into Zoom simply through my phone, so I did not have the privilege of
perceiving faces and better reading silences. Some on our committee, however, felt that the oral
history that had been passed down, particularly the oral history of Dr. Boone’s sexual assault as
motive for death, was not being properly considered or valued. This led to a discussion of
silencing within the group. While some stated that they felt silenced, others (namely, I’ll admit it,
the white others like myself) remained silent in the discussion. These accusations were then left
in the hands of one of our leaders, who called the meeting to give us time and space to think. We
followed up, quickly, with a conversation that allowed each of us to express our ideas and
considerations and thoughts. Some, particularly one of the older white women in our group who
had lived in the community for a long time, expressed a gratefulness that we could all air our
grievances. Others, such as a younger Black woman in the group, shared gladness that these
concerns were brought up, and an intentionality in hearing them in our future work. Since I was
the chair of the essay contest subcommittee meeting, I brought up the desire for open, honest
communication as we share just how to bring this work to the attention of the group. Though
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there was a bit of a “wrapped bow” around the conversation, the openness with which we
discussed was a critical part of our growth as a committee.
In addition to these more topic-centered concerns, I have grown in friendship with the
committee as well. After a community event, we shared lunch and discussed the woes of school
and work, of aging and turning 30. One white historian in particular and I have continued Zoom
“catch up sessions” through the pandemic to discuss our progress on articles, my dissertation,
books we are reading, questions that are circulating. These relationships have helped me, if
nothing else, to truly grow into the work that we, that I, grapple with regularly.
From hard conversations to more intimate friendships, the ways in which we
communicate with each other has truly provided a source of wisdom and understanding. Even as
we have been forced to pivot from a cozy living room conversation into the less personal and
very draining Zoom virtual conversations, I have felt us learn and grow together. On March 23rd,
about 2 weeks after “the bottom dropped” in our area for COVID-19, our leader sent us an email
entitled “Keeping up the Work in Uncertain Times.” Her note said:
I am thinking of all of you and hoping that you are well and taking precautions to protect
your own health and to prevent the spread of illness. This is a note to encourage us all to
keep working on our project tasks that can be addressed through electronic means of
communication… At some point in the future we will erect the memorial, but at this time
it is not possible to guess what will happen with our timeline. But for now, let’s operate
with creativity, common sense, optimism, and dedication to our collective spirit in regard
to the goal of memorializing Aaron, Anthony, and Randall. Be Well. (WCCRP, “Keeping
Up the Work”)
Such encouragement is truly indicative of the spirit of our work together. The younger white man
on our committee, in one conversation, pointed out that this was the first time, ever, that he was
part of something led by a Black woman. This simple, honest statement speaks wonders to what
the group has taught me about communication. Another, Black member of the group, has
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mentioned the difficulty Black members might have in reaching a sense of safety to tell the truth
without feeling like a disrupter by functioning, disagreeing, in ways that they are unfamiliar.
Though it has certainly not been perfect, these conversations have shaped this project and my
thoughts, and provided a source of wisdom that can’t be provided in the books and records that
we leave behind.

THE WASHINGTON COUNTY COMMUNITY REMEMBRANCE PROJECT UNVEILING
The global coronavirus and other logistical issues of 2020 have rearranged our plans for the
marker’s unveiling time and time again. The original intent was to place the marker in the
ground in a large community celebration in mid-November. When this was unable to happen, we
pivoted to the idea of a very small homecoming of sorts, essentially a graveside service to install
the marker in January. Production issues altered that plan, however, and, as of this writing, our
current hope is to unveil the marker in mid-May, in conjunction with the award ceremony for our
Racial Justice Essay Contest.
The plan as of this writing is to heavily involve the community in the planning and
implementation of the marker. We hope to have a small gathering at Oaks Cemetery on the
morning of May 15th in order to unveil the marker itself. This ceremony itself will be quite quiet,
in part out of respect for the others, nameless and named, who have been laid to rest in the sacred
space of Oaks Cemetery. A minister will conduct a ceremony, the marker will be placed, and a
few brief words or music will be shared. A much larger, community-wide celebration will follow
at the Fayetteville Public Library that afternoon. The winners of the Racial Justice Essay contest
will be announced, and the top winner will read their essay within the ceremony space. There are
tentative plans for music, and dancing, and entertainment, and activities for the children. There is
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talk of food from minority-owned businesses. We have also begun to discuss advertising,
promotion, and ways to make sure the community knows that this will hopefully be a large
(socially distanced and safe) community celebration, a communal homecoming for Aaron,
Anthony, and Randall.

Reflection. Though plans are still being developed, everything about the unveiling of the
WCCRP marker has a different tune than that of the Bentonville Confederate statue. And yet, as
with any community event, there are certainly similarities that ultimately suggest our growth as a
community. In one instance, both groups feel as if they are hoping to echo a community-wide
reverence, remembrance for a piece of their past. In the case of the Confederate statue, of course,
that past was dictated by the men being honored, and revered a way of life that dehumanizes so
many in our community. In the case of the Washington County Community Remembrance
Project, the community-wide reverence is a hopeful acknowledgement of this very oppression.
Additionally, the WCCRP is planning to channel that reverence through a solemnity mixed with
celebration, a hope for things to come. The women of the James H. Berry United Daughters of
the Confederacy, on the other hand, echoed what appeared to be mostly joy in their unveiling, a
joy that was not echoed by so many in the community.
As I’ve mentioned, both groups involve our community’s children in this celebration.
The Bentonville Confederate statue unveiling, of course, used the children as prop in the parade,
in the assertion of their Confederate identity, in the hope of a continued legacy of Confederate
ideology. The Washington County Community Remembrance Project also seeks to help children
continue the legacy of our own ideologies. This ideology, of course, involves reflecting and
understanding one’s own place within this story, one’s own role in this legacy. The essay contest,
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as mentioned, asks students to use their own stories, tap into their own identities, in order to
consider the community’s history of racial terror and their legacy within that. Though we both
intend to use promotional materials to support a large and well-attended community gathering,
the WCCRP hopes to continue to center ours on remembrance, on reverence. We understand
that, unlike the James H. Berry UDC, that the entire town won’t want to attend or support this
endeavor. Additionally, our story has not had the privilege of being widely known, as was the
legacy of the Confederate men. So we strive, from the promotion to the unveiling, to center our
work once again around the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, and how we can best venerate
them.
Of course, I had hoped to end my last body chapter with a detailed description of the
festivities, the planning, and the community’s reaction. But, as with so many other plans for
2020, the unveiling has been put on hold time and time again. What we’ve learned, however, is
that in some ways it’s not entirely about the unveiling. Though the penultimate symbol of our
efforts, the unveiling and the resulting ceremony are one day. The resulting marker will be one
story. This comparison, between Bentonville and Fayetteville, is of one community. The marker
text, the communication efforts, the connection to EJI, my own understanding of being white in
this space, is part of a much longer journey. Though we don’t know when or how (or if) it will
end, the ceremony represents a step, a moment, on our continuum of racial healing.

CONCLUSION
Following the work of the James H. Berry UDC has led me to dark and troubled corners,
allowing me to confront my own inherent biases and racisms. This work, and my place in it, has
only been further challenged in the work of the Washington County Community Remembrance
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Project, where I’ve constantly questioned, second guessed, and persistently struggled to find my
place and my role in this work. I’ve listed to the motivations, the locations, the words, and the
people for each group. And here, I’ve considered the events and what they mean to our presentday communities. The Bentonville Confederate statue unveiling was, without question, a means
of establishing a common identity, asserting a certain way of life. The consequent removal of the
statue, a monument to hate, 112 years later, felt hopeful, celebratory, progressive. I can
daydream about the unveiling of the WCCRP marker, to take place this May, as a much larger
step toward hope, reckoning, and healing.
I wouldn’t be doing justice to this project, to my own observations and work within these
groups, if I were to simply stop at these moments. In her examination of healing after the legacy
of the Holocaust, Susan Neiman states that, “We need a double view. Every democracy has a
right to ask about its successes. Here that means, what have we understood, what have we
worked off? But we also need to ask, what has persisted” (Neiman 294). The work I’ve done
through both groups has allowed me to listen to my own complacency as a white woman in this
work, where I both fit and do not fit. What has and what will persist in my daily life, in my
continuing journey, in what happens after this project, however, is critical in order to really hear
who I need to be.
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Conclusion
To Hear
I formally started my doctoral journey in 2017, but my unofficial journey began long before
that. I, like many in our field, have always been mesmerized by the beauty and power of words.
Though this love began with fiction, it especially captivated me in museums, historical texts, and
of course the countless plaques and markers that many of us merely walk by. My simultaneous
pride and shame in my home state of Mississippi led me to what I consider an inevitable
exploration of the rhetoric of heritage and hate that overcomes the majority white in our state and
our nation. I’ve also always always sought a sense of community. When my partner and I
decided to move back to Northwest Arkansas after a few years in the “real world” post-Masters,
I knew that I wanted to make my love of words official through a doctorate in rhetoric and
composition, and that I wanted to continue to grapple with the indescribable hold the South will
forever claim on my heart.
Though the idea for this project has been brewing since the first class of my studies, I
formally put fingers to keyboard to write this project nearly every day from early March 2020
into this, the last week of December 2020. My process is strange to some (whose writing process
isn’t?), but it is mine. I wake up between 4 and 4:30 AM and come into a room I have
established as mine. My window looks out to a quiet, dark, sleepy neighborhood each morning. I
try to catch the coffee timing before it beeps too loud to wake my partner. I turn on the same
green lamp and walk to a beat-up loveseat that we still have from my in-law’s basement. I prop
my laptop on a floor table that I purchased maybe a mile from our house, at a small shop in our
tiny town. My two dogs, both not small mutts, fight over where they will sit to help. I nearly
always end up with one on my stomach (making the balance of my laptop precarious at best),
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and the other on my legs. Though it causes cramps, this immobility helps me focus as they
continue their night’s rest. I spread the books of that chapter out around me, books and authors
that have become spiritual guides of sorts, even friends. I think, I write, I work. I end around
6:30 or so, get a quick workout and dog walk in, take a shower, start my smoothie, and gear up
for my “day job” as a university staff member, then my “night shift,” where I identify as a
partner, a sibling, someone’s child, a friend.
What a year to grapple with this work. Since March 2020, my mornings have been peppered
with questions. The first morning that I woke up knowing I wouldn’t go back to campus, for
what I thought would be just a few weeks, due to something called the coronavirus. The morning
my writing was interrupted with news alerts surrounding George Floyd’s murder, and the many
updates that ensued. The morning I finished my writing only to check my messages (which are
wonderfully empty between 4 and 6 AM) and see links from my coworkers and Coalition
members surrounding the United Daughters of the Confederacy's decision to remove the
Bentonville Confederate statue. The morning crews finally decided to take down the statue, and I
spent the morning pretending to work while watching the footage. The morning after we took a
positive pregnancy test, and I wrote furiously for whoever is growing inside of me. The morning
of November 4th I woke up to dive for my phone to see who our president was, only to learn it
would take many days to count. The morning after I learned my beautiful, adventurous, loving
and truly kind uncle had died, swiftly and unexpectedly at a healthy 57, of COVID-19.
I fully own that I have a wealth of privileges that have allowed me to continue to work, to
write, during a year that many will (very rightfully so) claim as a lost year of productivity. My
family and I have had financial stability throughout the pandemic that has not required us to
compromise our health. I was privileged enough to grow up in a home that left me debt free and
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financially independent enough to purchase my own home as an adult. I have a supportive
partner, the means to access mental health resources, and a lack of responsibility for children,
parents, or immunocompromised loved ones. I am white, and though I have been fully immersed
in the racial reckoning efforts this summer, I will never know what it is to be Black and asked for
the answers. I acknowledge these advantages. I also feel, in many ways, that there could be no
other year to grapple with this work than 2020. This year, this summer specifically, unearthed so
many questions that our nation is facing, has neglected to face for centuries. The pandemic has
uncovered so many inequities that, once again, the marginalized in our nation knew as reality
every single day, yet white people chose to remain oblivious to. And, as of this writing, as we
face a 2021 promising to be full of vaccine distribution, I ask myself other hard questions. Who
will we be when the pandemic is “over”? What about when the Confederate statues, the racist
names, have been taken down? More importantly for me, who am I when this project is finished,
when my morning routine loses its structure, when I can’t hide away between these two dogs, in
this dark room, behind this keyboard?

A STORIED APPROACH TO LISTENING
As I mentioned in the introduction to this project, I sought to cultivate a new way of rhetorically
listening that, inherently, involves storied listening. Krista Ratcliffe, who I turn to as a fellow
white female scholar cultivating a new definition of rhetorical listening, suggests that
I tell my story not simply because it is my story, not because I am particularly proud of it
(I’m not), but rather because it represents a much larger cultural narrative that still echoes in
the U.S.—a narrative that renders whiteness invisible within the dominant white culture…my
story simply demonstrates one attempt to interrupt this nonproductive narrative and move
into a more productive one. (Ratcliffe 4)
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Romeo García, in his critique of Ratcliffe’s new model of listening, argues that “stories remind
us of a responsibility to the memories and people of the past …we are constituted differently and
yet, strung together by a universe of stories” (García 7). García ultimately argues for a shift to
community listening. In a special issue of the Community Literacy Journal, Fishman and
Rosenberg address the idea of community listening, or “a literacy practice that involves deep,
direct engagement with individuals and groups working to address urgent issues in everyday life,
issues anchored by long histories and complicated by competing interpretations as well as
clashing modes of expression” (Fishman and Rosenberg 1). Memory and a conversation with the
past is, of course, a critical part of my work. Reaching into the past of Confederate iconography,
confronting our past with African Americans, and tapping into our own personal memories in
order to understand the present is critical in the hopes of “moving forward” that I’ve alluded to
throughout this project. García brings in another important element of my idea of listening: the
inclusion of memory in the stories that we tell. Ratcliffe also addresses memory and story, using
Toni Morrison’s concept of rememory and the ever-important consideration of the then-that-isnow (109). My definition of listening, then, is informed both by the concept of story and the
inclusion of memory. I was able to cultivate this deep and direct engagement through my
positionality within this community and by carefully listening to the work of past communities in
various aspects of this project and the work of two community groups.

The Motivations. Through my work in the archives, I was able to listen to the work of the James
H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy more deeply. I discerned their motivation to
preserve their own way of life and their own (racist) ideologies in the ways in which they
communicated with the community, the ways in which they communicated with each other, and
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the records they left behind in their meetings and minutes. I was deeply and directly involved in
the work of the Washington County Community Remembrance Project, urging me to critically
listen to our own motivations in this work. As a white person and someone who is not from
Fayetteville, my ideas of education over veneration were challenged, and I learned firsthand the
benefits to our storied approach to listening through the ways in which we function as a group,
the way we shared the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall with the larger community, and the
ultimate priority for veneration.

The Places. I approached this project through the lens of a rhetorical historical ethnography,
examining not only the present rhetoric circulating around both the Washington County
Community Remembrance Project and conversations surrounding the Bentonville Confederate
statue, but looking into the history of these places in order to hear their story. For the WCCRP,
that meant taking a critical look at the role that the Oaks Cemetery has played in the Fayetteville
community. The place has long been the first and, for a long time, the only, truly Black
designated space in Fayetteville. As in many other Black cemeteries throughout the country, the
space has maintained a Black sense of place, despite the growth around it that pushes perhaps a
preference to whiteness, to majority. The Bentonville Square, on the other hand, has always been
a truly white space. The presence of a Confederate statue in the center of the Square from 1908
to 2020 only contributed to a sense of exclusion and isolation by African Americans in the
Northwest Arkansas community. Removing the statue isn’t enough to create a Black sense of
place, however; we must listen to the undertones of the community in order to promote a more
inclusive space.
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The Words. By listening to the permanent words on the Bentonville Confederate statue, we begin
to see the resounding whiteness and racism that the women of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy truly hoped to pass down. The permanence of the Washington County Community
Remembrance Project marker tells the story of Aaron, Anthony, and Randall in a way that allows
us to (hopefully) move toward healing. In addition to these permanent examination of words, I
listened to the words on the periphery as well. The words in the petition to keep and remove the
Bentonville Confederate statue spoke of an emphasis on heritage, a nostalgia for a romanticized
past, and an odd veneration of ancestors. The words in the minutes and values of the Washington
County Community Remembrance Project speaks to a spirit of true inclusion and veneration,
both for the lives that were lost and for the injustices that remain.

The People. I have found my own past and present, my story, to be a large motivation for this
project. Not only have I listened to the motivations, the places, and the words of these groups,
but I’ve sought to see myself in them as well. Both Ratcliffe and García address their personal
past in order to tell the story of their present, an understanding of their place, a way to begin to
navigate the stories they are provided. An exploration of the publics of these two groups led me
to explore the ancestors, the people, present in both. As a white woman, I of course had to
identify with and listen to my own whiteness in the lynching mob responsible for the murder of
Aaron, Anthony, and Randall, and my identity as a prominent white woman within the James H.
Berry UDC members. I also had to carefully, respectfully, listen to the history and community of
slavery in Washington County, the present day African American community in Bentonville, and
how their stories have been coerced and whitewashed throughout history and into the present
day. Exploring these groups and my ultimate connection to them better positions me to consider
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the role of present-day ancestorship, an acknowledgement of community and inspiration, that is
critical to this work.

The Occasions. I concluded by listening to the two lingering moments of these groups. An
exploration of the Bentonville Confederate statue unveiling, and removal allowed me to explore
the work that remains to be done in our community. The creation of the final marker for the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project and the significance of the marker’s
unveiling, on the other hand, allowed me to listen to just how far we have truly come.
Throughout this examination, into our work that remains together, I attempt to consider what is
truly needed in the process of healing. For white people, confrontation is key. Confronting our
own community’s racist pasts, and our histories and complicity within, is the only way in which
to move forward. For oppressed people and people of color, employing agency in their presence
in the work and in the story is necessary in order to even hope to move towards healing as a
community.

COUNTERSTORYING
My work listening to the critical work in Bentonville through the Confederate statue and in
Fayetteville through the Washington County Community Remembrance Project seeks to define
my own role of listening through telling the story of these two groups. I sought to actively
dismantle privilege in order to listen and amplify the communities whose stories I am telling.
This meant, of course, privileging the scholars of color that I believe are often neglected in
conversations centering around public memory.
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This work began as, I’ll admit it, a drive-by of sorts to be sure I was doing the inclusive
work (Colpean and Dingo). My base goal of listening meant a consideration of scholars of color.
Critical, storied listening, however, meant hearing those scholars of color. Understanding the
approach that Jacqueline Jones Royster has taken to listen to female African American scholars
in Traces of a Stream allowed me to understand how to see myself in the words I was producing.
The same is true of Eric Darnell Pritchard, and the ancestors that I must tap into and learn from.
Without Patricia Davis, I wouldn’t hear the victory in the way in which African Americans
establish agency in their own work refuting their histories. This is true from the physical location
to the victory it represents. Of course, it also means hearing, prioritizing the rock stars of color I
work with in my own community. The determined work of the Shame of Bentonville Facebook
group inspired me, inspired our community, to understand the power in listening to Black voices.
The Black female leaders on the Washington County Community Remembrance Project
espoused a Black feminist ethic of care that allowed me to critically examine our goals in our
work to truly venerate Aaron, Anthony, and Randall.
Though voices of color led this work, white voices still play an influential role. This
project was and is, after all, written for white people. For that reason, I found myself diving into
the “belly of the beast” to look at and examine the ways in which our whiteness is ultimately
pervasive. Aja Martinez, in her case for critical race counterstory as a rhetorical research
methodology and method, states that “I believe we’ve all been telling stories, all along, but some
stories are elevated to the status of theory, scholarship, and literature, while, too often,
minoritized perspectives are relegated to marginalized or overlooked ‘cultural rhetorics’ methods
or genres” (Martinez 2). Even as I sought to push against the dominant narrative of theory,
scholarship, and literature, I acknowledge (preference?) the white narratives in our institutional
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histories, the patterns in the word choices of white people, the scholarship and theory of white
academics, the thoughts and feelings of my own white body. I need to hear that, even in my
attempt to listen, this project is still very white.
I am attempting this work, of course, from the perspective of a Southern white female. I
am one of the youngest members of the Washington County Community Remembrance Project
and have recently become one of the most involved. I have been an onlooker to the debates
surrounding conversations about the Bentonville Confederate statue. Though I was a clear
sympathizer in the efforts (and eventual success) to remove the statue, I wasn’t intimately
involved in the conversations and efforts that led to its removal. The same might be said about
my efforts with the Washington County Community Remembrance Project. I have been
intimately involved in most of the efforts made by the group since I became a member. However,
I found myself silent or shrinking back when conversations got heated, when the topic turned to
race, when tension arose and disagreements were founded based on the location, the word
choice, or questioning our ultimate goal of reverence.
I say all of this to share, openly and bluntly, where I feel and know that I have fallen
short in this work. One of the key features that has stuck me about white scholars whose work
focuses on racial reconciliation is the self-congratulatory nature of their work on occasion. In my
introduction, I stated that my objective toward equitable, storied, critical approach to listening is
not necessarily a new or unique approach. Instead, it is a story of one white girl, in one
community, in one southern state, looking to “figure out” where we go from here. Perhaps some
of the content, or the approach, or (hopefully) the scholars, will be new to you. Perhaps the work
won’t be new, but the way in which I wrestle with the work we must do will inspire you to think
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about your own story and the role you play in it. In order to move toward that, I must honestly
and genuinely confront my own story.

HEARING MY OWN STORY
I am a higher education administrator, a staff member at the University of Arkansas Honors
College to be exact. Every day, I work within a dominant culture that prioritizes academic merit
over family circumstance and need. Though I and my entire staff are aware of this, we are often
complicit in it. I am also an educator. Though I’d like to move more into full time academia, I
currently serve as a one-off instructor for the English department, and a regular instructor for
special topics sections in the Honors College, once again prioritizing the university’s “top
students” in their academic research interests. Finally, I identify as a sister, a daughter, a wife. In
June of 2021, I will identify as someone’s mother, and that role will also forever define my
identity. Learning how to critically listen to the community surrounding me is one thing.
Learning how to hear this community in order to leave a more positive mark on it is entirely
another.
In his text on “Creating Presence from Absence and Sound from Silence,” Romeo García
beautifully weaves his own story as he shares his understanding of community listening. He
argues that “community listening departs from individualism…rather, it re-situates the individual
within constellations of stories, genealogies, ghosts, and hauntings” (7). Lillian Smith shares her
own ghosts in her own story, stating that “ghost relationships still haunt the southern mind to
such an extent that many of today’s most urgent problems cannot be dealt with rationally, even
though the outcome of the world’s crisis may depend largely upon how they are solved. They are
ghosts that must be laid.” (L. Smith 116). In an attempt to lay my ghosts then, I tell my story.
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Work. As I mentioned, I work as a full-time staff member for the University of Arkansas Honors
College. Though my title is technically the Associate Director for Student Success, my duties are
truly as assigned. I find myself floating through various tasks and initiatives of the Honors
College. I coordinate programs and events, I manage our customer service to prospective
students through our front desk and our general informational email account, I assist in
implementing the projects that our Dean gets excited about, and I serve as an assistant in our
current student communications. This unique role allows me to serve as many things in the
Honors College, yet no one specific role. Though I appreciate getting to “dip my hands” into
many pots, I often feel as if I am floating—being a little bit of everything means, of course, that
you have no one clear specialty. However, it also leaves me open to exploring. I have found
myself listening, really listening, to the inner workings of our department is through our
diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives.
Staff Development DEI
In February 2020, our Dean instigated 4 groups that would cover all aspects of our
departmental life. These groups were designed to investigate ways in which we fall short of
being diverse, equitable, and inclusive. I found myself serving as the spokesperson for the staff
development committee. This group was tasked with discussing and adapting staff development
and our growth in diversity and equity. We first began our discussions by talking about
ourselves—where we fall short in DEI, where we have noted our own discrepancies in our
individual roles within the department. One of our staff members, for instance, expressed a
desire for set training when an “ouch” is made—how can she come back from a DEI mistake or
inconsideration in order to continue to move forward as a group? Another acknowledged being
complicit in mainstreaming our dominant culture simply through downplaying her own non-
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whiteness. I shared that I often feel complicit in the dominant culture of white supremacy
because I am so much a part of it. The most involved of our Honors students are small, white,
female student leaders, very similar to my own role as an undergraduate (and my positionality as
a staff member). Though many of them, like myself, have good intentions toward diversity,
equity, and inclusion on paper, these intentions often fall short due to a blindness of our own
complicity in the dominant culture, the mainstream approach.
In order to begin to address these concerns, we decided to focus our discussions on
characteristics of white supremacy, which we also termed characteristics of dominant culture.
We used a visual tool, a Zine, written by Tema Okum and developed by Laura Donovan. We
asked our staff to look through the list of dominant culture characteristics and share the two or
three that they were most guilty of. The list is as follows:
•

Perfectionism

•

Sense of urgency

•

Defensiveness

•

Quantity over quality

•

Worship of the written word

•

Only one right way

•

Paternalism

•

Either/or thinking

•

Power hoarding

•

Fear of open conflict

•

Individualism

•

I’m the only One
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•

Progress is bigger, more

•

Objectivity

•

Right to comfort (Okun and Donovan)

The zine contains helpful explanations and definitions for each characteristic, as well as an
acknowledgement of anecdotes for each characteristic as well.
Staff were asked to identify two or three of these characteristics and share an honest story
within each. Though I won’t disclose their personal stories, we as a committee sensed quite a bit
of resistance to this activity in our overall discussions. Staff members were quick to identify the
ways in which they saw these characteristics manifested in other aspects of the life of the
department, but less so to admit where they themselves were complicit in the work. Many used
the example of perfectionism, as we’ve found that that characteristic often manifests itself both
in their students and in themselves. Others point to a sense of urgency in the deadlines we feel
bound to, and the academic calendar that of course dictates our every action.
I used the example of Only One Right Way in my own understanding of conflicting roles
played with members of our staff. As I mentioned, since my role can be everything, it often feels
as if I should be everything. I therefore get “tunnel vision” in choosing one right way in which to
carry out a project or process, which unintentionally leaves out staff who might be interested or
possess the talents to complete the task, and the perspective to complete it far more equitably (or
push us not to strive for completion). Other staff members expressed a misunderstanding of the
assignment. They felt that dominant culture is too broad of a term to describe all white people,
and that we should instead consider the individual stories that make up the culture we come
from. Others felt that, perhaps since they did not identify as white or male or upper middle class,
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they weren’t complicit in dominant culture/white supremacy thinking and were instead victims
of this culture.
In using my new definition of community listening to hear this work, I found clear
resonance with the issues and concerns facing our community. A resistance to “pointing fingers”
in terms of perpetuating dominant culture leads to a complicity within it. Like my work with the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project, I was able to consider my embedded,
deep engagement with this work in order to begin to pick apart our own inflections and
considerations. Our staff, like our community, wrestles with a lack of acknowledgement of our
pasts, our histories, our legacies of oppression that have provided the Honors College we all
benefit from today. Confronting our own complicity in these systems is the only way we can
begin to dismantle and combat them.
As spokesperson of this committee, I have further learned a lot about myself in this work.
In our lengthy planning meetings and conversations, I find myself so tempted to move us out of
our abstract debates and dive instead into a plan of action—an agenda, a date, a topic for our next
staff meeting. In this way, I am a product of the sense of urgency that was handed to me by our
dominant culture. Being part of the group, like being part of the community, has taught me to not
only listen, but hear the ways in which I myself am part and parcel of these systems. Taking a
step back, “reading the room” allows us to move forward and dismantle our own systems and
processes.

Pedagogy. Though being a staff member is one of my lives, I also work as an instructor for both
the Honors College and the English department. As in my professional life, I both enjoy and
struggle with the lack of focus that these roles present. I am able, in one moment, to engage with
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privileged Honors scholars and introduce them to campus resources during their first semester of
college and, in another moment, confront students who have never benefited from proper writing
instruction. As a result of this, these students have a fraught relationship to writing instructors
and writing courses. I enjoy the pedagogical struggle of both groups, and I have sought to
incorporate conversations around privilege and power in each of the subjects that I teach or in the
discussions that I host. A fall 2020 course I was able to assist with, however, helped me to hear
the many ways that our community and university chooses to listen.
Bad Times
In spring 2020, I was selected to serve as a teaching assistant for Dr. Charles Robinson’s
course on BAD Times, a newspaper and student organization (Black Americans for Democracy)
run by Black students on campus in the 1970s. According to the course website, “This Honors
College Forum invites students to re-navigate the familiar terrain of the U of A campus through
the lived experience of the membership of BAD. In so doing, the forum asks—and answers—
four essential questions:
•

What was it like to be one of 150 African American students in an undergraduate cohort
of 9,000 in 1969?

•

What specific campus issues did BAD take on during the early 1970s and what methods
did they employ to produce change?

•

How does the transformation from BAD to STAND parallel national shifts from political
activism and protest on college campuses in the 1970s to the taming of that activist
energy in the 1980s?

•

Relative to the campus protect spectrum, where are we now? (Curlee)
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I excitedly began preparations to engage in student protests, line up guest speakers who were
active members of BAD and develop reflection opportunities for our students during the Fall
semester.
During the planning for this course, Dr. Robinson, who began his university career as a
history professor before moving into various administrative roles, was promoted to serve as the
University’s Provost and therefore had a far greater workload than originally planned.
Additionally, the spread of COVID-19 began a global pandemic that altered the way we planned
to teach and the very topics we hoped to present on. Most importantly, the public lynching of
George Floyd spurred ongoing initiatives among our Black students to debut the viral Twitter
campaign #blackatuark, which students of color used as a platform to express grievances,
discrimination, and instances of explicit and implicit racism on the university campus. Within
this viral campaign, they also issued demands to the University, including mandatory cultural
competency training, funding for Black scholarships, an implementation of a hate speech policy,
and the removal of the William Fulbright statue prominently featured on campus due to his
support of upholding racism and his signature on the Southern Manifesto.
These changes led to a truly fascinating atmosphere for class discussion and consideration as
we braced for the many uncertainties of Fall 2020. Dr. Robinson opened our course with a
discussion of national Civil Rights movements and the story of the Elaine Massacre in order to
lay the groundwork for the integration of the university and the environment and legacy that led
Black students in the ‘70s to form Black Americans for Democracy. Disgusted at the response of
the dominant (read: white) newspaper coverage after the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
a group of Black students empowered by the Black Power Movement organized to form the
student organization Black Americans for Democracy, created their own newspaper called BAD
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Times to highlight these instances of racism and exclusion, cultivated demands and initiatives
that pushed for richer and more supported Black life on our campus. We then brought in a
variety of speakers who were students and members of BAD in the 1970s and beyond to speak to
students about their experiences, their inspiration, and the progress they think has been made
today.
The students responded to this discussion, and our speakers, with questions and feedback
that suggested a keen interest in parallels to university life in the 1970s and today. The question
Dr. Robinson helped us wrestle with is the final question advertised: Relative to the campus
protest spectrum, where are we now? In order to reflect more properly on this question, I had
students create a blog entry of sorts on the virtual tour site theclio.com. Students were tasked
with investigating one key element of life during BAD Times and creating an entry featuring
artifacts, an interview, and a significant location during this time.
In these discussions, I heard students reaching into the then to identify the then that is now.
One student, for instance, explored the role that campus architecture, particularly sorority
housing, has on the exclusion felt by students today. Another focused on Black joy during the
70s, flipping the narrative to talk about the cultivation of music and community through student
led organizations, despite the hardships they faced. Another, a freshman, looked directly into the
#blackatuark tweets and demands and compared them to the unrest faced and demands by the
student activists of the 1970s. When it came time to curate each entry into a themed tour, three
students volunteered to work past the end of the course to create a tour that reflected our
discussions. The students unanimously agreed that, though the course and the subject was
historical in nature, a consideration of the present day was pivotal in our title and theme.
Additionally, they learned that there can be no one African American experience at the
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university. Instead, there are many, countless, experiences. The tour, therefore, is titled “The
Legacy of B.A.D Times: African American Student Experiences at the University of Arkansas”
(K.Powell). It takes us throughout campus and hinges, of course, on the 1970s, with bookended
entries that feature far more present-day protests and grievances of the joy and the hardship of
African American student experiences.
Once again, my embedded participation in this group allowed me to listen, and hear, the
ways in which the university perhaps falls short of providing an inclusive experience for our
students, even today. In order to avoid eavesdropping, however, I actively acknowledged my
whiteness and my privilege throughout this work, and asked student to do the same. Two of our
white students, for instance, had entries centered around white traditions and resistance to the
Black power seeping into student life. Though likely not as “sexy” to them as the hard-hitting
coverage of Black student life, these entries are valuable, critical components of our university’s
story. Further, listening to our students find parallels in the present day allowed me to listen, and
hear, my role as a white instructor in this work. This included, as in my work with the
Washington County Community Remembrance Project, knowing my own limitations. Having
guest speakers share real, full, horrible, and beautiful experiences of their time on campus is far
more appropriate than a researched lecture led by me, or Dr. Robinson, in understanding this
work. Though the power of the instructor cannot fully be removed, we hope this collaborative
approached was echoed in the final product (K.Powell).

Personal. I am, of course, an administrator and a teacher. However, I also identify as a wife, a
daughter, a sister. These roles are part of my everyday but have been tested more and more as I
learn to hear community listening in my own world.
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I grew up in South Mississippi and am a proud, intentional product of the Mississippi
public school system. My parents, both chemical engineers, are highly analytical in nature. Now
in their 60s, they wrestle with the racial reckoning we are going through as a country. They
question their role in retribution, in healing. Though we don’t always want to, though we
certainly shouldn’t, my parents and myself have the privilege of stepping out of those
conversations should we choose to. We, along with my two sisters, are white, small, upper
middle class, and conscious of trying to “play the part” in our appearance. So I believe that they,
that we, occasionally tuned out a true consideration of race throughout our lives.
I believe that heritage was the concept that required the most unlearning as I began to
listen to, and hear, my own upbringing. After Hurricane Katrina decimated my hometown, our
dance company took part in a major, fancy fundraiser called “The South will Rise Again,” a
slogan that I heard used in regard to Katrina recovery efforts. We all rented antebellum dresses,
and I was excited to try on a hoop skirt like I had read about in the historical fiction books I
loved. We danced to “Christmas in Dixie,” and took pictures on the lawn like it was prom. This
spirit of heritage continued as I got interested in museum studies as a high school student. For a
class project, I interviewed the museum curator at Beauvoir, the museum housed at Jefferson
Davis’s summer home. The site only called the Civil War “The War Between the States,” and
never (that I saw) acknowledged slavery.
In addition to these markers of heritage, my hometown was full of heritage. Our high
school parking lot was packed with pick-up trucks, many of them waving Confederate flags out
of their bed for show. “Dukes of Hazzard” reruns were standard fare as was, of course, having a
favorite NASCAR driver. Dip was a regular outline in boys’ jeans at school, as were cowboy
boots and guns in truck beds to go hunting before or after school.
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As we all know, Mississippi’s reputation is to be the best at being the worst. We are often
the highest in obesity, in graduation rates, in unplanned pregnancies, in hate crimes. And so this
is the environment, the world, I came to know until I turned 18. Even leaving that world and
heading into a small liberal arts college called Millsaps in Jackson, Mississippi, I encountered the
stigma, the reputation, that we, I, was “coast trash” compared to the white Delta royalty that
existed in Mississippi. These Delta belles came from generations of money and shed light on a
personality, a world that I did not know existed. I share these stories to share that I of course
influenced by my upbringing. Looking back, I can easily see how unwelcoming our high school
parking lot must have been, how vile our Katrina performance must have been, how the rest of
the world must see our cowboy boots and jeans. I also, however, believe that this insight
prepared me for combatting this stigma, this concern, as I began to face this project.
Many were shocked when Donald Trump became president in 2016. They couldn’t
believe how our country could still produce someone like Dylann Roof (Tolbert), how so many
in the silent majority can be in our midst, gearing up for a man who made them feel that he was
truly one of them. How this large mass felt so forgotten, so cast aside, that a simple and
dangerous slogan to “Make America Great Again” would bring them out in droves enough to
win an election. But I could. As I explored the motivations of the James H. Berry UDC, I thought
back to my own days as a sorority girl, unconsciously (subconsciously) fitting into regional
gender norms dictated for me and women like me for generations. As I wrote about the
whiteness of the Bentonville Square, I thought about the many backroads where I went mud
riding or camping with my best friend and her cousins, the trailer we had sleepovers in and
summoned our own ghosts with a Ouija board, and how I didn’t even recognize those spaces as
the white spaces that they were. As I began to explore the words marking the sentiments of those
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who signed to keep the Bentonville Confederate statue on the Bentonville Square, I heard my
community, my neighbors, my grandparents, the kids I went to high school with, in their
sentiments. As I researched the lynch mob that stood silently by and let the sons of James Boone
kill Aaron and Anthony, I felt the complacency, the fear of change, that I still feel every time I
head down that final highway on my way to the home I’ve known and loved my whole life. I am
white, I come from white people, I am a Southern woman, I come from southern culture, and this
is part of who I am.
And yet…and yet. I suppose this project has been a reckoning of sorts for myself, for my
own place within these moments, these people from my past. I find myself not in high school, or
in college, but a fully functioning adult. I found a life partner and I married him. I’ve taken
trainings, courses, books, on what it means to be a white woman in America. I’ve launched into
hard conversations with the people I love on what it is we should “do.” Or not do, or listen, or
hear. I settled into and have become part of a community not unlike my hometown in Prairie
Grove, Arkansas, where I’ve seen my fair share of “2020: Keep America Great” signs and
Confederate iconography. And in summer 2021, I will (if all goes well) have a reckoning of my
own with the birth of our child in early June. The idea of being the influence on someone’s
whole world, perception of the world, and answer to the world’s questions, is unbelievably
terrifying to me. What mistakes will I pass on? What privileges will they inadvertently
internalize? What can, what will they teach me if I let them?
As our community grapples with a square that has no statue and our coalition considers
the way to honor Aaron Anthony, and Randall this May, I acknowledge that reconciliation, true
healing, comes from both white confrontation and a sense of Black agency. I also like to think of
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the idea of reconciliation as piece by piece, person by person, community by community. In her
examination of German and American reconciliation efforts, Susan Neiman states
National reconciliation begins at the bottom. Very personal encounters between members
of different races, people who represent the victims as well as those who represent the
perpetrators, are the foundation of any larger attempt to treat national wounds…such
encounters are only the foundation. They can lead to the reconciliation of communities
built on them, using the trust thus developed to work together confronting the injustices
that remain. Group by group, community by community, state by state, nation by nation.
It is a long and weary process, but it is hard to see an alternative. (Neiman 301)
I had the unbelievable privilege of learning from and growing with a misunderstood community
in southern Mississippi. And now I’ve found myself in the position to write about, to reflect on,
the work of some truly inspiring souls in the Community Remembrance Project and begin to
unwind some damages caused by the James H. Berry UDC. Group by group, person by person,
community by community, I want to listen. More importantly, I want to hear, and do, better.

CONCLUSION- TOWARD ACCOUNTABILITY
I came into the University of Arkansas Special Collections not too long ago to take a few images
of the artifacts of the James H. Berry United Daughters of the Confederacy to use in this project,
verify some citations, and say goodbye to the staff that has been so helpful for the past year and a
half. I opened the familiar boxes and scrolled slowly through the letters, ribbons, photos, and
texts. Namely, I wanted to “say goodbye” to the book of minutes for the chapter that I had spent
so much time transcribing. As I flipped through the pages to the end, I saw that the last entry, in
1933, simply stated, “Mrs. Harris gave a description and account of the Confederate monument
in Arkansas. Hostess served delightful refreshments and social hour enjoyed by all.” (Minutes of
the James H. Berry UDC). This was followed by a clipping of “New Dixie,” a fitting (if ironic)
hope for the South as we all move forward from this reckoning.
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As I packed up my things, I accepted baby advice from one of the staff members that has
been most helpful in unearthing these artifacts. I ran into a Black student in our library who I
helped with law school applications, that is now facing the impossible and wonderful decision of
accepting a full scholarship offer before knowing all of his options. Upon my return to the office,
I greeted coworkers and answered emails focusing on this, our continued work together. I drove
by Oaks Cemetery on my way home and, though it was raining, thought excitedly of our
ceremony, the culmination of our work, in May.
In “When the First Voice you Hear is Not your Own,” Jacqueline Jones Royster asks us,
“How do we translate listening into language and action, instead the creation of an appropriate
response?” (Royster, “When the First Voice” 38). This project is, in many ways, a response to
her question. The last piece, for me, is holding myself, and holding you, holding us, accountable.
One of the core tenets of Patricia Hill Collin’s Black Feminist Epistemology includes an ethics
of personal accountability. She states that “Not only must individuals develop their knowledge
claims through dialogue and present them in a style proving their concern for their ideas, but
people are expected to be accountable for their knowledge claims” (Collins 218). I have felt this
challenge deeply as I’ve embarked on this work. In holding myself accountable, in prying open
my whiteness and examining it, I’ve found weakness, I’ve found discomfort, I’ve found shame.
And I sense similar weaknesses, discomforts, and shame in the white people I’ve begun to
engage in this work with.
However, I must hold myself, ourselves, to a critical level of accountability has we go from
here. And so I seek to share this story, as incomplete as it is, as vulnerable as (I feel) like it is, as
problematic as it probably is, for the sake of holding myself, for holding you, accountable.
Accountable to hear, accountable to learn, accountable to change (when appropriate),
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accountable to stay quiet and get out of the way. Basically, I want to hold you, and me,
accountable to listen.
The writing, at least for this project, is coming to an end. Though this little room will still be
here for me, it’s time to graduate to other projects, other reflections, other thoughts. However, it
is critical, in all that I do, to hold myself and us accountable. This project can’t simply be a
memory, a checkbox to get my degree. I hope that this chapter has served as a reminder to listen,
to hear, how I can and will make a shift in any community I encounter. I want to hope, I want to
believe, that the work and the ideologies of those women ended with their social hours, their
meeting notes, their new Dixie, in 1933. But, as I’ve seen again and again in this work, that is not
the case. Times, however, are changing. Now the work continues. And it’s up to us to listen.
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Appendix B: Notes
Introduction
1
As you will see throughout this project, members of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy and present-day community members refer to the statue as a “Confederate
monument.” I want to honor the weight of this term and its implications while also removing
some of its power throughout this project. For that reason, it will often be referred to as a
“statue” unless directly quoted from community members.
2
I’d like to take a moment here to acknowledge that our true concept of story comes
from Indigenous traditions. In her 2012 C’s address, Malea Powell states, “when I say story, I
mean an event in which I try complex shimmering strands of a constellative, epistemological
enough to share them.” She also cites Maracle, who states that “We [indigenous people] believe
the proof of a thing or idea is in the doing. Doing requires some form of social interaction and
thus, story is the most persuasive and sensible way to present the accumulated thoughts and
values of a people” (Powell 384). Though I will further examine my definition of story, my
ultimate adaptation of the theory begins in Indigenous traditions. However, I still struggle with a
deeper understanding of how to keep my work decolonial, if in fact I am using indigenous
frameworks such as story.
3
I address some key scholars of memory within this work, but for further reading please
see Hosbawn’s Invention of Tradition, Phillip’s Framing Public Memory, and Marita Sturken’s
Tangled Memories.
4
The coalition has been very clear in its use of the term venerate. Though the term has
religious connotations, the group felt that its ultimate definition, “regard with great respect;
revere” (“venerate”) is directly in line both with our intent to honor and our objective to erect a
marker in a cemetery that venerates their life. For that reason, I choose to use it here as well.
5
In Feminist Rhetorical Practices, Royster and Kirsch define strategic contemplation as
“critically taking the time, space, and resources to think about, through, and around our work as
an important meditative dimension of scholarly productivity” (21). Though I don’t explicitly
mention strategic contemplation but at this point in my analysis, I think it’s a critical component
of my work.
6
In regard to access, Hunter points to the power of the archives, arguing that “the archives
and libraries function as primary access points for the historical ethnographer to gauge the
places, people, and documents betwixt and between past and present” (Hunter 227). This has
certainly been true in the white part of my story—the work of the James H. Berry UDC in
putting up the monument and maintaining a Confederate presence in our community. This lack
of access ties into Hunter’s second area of ethnographic research: representation. As he states,
the archives are filled with what’s left behind. Hunter’s way of combatting this was to combine
macro-level historical documentation (census records and other national data), meso-level
(community specific surveys and data) and finally the micro-level of the journals, letters, and
neighborhood level information that he was able to find in the archives.
Chapter 1
7
Though it is not fully central to my project, I pull this line from Faulkner’s Requiem for a
Nun, in which he says, “the past is never dead…in fact it’s not even past.” Such an iconic quote
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from a well-known writer in the American South is, I think, another example of much of the
work with time that this project hopes to explore.
8
I do want to acknowledge here that Bessette is utilizing the concept of retroactivism to
refer to sexuality, particularly Lesbian identity. I am attempting here to use the term in the
context of race. I do believe that it is critical to examine and critique the ways in which race,
particularly oppressed groups, have been whitewashed and/or overshadowed. However, I
recognize that in doing so, I might be problematically dismissing the importance of Bessette’s
use of retroactivism.
9
For further reading, please see the introductory chapter of Jodi Melamed’s Represent and
Destroy
10
New research points to the fact that Kumbaya is actually a Gullah language song that was
stolen by a white evangelist but is now being reclaimed (Eligon)
Chapter 2
11
According to a member of our committee and a local historian, “there is a reference to
Yell’s property as the place of hanging in a descendant’s published account. Some believe that
the hangings took place near the White River, near their home as described by a different
descendant. However, that descendant also believed that Aaron and Anthony were released from
jail on July 5, not abducted from the jail on July 7 as described in the newspaper account.
Chapter 3
12
For further reading on Black feminist thought, please see the work of Marcyliena
Morgan’s Language, Discourse and Power in African American Culture
13
Kelley, for instance, tells us that “it is a moment of a major shift in reading, writing, and
participation in new, digitized economies. With the rising ubiquity of digital technologies, I
would argue that ‘this moment right now’ is raising important questions about what it means to
be, to read, and to write in our current, highly digitized world” (Kelley 49).
Chapter 4
14
An important detail from a local historian on our committee states that 40 jurists
participated in the session (16 grand jury, and 12 each for juries for Randall and Anthony), plus
the 3 attorneys, the sheriff and deputies, and the jailor. These were drawn from several different
townships around Washington County. There is a letter published in an article in the Flashback
by a Williams descendant, Oscar William; the letter is exchanged between members of a Wilson
family, before the trial was held, that figured that “they’d all hang” (the three who were accused
of murder).
15
One way in which we see ecological possibilities playing out is through the work of
networks. Jenny Edbauer (now Jenny Rice) incorporates the idea of rhetorical situation in
examining a traditional communication network Warner expands on and applies it to the idea of
overdevelopment in Austin, Texas ((Edbauer)2005). Edbauer explores the inherent narrowness
of the sender-receiver model of publics disseminating information. She argues that that we must
rethink rhetorical publicness from a much wider lens. Instead, she suggests “a framework of
affective ecologies that recontextualizes rhetorics in their temporal, historical, and lived fluxes”
(9). Instead of seeing the entire public and circulation process as linear, Rice is asking us to add
in the various dimensions and movements that make up a circulation process, examining the
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ecologies in order to understand the various interlocking publics that led to their circulation. Rice
uses the circulation of the “Keep Austin Weird” slogan, initially as a form of resistance to the
influx of corporations into the city and later as an identifier that was co-opted in many different
ways. She uses this to build upon the typical model of rhetorical situation, arguing that “an
ecological augmentation adopts a view toward the processes and events that extend beyond the
limited boundaries of these elements” (20). This adds the dimension of ecological movement
back into rhetoric, which I consider critical for a conversation surrounding current white
supremacist structures in our area, as will be seen in my examination of these publics. However,
I am also working toward and highly interested in the interconnectedness of the counterpublics
that are very much a part of this work.
16
An important footnote from our local historian states that: Research failed to find any
record of manumission by Boone for any of his bondsmen and bondswomen or their children.
Tax records show no decrease of number of those held in the years following the date given for
supposed freeing of slaves.. Sale documents by Lafayette Boone show a number of them sold
after his father’s death. What happened to others afterward is not known, except for Fanny,
whose family story was provided through Melba Smith. The others were likely either taken by
other sons or sold without documentation.
Chapter 5
17
For further reading on the removal of Confederate monuments and memorials this
summer, please see Kevin Levin’s Civil War Memory Syllabus (Levine)

